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P.

MODEL

STEAM BOILER WANTED.
about five horsepower.
PETTING ILL & LITTLEJOHN.
d3l*

Wanted.

A

GIRL AT 34 WINTER
tween 2 and 5 o’clock.

I UNtrumentM, School

treated with.
tocks & Fox,

O’Donnell &

dly

Sylvester,

Counsellors

at

81 MIDDLE

Farmer, Active or Silent
ot good standing, showing a first class

POR.TIaA.M1_),

8.

C.

88 MIDDLE

STREET,

PORTLAND.
Will
a

bobb

MAINE.

MIDDLE

STREET,

(Boyd Block,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every dedec28tf
ception of building.

H. HOWE & SON.

CHAS.

city.

BY

Civil Engineers and Architects,

a man

a*

Wanted,

It comprises a complete classified list of CORPORATIONS, FIRMS
AND INDIVIDUALS engaged in Hie MANAGEMENT. BUILDING,
OUTFITTING AND FURNISHING OF OUR MERCANTILE MARINE.
Also, embracing a complete encyclopedia ot NAUTICAL INFORMATION of value to Masters and Hie GOVERMENT AND HARBOR
LAAVS REGULATING THE MANAGEMENT OF VESSELS.
A Book that every Ship Builder, Broker, Chaudler and others doing
a marine business needs.

GAYLOR

Tlioumwtouy Maine.

&

WHITMORE,

THE

83 BEATER
jy26

Agents. Enquire
C.JL. MAR8TON,

Conductor, WM I,. FITCH.
Pianist, MISS MAV I.EACH.
The costumes have been prepared expressly for
the work at great cost, and the aflair will be oho of
the Grandest Events of the season.
The whole will be under the immediate supervision
of the composer, J. A. Butterfield, of Chicago, sole

MEW YORK.
dlawlmM

OF

MOST

MAGNIFICENT

138 JKxchangc .Street.

Jordan

Locke

Store, Wednesday morning,Sept. 15th,

o’clock.
Admission 35 cents; Reserved Seats 50 cents.

at 9

se20

dtd

BOITD BLOCK.

my22

dtf

PERRY

BOARD.

FOSS,

&

Boarders

GENERAL

Commission Merchants,
and Wholesale Dealers

PRODUCE,
9 Moulton Street, bead of Long Wharf
PORTLAND,
EBEN

N.

G. A. CLARK, in.

FREE

day

meal.

or

WITH

Apply

at 28

D.

Free Street.

or

Ever Seen in this State.

be accommodated with
street, cor-

can

rooms

Green,
unturnished with side
attached.

ner

chamber

pleasant front
large closet

a
room and

selldtt

—

few Summer Boarders will be taken by the day
week at Norton’s Hotel, East Baldwin. This
house is delightfully located on the line of the P. &
O. R. K. and only 25 miles from Portland.
A

dtf

Worth of all the Sew Designs, Shapes and
Colors. Look what you may select from

fficolc, Job

and

*"

Jr

my22tf

or a Gentleman and his Wite can
be accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
myl9dtl

fll WO Gentlemen

JL

No. 37 Plum Street.

HEKDciBD& AND HUNDREDS

The right kind of Educa-

62 FREE STREET.

Board.

$aivd I

Elegftnt Pantaloons,

The most extensive, thorough and complete institution of the kind in the world. Eight thousand
graduates of this college now in successful business
in the principal cities and towns of the United
States.

FIVE HUNDRED AND FIFTY

—

9«_
..t._

...

FEDERAL STREET,

103

GAS

AND

To

Let.

furnished

5 Door. East •< Temple St.,

WATER

PIPING.
sp21tf_

at

rooms

seplSdlw*

To
Let.
TENEMENT OF SIX ROOMS, also

Single-brestted English Walking Coats,
And dozens ot others to<4numerous to

of 5
rooms.
197 Newbury St.,
Apply to
selSdtf.W. W. CABR.

A

H. L. GREGG & CO.,

tion for

Consisting of perfect-fitting
Albert Coat?,
Double-breasted Prince
“
“
Sack Coats.
Single breasted high cut St. Bernard
Coats,

unfurnished
NO. 1 MYRTLE STREET, next door to CaPLEASANT
hoon’s Block.
or

—

Splendid Suits,

TO LET.

CLARK,

W. C.

OF

one

mention.

Room To Let.
FURNISHED

CHAMBER, at 118 Spring
ONEStreet.selldlw
Reefers and Ulsters.
To Let.
Commission & Forwarding Merchants
AN UPPER RENT, No. 335,
LONG. WARM AND COMFORTABLE.
of Congress
A and Quincy
streets, nicely frescoed and in perPetroleum, Grntu and other Charters, fect
would sell
and

BROKERS.

SHIP

Magnificent granite building with elegantly fitted
and iurnished apartments for the application of and
carrying out of our novel and systematic methods of

BUSINESS

Offices.

at

repair,

a

carpets
Apply

bargain, if wanted.

PORTLAND

MACHINEWORKS
Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.
MANUFACTURERS

OF

MARINE. STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
A Icon’s Turbine Water Wheei,
Elevators. Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanciiard’s
Patent Boiler.
AGENTS

RUE’S

FOR

INJECTOR

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOB SALE—One New Stationary Engine, G3 horse
power, built to order.

apHt_
WILLIAM SCHUMACHER*

FRESCO

TO

5

OICBIIHG

BLOCK.

That short garments are OLD STYLE,
SHOP-WORN, and liable to he MOTHEATEN.

To Let.
and pleasant rooms to let, at 217 Camber■JATICE
X v land street, without board.
sepldttMRS. ALONZO BUTLER.
to be Let,
on State street.
Very desirable. Inquire of S.W. Robinson, or Byron D. Verrill. at
205 Middle street.
aug23ti

SITUATED

LET.

TOJLET.

PORTABLE

When Goods

iy29dtf

RANGE.

COOKING

produced.
TLe following are

some of its special
Illuminated tire box; clinkerless shaking and
dumping grate; the best chance to broil ■without
odor; large ventilated oven; with or without hot
closet; portable shelf with large top surface; the best
draft cut-off ^ver invented; reversible collar, pipe-top
or back; dustless sifter and large ash pan; ’'skeleton
in hot closet; heat thrown under all its six
oles; wa’er front when ordered; it has nickel plated
knobs and is splendidly fitted up; flues cleaned from
the outside.
In connection with the above we would merely add
that in design find fini>li, it is usurpussed. It has
an u jusual.y large oven and exnIra deep flues. The
covers and centres are heavy, so preventing any
warping. The broiling door is one of the most important features in modern stoves, and is so arranged
in THE CLARION that broiling can b° carried ou
successfully without any odor coming into the room.
The illuminated fire box presents a cheerful appearance, ami shows at all times the conditionof the tire
without opening the door,
the skeleton slide in hot
cloaet bottom keeps any dish
enveloped with warm
air. The sifter is vibrated
by a handle through the
“Ont plate, and allows no dust to
escape.
This Range has been
thoroughly tested In every
particular, and every disinterested person and dealen will admit it to be the best
Cooking Range ever
offered to the public. Please cal! ami examine
it and
we can give you testimonials and references that will
to
you.
be satislactory
Manufactured and for sale bv

grate

wood, bishop & co.

ABOUT
E

my31tf

4

NUTTER BROS.

story

the

on

corner

233

of

to
HENRY DEEIUNG,
No. 05 Exchange St.

au(kLw*ttf_
To

(iregg

iLet.

108

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE No.

Danforth Street,
THEcontaining allattheNo.modern 71improvements.
En10, CENTRAL WHARF,

quire
fnel6dtf

TO BE LET.

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK-

<ltf

board
ju3dt.t

can

or

be had at next door in

same

T.O. WINSLOW.

Splendid Family Horse

for Sale.

CHEAP. Weight about 1000. afraid ol
nothin*, will stand without bitching, good
roader, easy traveller, kind, and any lady can drive
him. Sold tor no fault, as owner has no further use
for him. Abo, ^ery nice Express Wagon, Jump Seat
Carriage aud Harness. Can be seen at
LING’* STABLE,
relfrUw*
Silrer Sticei.

VERF

RRAIMG£.
persons interested in
\ ^‘heir
drainage
advantage to call on the
Pierce Manufacturing

ISAAC GREGG, Jr„ A CO.

aui1 c,jve

in

Vogne.
very

are

4S2 & 4S4

“New

Congress St.,

PREBLE

will find it to

WOOD ASHES
>R SALE BY THE CAB LOAD.

stBj'Lp ^ Mo-

1

seloulw*

Apply

BERLIN DULLS CO.,
Berlin Mill. Wharf.

or

dare fr»r* tlioir

To the Grounds, for single admission
50 cts.
For single Horse and Carriage
95 ettf.
Each person in carriage to pay
the regular admission fee.
For n two Horse Vehicle nud driver 75 cts.
Each person besides the driver lo
pav the regular admissiou lee.
For Hors** aud driver
75 cts.
35 cts.
Single admission lo Hall
Admission to Spectators’ seats
10 cts.
Admission upper balcony grand
stand
50 cts.

jects;

HOUSE.

lower

to

balcony grand

95 cts.

Tickets for Sale at Ira Stockbridge’s Music Store,
Exchange Street, Fred T. Mealier & Co.*s Apocomer Preble & Congress Street, near
Preble House. Portland, and at the Ticket office at
Park and Hall.
H. S. OSGOOD,
sepl3dtd
Manager Ticket Department.

thecary Store,

really no belter
50 cts.

EXCl'M TO MT. DESERT
—

V

—

a n.

Steamer Lewiston,

JCorset.”

CAPT.

CHARLES

DEER IMG.

We offer to-day a full assortment in colors
and white of onr new

STAR CORSET
W e

VARNISHES

j

At Sffil OO Each,
confidently

Corset

ever

is the best
this price. An ex-

ossert that this

offered

at

Excursion Tickets to Southwest Harbor and Return, $?.50; to Bar Harbor and Return, $4.00. Tickets good until Oct. 4tb.
Tickets and State Roams for sale at Companys'
office, Railroad Wharf, foot ot State Street.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent.

augO__dti

OWEN &

Boston & Maine R.R.

MOORE,

CHEAP EXCURSIONS,

CONGRESS STREET, CORNER BROWN.

sep!5_

And Dealer In

_dtf

REDUCER

MACHINERY,
SPERM, LARD, Boston, New York, Chicago, St. Louis,
San Francisco, aud all points West,
BURNING, AND WOOL.
TO

—

PORTLA ND

RATES

—

—

OILS.
FORE

STREET.
<16m

Jne2t

nrirti

Invested in Stock

Privileges in Wall St.,

leads to many ihoumniidH of dollars profits.
containing
detailed statements and quotation prices of all stocks
dealt in at the

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,Augusta and Bangor less than regular fare.
BOSTON BOAT TICKETS.

ROLLINS,

Exchange,

No. till Exchange Street, Portland.
JV3

__’dtt_

mailed free to those desii ing to speculate. Address
ALEX. FROTH INGHAM & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers.
Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange. 12 Wall St. N. Y
ma26
deodly

The Celebrated Double Elastic

-Brillianton^

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOB SALE BY
ALL GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST.
For

Bale by

CIIA8. McLACCHUN & CO.,
Portland.
aulCtod&wfjin

I

ISpencerian

jPRAS,

|

for Male by all dealers in Stationery.
For the convenience of those who may wish to try
them, Sample Cards, containing one each of the 15
numbers, will be sent by mail on receipt of 25 cts.
nre

lvisoo,

Blakcman, Taylor k Co.,

138 & 140 Grand Street, New York.
sel5
speod3m

Fireproof

llooflng Faint.

The best and cheapest Snow Ac Da rip Patent
Slate Mooting Paint for Shingle, Tin and iron
Koois, also for cheap outside woris, sold bv the gallon
or

applied by

J.

N.

McCOY

&

co.,

SS Spring fit., Portland,
ROOFERS AND PAINTERS

jy24

dtl

RETURN

Passengers can leave Portland at 9.00 a.
necting at Alton Bay, with the magniticent

Mount

m., conSteamer

Washington,

Wolfboro and Center Harbor, making a
the entire length of
the beautiful Lnkv Wiunipiaeogee with its
three hundred and sixty-five island, and returning,
leave Alton Bay at 4.00 p. m., arriving at Portland
for

delightful trip of sixty miles over
at 8.00 n. m.
Excellent dinners
reasonable rates.

LORING & ADAMS,

STEEL

AND

FOR

$3.00 ! !

—

Worccatcr, Springfield. IInrllord, New
Haven, New York, Philadelphia' and
Washington at It reduction.

Comprehensive explanatory circulars,

New York Stock

TO

—

CENTRE HARBOR

Portland & Rochester Tickets
—

TO

served

on

board the steamer at

Tickets for the Round Trip—good until

October

Inf, $3.00.

Take train leaving Portland at 9.00 a. m.
J. T. FURBKR. Gen. Sup't.
S. II. STEVENS. Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
aug2l

JAMES L.

WILLEY

Formerly of the firm of Jones & Willey,

Fashionable Boot and Shoe Maker
No. 16
OPPOSITE

Temple Street,
ADAMS HOUSE.

Mr. Willey ha» resumed business as
above, and is
reaily to serve his old customers, and would be
pleased to meet many new ones.
Mr. Willey pays personal attention to the manufacture of Ladim’ and (Nenttenien’d Pine
Booih and Shoe*, and at prices LOWER than any
other maker tor the same quality of workmanship.
CaF* Repairing done in the neatest manner at
satisfactory prices,
Ju2dtf

we

except

liauo

for instance

religious organizations,
onuniel

nk.

conference,commencement or mass meeting; we should be informed at once that the proposition was incongruous and inadmissible, and to the reasonableness of this, our own gcod sense would
give assent. Ought the same reply to be
were
similar
a
returned,
request
made to the managers of an agricultural exhibition? These developments as they may
be termed of the nineteenth century, have
not attained full and symmetrical proportions,
or'reached their highest degree of usefulness.
They contain however the germs of future
promise for the agricultural community, and
even now with their admitted imperfections
deserve their name of Farmers’ Institutes;
and to all diligent students are profitable

156

OWEN & MOORE.

DEVOS’S

ENGINE an upright of about six horse
rpHE
X power, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
double the power of the engine. Apply to \\ II,LI AM I,DWELL, 30 Union street or W. H. PENNELL & CO., 38 Union street.
jue28dtf.

Company

Ki.oSrtoox

now

them—they

see

literary, political

PEACES OF ADMISSION.
Exhibitors, Help and Grooms will be admitted at
the South Gate.
Carriages and Foot passengers at the Centre Gale.
Foot passengers only at the North Gate.
Under no circumstances will money be
taken nt the gates or door.

cannot be sold less than

stylish.

208

Steam Entitle and Boiler

eod6m»

__

Brick Machine.

FOU SALE.

block.

of Twenty Les-

Hermans Kotzscbmar.
dtt

are

Park.

tnliipli

via all the Kail and Steamboat Lines.

South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

jy7eod24t

for Gentlemen and wives
PLEASANT
finale Gentlemen, at No. 215 Cumberland St.

Good

ST.,

easily

29 MARKET SQUARE.
aprlO

and

Regular goods which

AND

This niaeume is very simple of construction.
It
can be managed as
as-a hand-press, the moulds
being fed senaratelv and In hand labor. It produces
STRETCHERS and PAVING BRICKS equal to anv
manufactured by baud, andean be adjusted to mould
FRONT BRICKS *tor repressing. Circulars giving
full particulars will be for warned to anv address by
application as above. Orders are solicited, and ail
machines warranted to perform as represented.

desirable offires in the Merchants National
npHE
I
Bank building, recently occupied by Bank of
Portland. Also offices in third story, with steam,
gas and water. Possession given July 1st. Apply at

julO

STICKS,

A«

EXHIBITORS’ TICKETS.
Exhibitors* tickets will be famished to parties
entitled to same on application to S. WASSON,
Secretary, at the Preble House, until Monday, Sept.
20tli, after that date at bis office at City Hall.
Passes for grooms aud help will he issued to parties
entitled to same, on application to A. B. WINSLOW, at the Ticket Department at the Park, on
Monday, Sept. 20tli, at 9 a m. and after.

Teacher of the Piano Forte.

A. P. FULLER,

The undersigned are now manufacturing, and have
for sale, their Universal Brick’ Machine, ot the various capacities, as follows:—
Size No. 1, capacity 0,000 Bricks per day, Price 81,000
Size No. 2,
Price $1,500
10,000
Size No. 3.
Price $2,000
20,000
Size No. 4,
30.000
Price $2,500
Stitt tempered clay cf strong or weak qualities is
worked by it, and the Bricks aie hacked up for drying hirectlv froni the machine.

jy22__atf_

rooms

CO.

WALKING

HI

Tickets for Hall aud Grounds good only
lor dates issued.

G 1-2 DOW STREET,

to

D

HALL.

stand

FRANK A. BLACKSTONE,

^“Refers by permission
ju‘22

«

at

PRICES OF ADMISSION.

Admission

M. C. MITCHELL, Principal.
jne15dlf

PRICE 33 CTS. PER PAIR.

or

OFFICE OF ISAAC GREGG, JR., & CO.,

Front Koouin.
I-2 CO^GKES* STREET.
FIRIMMHED

TISBURV,

Martha's Vineyard, Mass.

—

se2d&w4m3G

(ltf

8e6

MITCHELL’S

Family School for Boys,

CANES,

OPPOSITE

PORTLAND, ME.

To Let.
GOOD rents at Woodford’s Corner. Possession
given immediately. Inquire ot
J. H. REED,
Mn
Woodford’s Corner.

To Kent.

&

Price

Satisfactory.

MIDDLE

CITY

BOYS’ SCHOOL.

a coarse

n«ia

IrromSA. HI. until 10 P. HI., at

J. L. CHAMBERLAIN, Pbesident.
,Sept. 1st, 1873,
sep4d&wtd36

WEST

HI

Day,

Presninpscot

Brunswick

C.

A

Cach

will be held at Adams’ Hall, on THURSDAY,
September 23rd, beginning at 8 A. M. The Fall term
will commence on the same day.

ill.

B

admission

Just received from New York

C. 0. B. FISK & CO.,

Apply

EXAMINATION for

exhibition hours.
Vkas,,

Men’s all Wool Shaker Socks Double Heels
and Toes, Slightly Soiled by Oil at
the Manufactory.

To Be Let.
chamber in second
THCross
and Middle Sts.

The SECOND

College.

"Damaged Socks,”

Call

All,
Not

Bowdoin

MEN, BOYS AND CHILDREN.

AND

Weduesday, Thursday
Friday,

and

POE

in nil the New Patterns

THERE'S MOSEY IM IT.

To Lei.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied
by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney «& Thomas. Apply to
Jalldtf
ST. JOHN SMITH.

BANGOR.
For sale In Portland by

or

Don’t Fail to See Our Garments
before You Buy.

4

or

ever

features:

are

Tuesday,

Sept. 21st, 22d, 23<1 and 21th, 1875,

__.r

apr24dtf

FOR WOOD OR COAL..
The Illuminated Clarion Range is one of 1 ho most
Elegant and Economical, as we warrant it to be the
most Compact and Convenient Cooking Apparatus

larger

And CHANGE GARMENTS
REFUND MONEY

OC Tons, thoroughly equipped and furnished.
Has superior accommodations.
Will be let
by the day or week to responsible parties. Apply to
F.
C.
ALLEN,
IVo 8 Market .Street, or on Hoard,

let, furnished
unfurnished, No.
ROOMS
Cotton St., second door from Free Street.

OUR NEW

One

for

T~A LARM,

to

We Have but

BURNHAM,

will be ready to receive pupils in Vocal Music.
Orders to be left at 8TOCKB BID.nE’S. ISO

Terms $15 for

AN INVOICE OF

Bays of Exhibition will be pn

The

sons.

Nobby

FUR & WOOL HATS

pounds.

To Lei.

CLARION.

Hats,

—AND ALL THE—

—

never

MRS. MABEL

pleasure-loving people—unless

those days especially devoted to religious
observances. Foreigners visiting this country always notice the lack of pure and
simple days of recreation, marked by entire
abstinence from labor, and attribute certain
hard lines in our national character to this deficiency. What time then shall we take from
the calendar of labor and transfer to that of
recreation in order that the balance of pow
er may be suitably adj usted ? Or can we adorn
and illuminate some existing organization or
institution by annexing thereto some new
holiday with all its mirth and gayety ? Were
we to propose to engraft
some or any class
of entertainments such as we have referred
to, upon our well known and established

Ticket Department cf Maine)
State Fair, Sept. 13, 1875.
f

On and after September 8th,

STYLE

.Sills.

We have SUITS to fit Children from
2 1*2 years old to Babies weighing 350
Our Assortment was
prices lower.

A CARD.

30 DOZEN

FOR THE RISIHGGEN ER ATION.

SECOND

YACH

FALL

You will regret it if You Do.

STORY in THOMPSON BLOCK, 42
feet wide nearly 100 feet in depth, newly fitted
up with counting room and tables. The best lighted
room in the city; Suitable for
jobbing or manufacturing, or will be let tor either, with plenty of storage room, over MHEPKBRD & CJO’8 Wholesale Fancy Goods Store, Nos. 121—123 Middle Street,
below the Post Ofiiee. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 32J Emery street, on the Spring Street
horse car route.
jau20d&wtf

to

Send for Circular to

Orin Hawkes & Co.,

25

75

and

RECEIVED AX

Don’t Buy Tliem at Any Price.

Furnished House

TO

JUST

50
125

augl9-tf

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
d3w*

au31

25

For Circular Address XX. F, Eaton, Prin.

CHARLES R. WELLS, President,

New and

Rememlber

dtf

ocl2__

Office at Schnmacher Brothers,

respectfully

Onr garments were ALL manufactured
for this Fall and Winter trade. They are
ent from Three to Six inches longer than
last year’s goods.

LET I

Room in the Second Story ot the
Primers’ exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. I IU R'iTO.V A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

PAINTER)

inform the public tout I have, taken
I
the business of Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I shall endeavor to keep ttie reputation which my predecessor
ao21tf
has he'd for so many years.

A WARMING.

premises.sep3tf

on the

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA,
febtdly

part o* furniture

to

L. J. ADDITON,

TRAINING.

Young men who contemplate a business life, and
parents having sons to educate, are particularly requested to send for documents relating to the college,
which give lull information as to terms, conditions of
entrance, etc. Address.

corner

Negotiated. Freight Engagements made
tor all parts of the world.
marine Insurance effected in reliable

Young Men.

20

JNOKKIDGE WOCK, MAINE.

CHARLES B. WELLS, President.

ESTABLISHED IN 1861.

OVJER- COATS,

To Let willi Board

MEN.

25

75
30

—AT—

—

YOUNG

References;—S, C. Strout, Esq.,

STEPHEN BERRY,

OF

HEKR'V L. HILL, Secretary.

THOUSAND

Oil

G. R. NORTON.
Hon. Bion
Bradbury, C. F. Libby, Esq., A. L. Dresser, Esq.,
Gen. C. P. Mattocks, Col. A. W. Bradnury. ju23tt

Apply

50

When eight or more horses start, the “distance’*
will be one hundred and fifty yards.
As many as four must euter, and three start in
every race, except for three years old.
Races may be postponed on account of bad weather.
Entries close at 9 o’clock p. m., Monday, Sept. 20,
and must be addressed to Samnel Wasson,
Secretary, at the Preble House, Portland.
Entry fees, 10 per cent, of purse, one-half to be
sent with the entry, to be forfeited if the horse does
not start, and the other half to be paid before starting in the race.

Eaton Family School For Boys,

ti

Summer Boarders.
or

a!6

If Thousand Dollars’ MercantileTraining

at 416 Cumberland
ONE
pleasant
of
also to let with board

Navigation.

25
40
20

CONIDITIOlSrS.

€. H. FARLEY,
No. 4 Exchange Street, or at the School, No. 97
Franklin Street.
d3w*
aug31

dlw*

boarders

two

and

2ft
85
30

All these purses are for trotting mile heats, best 3
5, in harness, under the the national rules.
Rule 2, 3. 6, 7,17, 26, 32, 33 and 36 particularly
will be enforced.

The School will be opened
MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 6th,
and continue through the fall and winter, where will
be
taught Arithmetic, Geometry Trigonometry

CLOTHING

and

week,

Board,

STREET,

head

by

25
25
20

\
j

as

a

schools of instruction.
Entertaining therefore a high sense and
dignity even, of such agencies; and solicitous to promote their
full development
and complete
usefulness we nevertheless
is appropriate
conceive that it
and desirable to mingle here the useful and
agreeable and to give some place at every
Fair and cattle show to healthful and rational amusements. If there were but one class
of persons present, as ordinarily at the
special occasions before referred to; or were
the attention of the farmers in attendance
occupied with a constant succession of exhibitions or instructive experiments, then we
should say “let not different elements be intermingled.” It is however, well known
that agricultural exhibitions would not be
financially sustained, if they were dependent
upon farmers alone, and it Is also to be admitted that a large number of those present
have no interest in the progress and improvaof agriculture.
A great majority of the vis*«v»u
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pie, released for the time from the confinement of school, the shop and the dull round
ofhome life. To them there Is nothing new
or attractive in the display of animals, and
implements and productions with which
they are more or less familiar; or at any rate
their attractions are soon exhausted, and
then they endeavor to entertain themselves
with amusements of their own getting up.
We think it is wise (in the annual programme) to make special providing for this
large class. The labors of the harvest are
over, the long and dull winter appoaches;
let them see that the farmer’s life is not all
drudgery, that this is his own holiday, and
that while much here may be learned, more
may be enjoyed. We think it to be perfectly consistent with the original objects of such
gatherings, and promotive not only of the
several interests of agriculture, but of the
happiness of the farmer and his family, to
stamp deeplv and permanently the holiday
character and likeness upon them; to this
end nothing conduces more than a reasonable selection of wholesome amusements.
The New York Democratic platform
sounds well, but Democratic resolutions on
the finances amount to but little now-a-days.
The Democracy jump from a resumption to
an inflation
with the greatest of

platform
ease. After the experience of Pennsylvania
absolutely no dependence can be placed on
Democratic professions. There is no reason
for believirg that the New York Democracy
will not declare for soft-money next year.
The president of the convention was in favor
of the “growing up to the curreucy” policy,
so expressed himself, and was applauded by
his hearers. Vety likely his position is that
of his

party in New York. They are for
but opposed to the use of the
means which will bring it about

hard-money,

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

The Political Sea Serpent.
Among the annals, legendary and historical, of every people are to be found vague
and terrible descriptions of monsters that
from time to time have invaded the land and

compromised the safety of the people. It is
not proposed to enter here into any discussion
of

the

actual

existence

of

the Theban

Sphinx; to insist upon so circumstantial
description of the Minotaur that from it

a
a

modern naturalist would be enabled to construct a creature of so composite a style of
architecture; or to pin unquestioning faith
upon the dragon that Perseus slew.
The Double Headed Snake of Newbury, so
quaintly described by good Cotton Matber)
and sung in the witty verse of Dr. Holmes—
the reptile to which was allotted the embarrassing possession of two distinct and wclldefiued heads, each with views ot its own,
while the thin body, flexible as it might be,
could not move readily enough to adapt itself
to the behests of two heads at tbo same
time—would seem to furnish to our later days
a parallel to the Democratic party.
Iu it—
violently drawn at once in the opposite
directions oi hard money and paper currency,
yet endeavoring to retain its bodily identity
lest instant death result—tradition repeats

v

tself,

and
“One in boily, but two In will.
The Amphisboena is Hying still.”
But not with the trite fables of antiquity,
or the iegeud that haunted the rocks and

fens of Newbury, is our present and immediate concern. Within the past week in the
long gray waves of our harbor, and in the
troubled political waters have been' observed
almost simultaneously, the sea serpent and
a gain in the Democratic vote.
They are
evident anachrouisms, they belong of right
to the dark ages—but they are facts. It was
not suddenly that they were thrust upon
public notice; heralded by rumor, they derived much of their consequence from excited
report—and underwent, as is the wont of
"any other fabulous animal,” decided modification as to size upon actual inspection.
The serpent, which, at rare intervals, raised
a hideous head, or afforded a
transitory
glimpse of tail above the waves, might—who
could say?—trail unnumbeied leagues of
lengiu. ue iuigui ue tong enougn 10 encircle
the world, like the Midgard serpent—in which

might

be reasonably hoped that he
electric eel and would, by active competition, reduce the rates of the Atlantic
Telegraph Company. So long as he remained
unseen, save by sample, his possibilities were
unlimited; his dimensions were unbounded
but by the imagination of man. It was his
mistake to leave his vague and watery element and to approach too nearly the active
scenes of business and politics.
For a while
he floundered helplessly; then, rightly preferring the better part of valor, made his way
back to the dark depths which, for his fame,
he never should have quitted. When the
brief turbulence of the sea was subsided
and the waters were clear again—it was
found that the sea serpent had made his
mark, sixty feet in length, upon the soft and
treacherous mud, where be had rested. But
experienced and sagacious observers computed his actual size to be about one-third
of the length of the trace left by his struggles
for escape.
The moral of this fable of to-day is obvious.
The Democratic party should keep out at sea,
appearing occasionally in a town election, or
a caucus.
Local differences afford it opportunity for brief and imposing display, and
credulity will accord to it, seen, thus, the importance and size it so notably lacks. Afar
off, it has the respectable prestige of the
unmeasured myth; nearer, it dwindles and
loses its terrors. Brought face to face with
the great principles involved in the Presidential contest of next year, its actual and
inconsiderable proportions will be clearly
defined.
To sea serpents and to Democrats yet one
word more. It is not from a soft and fluccase

In these practical times of ours it] would
hardly do to make a business of pleasure,
and in the earnest pursuit of it to devote
successive days to sports and plays; thus reviving something like the jousts and tournaments of the Knightly age—nor would it be
in accordance with a clear and philosophical
comprehension of the subject. That idea of
the relations of labor and recreation, which
separates them as it were into distinct provinces, and bounds them by division walls, is
certainly based upon a misconception of
the harmonious adjustments really existing between them. Many persons entertaining these erroneous views, apply themselves
diligently and continuously almost through
the year to their business; and then when
they take a short vacation devote themselves
with the same close application to a rigid
round of recreation, thus making a toil of
pleasure. Rather in every task, at appropriate intervals, should there be something skillfully sandwiched that will lighten and
brighten its burden and monotony.
So far as public occas:ons are concerned,
it seems proper that slate and national holidays should be surrendered to the mirth

in

SCHOOL.

NAVIGATION^

FALL & WINTER

large

BOARD-Tffo

one furnished and one unfurnished,
ones
Also meal hoarders
the

sel8

of Brown St.
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

Opposite
*

IjKT

TORooms,
small

two

ME.

SEJPAgents for Chiptuan & Ayer’s “Snrprise
Teas..” the best yeast Id tbe world.
T«V IT.
mylTdtf

74

now

MAYHEW C. FOSS.

PERRY.

Wanted

MRS.

in

COUNTRY

EDUCATIONAL.

MATHEWS has taken the well known
Boarding House, at 21 Brown street, and is
prepared to furnish board, likewise table hoard,
dtf
aug27

50
75
30

place.

THIRD DAY.

$200 purse, 2.50 Class.125
$250 purse, 2.38 Class.150
$150 purse, 3 year olds, 2 n 3.100
EAST DAY.
$200 purse, 2.45 Class.;.125
Belt
(for
Champion
Stallions).
$500 purse, free for all.300

The sale of Reserved Seats will open at Stock-

—OF—

ances; and jet it is true that many amusements cannot be admitted within the limits
of refinement or respectability, and that none
of them should have precedence, or claim the
rights of primogeniture, in any real, earnest
life. About all that remains to be done in
every circle of society is to winnow the wheat
from the chaff, and to introduce the entertainment, always at the right time and

—

FIRST DAY.
$200 purse tor green Horses.125
$250 purse for 2 40 Class.150
$150 purse for 5 year old Class.. .t.100
SECOND DAY
$200 purse, 3 minute class.125
$300 purse, 2.33 class.175
$150 purse, 4 year oil Class.100

Grand Inaugural Night Wednesday Evening, Sent. 29th.
Music

THE

PORTLAND,
Sept. 21st, 22d, 23d & 24th, 1875.

..

bridge’s

AT

PRESUMPSCOT PARK,

Jewish Princess.Miss Carrie Davis
Angel...Miss Lillie James
Atalia, V
.Miss Hattie Weeks
Tamor, 5 Ladies of the Court. Miss Jennie King
.Mis. Wni. L. Fitch
Zerlina, )
Myra, child of Zerubbabel.Lizzie Nash

Babylonian Captain.Arthur

ARRAY

OF SPEED

—

characters:

Magi, Three wise meu of Babylon,
Fred O. Tukey, John T. Alexander and Ira

Tiirc

Canada,

TRIALS

Nitocrie, Queen Regent ot Babylon.Miss Mary Moody
Daniel. Prophet ot Israel.A. D. Pierson
Cyrus. King of Persia and Media... J. A. Butterfield
Antonia, Queen of Belshazzar... .Miss Annie Leavitt
Festu«, Lord Chamberlain.Will H. Stoekbridge

Stupendous Arrival!

se4dlm*

Agents Wanted.
town where gas is used, for the
sale of tbe ELLIS PA LENT GAS BURNER,
INeveivcityand
liberal terms to
of

STREET,

CARWSELL,

Most Worthy Associate of the National Division
Sods of Tempeiance of North America,
and one of the most eloquent and interesting lecturers on Temperance in this country, will speak at
CHESTNUT STREET CHURCH,
Monday evening, Sept. 20, at 7 14 o’clock.
Let all lovers of the cause be on hand if they dfc»
sire a rich treat.
Per Order of (Sommittiee.
sel8
d2t

Slielomith, wife of Zerubbabel... .Miss Li/.zie Norton

PUBLISHERS,

RIGHT MAN with from seven to ten thousand dollars that can make himself useful on
the books or as a salesman can purchase an interest
in a good, safe, legitimate and established wholesale
business m this city. Address Box 599 with real
name, business capacity, &c.

aug31dlm

popular

CAST

Partner Wanted.

176 Middle Street.

EDWA11D

Belshazzar, King of Babylon and Chaldea,
Stanley Felcb, of Boston
Zerubbabel, Prince of Judah.W. K. Howard

W. A.

Very

Temperance Meeting.

A Chorus of 65 Voices, Orchestra of 14
Pieces, and IT Solo Voices.

or

Portland Sept. 3,1875.

Bible.)

the

spectacular opera—endorsed by
and commended by pulpit and
press—will be rendered ior the first time in Portland,
by a powerful cast, and -with

of

se9(12w*

Prices of admission—Reserved seats 75 cents; Par*
quette 50 cents; Gallery 35 cents. Box office will be
open for the sale of reserved seats from 10 a. m.
until 10 n. m.
T. CHARLES HOWARD,
sel8dCt
Director*

of

This

___dtf

of men,

Every tiling Entirely New.

of

leading musicians,

short distance from
at No. 33 High Street,

Apply

Spectacular Opera

(Subject from

experience to take charge of a crew
any branch of business where he
can make himself generally useful to his employers.
Has had twelve years* experience in taking charge
of crews ot men. Beet, of references given.
Post Office address,

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT
1-8

the

sell

lugcniou#/.ccctuiorica
Fane ilia ling Dances!
And Grand marches!

SUPERBLY MOUNTED.
GORGEOUS COSTUMES,
THIRLLING SCENES.
CHARMING MUSIC,
STARTLING TABLEAUX.

men.

SECOND HAND Portable Furnace that is in
A 1 order. Please state price, make and size
number
Address
FURNACE,
seHdlw*
Argus Office.

A

Superb Dre««ei!
Cosily Properties!

BELSHAZZAR,

&

COOK and Chamber Girl,

Delicious Munic!

1st.

Oct.

the games, sports and amuseusually associated with them.

It would not have availed much to have
quoted Horace to them ot their fathers, as
he would only have been denounced as a
heathen poet; but we can hardly see how
they could avoid admitting the force of the
recognition which the Bible gives, to harmless and wholesome amusements.
Conmon sense and instinct settle this
question in the same way; for as children
never have to be taught to play, but instinctively engage in their numberless sports, and
only suffer as they are deprived of them, so
children of a larger growth find from dear
bought experience that the overworked mind
and body need not only rest, but recreation—
and those capitalists always receive the largest returns who not only give their operatives liberal opportunities for relief from labor, but actually supply the stimulus and encouragement to those enjoyments which they
could not well obtain for themselves.
We must in fact regard it as settled beyond
the need of argument, that there must be
some spice mingled with the sober and solid
ingredients of this life; hard work mu9t he
toned and tempered by soft and gentle appli-

ATTRACTION
the most unique and charming character.

will be ol

king of Babylon.

co..
Cincinnati, Ohio.

sel403w*

and

quently upon

ments that are

Bewildering,Bright and Beautiful

HALL,

30th

The descendants of the Puritans either in
accordance with the traditions of their
fathers, or from their own settled convictions,
are rather disposed to look coldly upon holidays and all days of recreation; and conse-

Messrs. HOWARD & CARLE.

three performances of the Sacred Cantata
or

TWO

A Situation

practice In Androscoggin and Oxford Count.li.flnjwlff

ISO

announces

4
SALESMEN in Portland and three to travel
in Maine. A cash salary paid. No peddling or

Girls Wanted.

(In Canal Baxk tfuilding,)

Sent. 29th,

*

under whose personal direction it will be given, promise that the varied features of this

mb. IBA C. STOCK BRIDGE

Wanted.

or

Law,

at

Seaboard Cities of the United States, for 1875 and 1876

Amusements at Fairs.

BLACK CROOK,

dtf

C IT Y

SPECTACLE,

journal.

THE OlilGINAL

Box office ouen daily from 9 a. m. to p. m. for the
sale ot ticket*.
! ADIES’*
PERFUMED MATINEES
every Wednesday and Saturday, at the usual
popular pricefl Doors open at 1£; commence at 2£.

Wanted,

commi'sion business. Rare ebame to good
All applicants answered if stamp is enclosed.
Address

THE IMPERIAL

&e.

8e2_

THE

House Furnace Wanted.

ANDREWS,

Counsellor

Directory

“Manufacturer,” care Mataug2deodtf

Address

scenery

Songs, Dances, Banjo Solos, Duetts,

Portland, Maine.

A

.main p

and mechanical effects.
Railroad Scene!
The Great East River Pier Scene!
introducing
new

amusement.

TENEMENT in the Western part of city, for
a family of three.
Address
cep!7d3tI». ». Box 733.

STREET,

oc2dtf

S

Builders’ and Outfitters'

Ship

Apply be-

7

JEt

and Saturday Afternoons,
When will le presented

Mr. Arnold will introduce the celebrated MuleSong Irom the Opera of Crown Jewels.
Strangers in Portland attending the State Fair
will flua the Portland Museum a
delightful place ot

A

Law,

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

Thrilling

Wednesday

teer

a

PARTY

5ft Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, ME.

xTo
OF

Wanted

Apparnta», Ac.,

Jul

STREET.

selTdtf

MANUFACTURER OF

Watch and Chronometer Marker*’ Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philo-

PUBUtISHED.

C3- .A. IT

Manufacturing business, requires some more
capital to work on a large scale, wi:l bear a thorough
iuvesiigation, business safe, and sales made only to
responsible parties, sold as fast as manufactured,
and profits equal to if not surpassing any business
in Maine; only principals and responsible parties

JOBBER,

&

or 6 rooms; suitable for
without children
Address
“S. K. S,” P. O. Box 1159, City.

family

seplidtf

A

BABCOCK.

MAKER

sophical

TtJST

GOOD Tenement of 5
small

entire

The

Steam Boiler of

Wanted.

A

with

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

ALSO—

—

UNDER THE GASLIGHT,

MOSfDAY MORNING. SEPT. 20. 1875

Commencing
SEPTEMBER 20tli,

MONDAY,

Drama entitled

or

BUSINESS CARDS.
C.

Monday evening, Sept 90th, anil evcrj
evening during flic week. U'eilnegday and
Saturday afternoon, the Startling Sensation

PEESS.

THE

MUSIC HALL.
PORTLAND,
For a Season of Five Nights,

Proprietors
Cor. of
Congress ami Exchange Street.

An

UpftlGHT
sepl8

museum.

WVKR &r ARNOLD

experienced custom cutter
ami Practical Tailor would like to make
an engagement for the winter or for a longer time.
Best of lieferencc. Address immediately,
CUTTER, this Office.
sel8d3t.

a

0F Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes * “snuare.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week

ENTERTAINMENTS.
~

At 109 Exchange St., Portland.
Terms. Fight Dollar* a Tear in advance.
mail subscribers Seven Dollar* a Tear if paid in

TERMS $8.00 PER

1875.

it

was an

tuating

basis of harbor mud or paper money

that a return can readily be made to current
coin or channel; and party or python will
find itself stranded and at the mercy of its
foes; or, should its desperate efforts for escape
be successful, it will leave behind it evidence
of its exceedingly moderate dimensions.
Current Notes.
The entertaining spectacle which the Pennsylvania Democrats present in running reform candidates on a platform favoring the
rankest kind of financial dishonesty, moves
the Nation to this timely suggestion: “A.
party which promises the people all the money

may warn,,

auu an

me same ume prommakes a bold bid for
popular support. We trust that the Ohio and
Pennsylvania reform platforms of this year,
together with biographies of the candidates
will be placed on exhibition at the Centennial. Europe has nothing to show at all
ib

ises to steal

none

of

it,

like them.”
Their is likely to be an apparition in Ohio,
if the Cincinnati Enquirer doesn’t have a
care.
That journal iu its devotion to soft
money, declares that Thomas H. Benton >
were he now alive, would join in its cry fo r
“more money” and would “like his old col'
league in the Senate, Gov. Allen, be found
in the van against the two thousand National Banks of 1875 just as he was agfcinst the
one National Bank of 1880.” If the ghost of
“Old Bullion” does not stalk into the En‘quirer office and give the editor a shaking up
for this outrageous attack upon his memory,
the vexed question of spiritual apparitions
will be settled forever.
It is thought that if Bill Allen and the rag
money men carry Ohio this Fall, the Democracy are sure to unite on Colonel Mul-.
berry Sellers for the Presidency. He would
certainly be a representative man.
The Detroit Free Press says when an old
veteran in Cario was asked to split his vote
he replied: “How could I face the Judgment
Day with them angels knowin’ that I’d gone
back on the Democratic party ?”
In spite of its professed devotion to the
principles of freedom, there never has been
and is not to-day any true recognition by the
Democratic party of individual rights. It is
founded on ignorance and intolerance, which
4-1.1
.In.11..
5
*
1:
Ti.
1.!
are me ueauiy enemies or utterly,
its trithe
mark
would
umph throughout
country
the inauguration offan era of persecution and
intolerance such as our political history has
not yet witnessed.— Indianapolis Journal
i..

a...

(.Sep).
Shall this resumption act be executed?
Will the people suffer the money lords here,
by the false cry of public honor, to make the
fortunes of their families and ruin their country I Never! Let Ohio, standing in the center, cry out, Repeal 1 Pennsylvania and Virginia will answer back. Repeal 1 And from
every state where the Mississippi gathers its
waters will come the cry, Repeal! Repeal!!
Repeal!!! The Ohio Democracy demand
that this whole plan of resumption be abandoned.—Tom Ewing.
Hon. Cyrus L. Pershiug seems to be looming up into prominence as the mau who
voted in the Pennsylvania Legislature to oensure President Lincoln for the issue of the
Emancipation Proclamation. This is record
enough for one man.
And now comes our old and admired
friend. General Sam Cary, pottering off up
to the Reserve, and making a worse fool of
himself than ever, trying to persuade those
sharp old abolitionists that 87i cents in paper
Is there no asyare better than $1 in gold.
lum for the idiotic in Ohio? Score for the
Reserve an increased Republican majority.
John Bright’s nieces, the Misses Ashworth,
have a decided penchant for public life.
They
recently entertained the members of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, at Claverton Lodge, their charming resi-

dence on one of the hills which girdle Bath,
and from which a most delightful prospect is
had. They are very stiong politicians, and the
younger one is said to be the best speaker in
the Woman Suffrage Association.
An old well in the
neighborhood of a
medical college at Atlanta, Georgia, has been
discovered nearly tilled with parts of the bodies
of subjects which the students bad been dissec ting.

The Eastern Knilroad.
Tho stock of this road is just now l-4f eg
handled ou State street as if it was a foot null,
the only interest in its fluctuations and the
only cause of its jumping around from 1 to 3
per cent, per day being apparently speculative.
There have been no sudden changes for the better or tho worse, in management, contracts, expenses,resources or earuings.The stock is probably as valuable, and no more so, now as it was
two years ago, and the difference in price is
attributable solely to the individual judgment
of buyers and sellers.
A Btrcet rumor, which gained considerable
credence Saturday, was to the effect that tho
i uvestigating committee had discovered such a
state of affairs that no statement of their condition would be given to tho public officially.
indicates that this rumor is unfo umled. The wish of the directors is that the
exact facts should be given to stockholders and
the public, hut the whole facts have not yet
been arrived at.
The committee is still waiting for stat’stics,
the compilation of which will probably occupy
some days yet.
When these are examined,
and truthful deductious diawo. there is scarcely a doubt that the' will be officially published.
The sta emeut that the Eistern and the Boston & Maine have nearly complete I arrangements whereby a freight and passenger tariff
would be adopted that would iusure to bo'h a
paying business, has c uveyed the impression
in some circles that some new
negotiations are
in progress. This is not the fact. The basis of
the arrangement agreed to months ago was
that 60 per cent, of the gross receipts of each
road for business at competing points should
be applied to the expenses of doing the business, and that the other 40 percent, should be
Only erne
equally divided between the two.
<1 lestion prevents the full consummation of
this agreement.
When there was full competition bet wee u the two roads, tho Bostou &
Maine, in order to get a share of Maine Central business, issued tickets known as the “red
tickets,” good between Boston aDd Portland,
for§1.50each These were intended for passengers going beyond Portland.
Although the
Boston & Maine has stopped issuing these,
there are a large number not yet taken up.
Before signing the contract the Eastern conten ted that on these it should receive 60 cents
each, the regular fare being 83 between Boston
and Portland, while the Bostou & Maine contended that all these were issued previous to
the mu ual contract, and therefore claimed it
was not bound to give the Eastern
more than
30 cents, its half of the 40 per cent, of what was
plid to the Bostou & Maine for these tickets.
It is probable, however, that this matter will
soon be satisfactorily ad jut d.
Among the insane rumors afloat on the
street is one to the effect that one of the directors of the Eastern, who is friendly to the

Investigation

*

the stock of the former so that the Maine could
secure a controlling interest.
The capital
stock of the Eastern is $5,000,000, ard a conof
stock
interest
at
the
trolling
existing prices
would cost less than a million dollars.—Boston

BY TELEGRAPH.

Serious Imitttlulious

MATTERS IN MAINE.

the poor farm.
Temporary inthe cause.
Lauucbcd.
[To tbe Associated Press]
Bath, Sept. 18.—Launched to day, by Chas,
B. Harrington, a fine schooner of 108 tons, not

a

poud

near

sanity

yet named owned by the builders and is for
sale.

_

Suddcu Dentil.
John lb C. Stinson, a blacksmith aged abeut
70, was found dead in bis shop to-day. He was
probably taken in a fit yesterday afternoon. He
leaves

a

family.

News and Other Items.

publish a

A

found on a Balti-

recently

charity

person.
A model of the celebrated Bessemer steamer
is now being made in Londan for the centeD.
nial exhibition, It will bo entirely of silver
and complete in every particular.
The late Mr. Singer, of sewing machine
fame, used to dress each one of his men servants in a different livery, and on one occasion he undertook to drive six horses, three
abreast.
It is said that Charlotte Cushman, who passed through Springfield on Friday, en route lor
New

York, is in an extremely feeble condition, and requires constant assistance and support.
In the list of English pensions paid last year
there is an item of £32 still paid to persons
who suffered by the rebellion in Ireland in
1798; £10 paid to a servant of King George
III: £359 said to servants of Queen Charlotte:
and £G0 paid to servants of Queen Caroline.
A lady leaving one of the summer resorts
hotels last week was charged for an entire
china toilet set, only one piece of which she
had broken.
She paid the bill, and, pleading
the excuse of having forgotten something, returned to the rootn, and broke each and every
article of the set for which she had paid.
It is said that an offer of a very handsome
sum of money has been made to the Canard
company for the steamship 'Scotia, withdrawn

from that line.

The

offer emanates from

enterprising American,

an

who

proposes to u6e
this side of the At-

the vessel for excursions on
lantic daring centennial year.
At many of the summer resort hotels this
season the head waiters made more money tnan
the proprietors themselves,
A heal waiter
can do what
the proprietor cannot, and lor
this reason it is that he becomes in danger of

becoming a millionaire. One colored individual at Cape May made $1800, and another su»burnt party at Saratoga $2000
A proposition to bury the bodies of Presidents Jackson, Polk aud Johnson in the Capitol grounds at Nashville, Teon., and to have
the state erect over them a costly monument,
has been frustrated at its ouise; b. the di-covery of a clause in the will of Presideni Polk
ordering that his body, with that of his wife,
shall remain in their graves on the Polk homestead.
_

JlliVOK TELEGKAns.

There are rumors of a strike on account of
the ten per cent, reduction of wages on the
Concord railroad.
A mao ouElm street, Manchester, N. H.,
had a valuable gold watch suatebed lrom his
hand Saturday afternoon.

Friday night a locomotive of a coal train on
the Lehigh Valley Itiilroad exploded at Stony
Creek, killing the eugiueer, fireman aud three
brakemen.

The International Indian fair closed Saturday. The 57 wild Indians in attendance left
for their distant homes well pleased with all
they saw The representatives of over 30 tribes
iu
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marks a new epoch
will result in good.

Hgnuuiuxrax

at an

in the Indian policy

xair

that

The family of Mr. Ross place no reliance in
the story from 'Ypsilanti, as the child found
there has black eyes, while Charlie Ross’s eyes
are blue.
Albert Staben and Henry Bowman have been
arrested for attempting to liberate Dr. M H.
Frank, the counterfeiter, from prison.
The signal service observer at Long Branch
reports the three-masted schooner Mabel
Thomas ashore two miles north of Long
Branch. Crew safe.
Damage to the vessel
not known.
#
Tie jury in the Major poisoning case, which
has beeu on trial at Nashua, N. H., has been
discharged. They stood 4 for conviction and
8 for acquittal.
White & Douglass, butter and cheese. New
York, have suspended, having speculated in
hops which fell on their hands from 45 to 10
cents per pound.
Mr. Beecher arrived in New York Saturday
morning, also Henry Bowen.
Rev Messrs. A. H. Newliall and A.
Loughridge. a-d Misses Sweet aud Keeler, missionaries, sailed Saturday for the East Indies. They
were

given

a

parting greeting Friday night

was absent a few moments in tbe press room
The theft was not discovered till Friday, when
the boy was aireste 1 and SloO recovered. He

had spent the remainder.

NE'V TORE.
A Dillingham
Effect n
.Settlement.
New York, Sept. 18.—At the adjourned
meeting of tbe creditors ot Lee, Shepard &
Dillingham, held here to-day, compromise was
effected by the creditors agreeing to receive 70
cents on a dollar, to he paid in six. twelve and
eighteen mouths without interest.

Lee,

Shepard

MASSACHUSETTS.
Removal of Postmaster Burt.
Boston, Sept 18.—A Washington special to
the Herald tonight announces tbe removal of
Postmaster Burt, and the appointment of Edward E. Tobey.
The Fnll River Strikes.

Fall Biveb, Sept. 18.—Tlio manufacturers
ha/o been in session a good part of today, discussing the'starting up question and it is reported tonight on tbe best authority that they
have decided to open their mills on the 27tii
inst, at the reduced wages offered when the
vu-uituuu

day morning.
Tho bone building establishment of J. P.
Rust, at Peabody, Mass., was burned yesterday. Loss $10,000; partly insured.

All the members of the Cabinet are now in
Washington except Secretaries Fish and Robeson.
The President may go to St. Louis before

returning.

Steamer Maas at New York, reports spoke
steamer Etlieopia from Glasgow for New York
in lat. 44° 30, Ion. 47° 40, with shaft broken
and under sail. She wanted no assistance.
The eastern Connecticut fair at
Woodstock, closed Thursday night.
The annual
address before the society was delivered
by
Henry C. Bowen of the New York Independent.
cuuaiuaduiu

cAuiemeub
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morning amoug sporting men in Brooklyn consequent upon the shooting of Wm. McMahon,
proprietor of Deerfoot Park, on the Coney Isroad.

McMahon was shot at 9 o’clock
Friday night by a man named Johnson. The
left side just below his heart.
the
ball entering
Twenty Ttxans killed a citizen at Kearney
Junction", near Omaha, Friday, when a party
of citizens pursued them, captured all but two,
and put them in jail, ft is thought they will
be lynched.
The steamers Montreal and Quebec collided
Saturday evening on the way to Quebec. The
Montreal’s side was crashed and her hows and
saloon were smashed in. No one was hurt, aud
the boat continued her trip.
The house of Ebenezer Sawyer, late a .Representative of the Massachusetts Legislature
from Methuen, was entered
by a burglar Saturday morning. He was frightened off after
taking a lot of napkin rings.
land

Emery City
lbc>steamer
etlj'o

burned to tbe
IVou.
The mail and
passengers weie uninjured. The
freight and boat are a total loss. The cabin
caught hre from a stove iu tbe engine room.
Frank Marshall, 60 years old, of R
ookline,
Mass., cut his throat Satuiday ui h at his
home iu that town, and hied to dc'ath
before
assistance could be obtained. He leaves a wile
in Chicago and several sons and daughters.
Charles H. B. Snow, a Massachusetts state
Senator, died in Fitchburg Saturday
water

a

,Sauirda.v

was

near

Kiu.ston,

evening.
Base ball in Cincinnati— CiDciunati Beds 14,
St. Louis Browns 9; eight iuuings and a quarrel
over

a

decision of tbe

umpire.

Further troubles are threatened by the Molly
Maguires iu the mining regions about Potts-

ville, Pa.

was

luauj^uraiicu
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conditions upon the operatives.

WASHINGTON.
Commission Raking Up

Reports.
Washington, Sept. 18.—The Bed Cloud
Commission spent mo3t of the day in reviewing
tbe evidence adduced, aud iu a discussion of
the responsibilities of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs aud the Se.cretary of the InIts

terior for the frauds of the Bed Cloud agency,
the approval of claims rejected by the Board of
Indian Commissioners, etc. There seems to be
no doubt that there will be
two reports—one
exonerating the officers named, and one holding
them responsible fjr the regularities. Mr.
Faulkner of the Commission entertains views
very unfavorable to Commissioner Smith and
Secretary Delano, and will not hesitate to
express them. It is also believed that Prof.
Atherton, who has given the subject a very
careful consideration, and who for some time
past has been overhauling files of the Interior
Department, will also sign the minority report.
The members of the Commission could not say
to-day when they would roach any conclusion.
Naval Ratters.
The board of naval officers appointed to inquire into tbe loss of the steamer Saranac
report that the loss of the vessel was entirely
accidental. No blame attaches to Capt. Queen
in command of tho ship.
United States ship Canandaigua, which has
been in quarantine at Norfolk, Va., two days,
has been released.

Boston, Sept. 19.—Tbe Herald’s Washington special says Mr. Tobey will take charge of
tho Bdaton postoffice immediately {upon tiling
Iris bond for §250,000.
It states that Mr.
Burt’s removal was on the ground of not dehis
time
voting
exclusively to the office and
failure after repeated requests to file the required bond.

Sept.

19.—The Postmaster
General declines to give any information concerning th) reported removal of Gen. Burt,
postmaster of Boston. It is ascertained, how-

Washington,

under consideration and that the removal of
General Burt is probable within the present
week.

Railways Washed
Line*

FIRES.
Ia Lillie Rock—Loss Heavy.
Little Rock, Sept. 19.—About 3 a. m. fire
broke out iu the book store of Geo. 11. Gibbs
in the building adjoining the Anthony House
on West street,
which rapidly spaerd to the
adjoining stores between that and the Anthony
House. The water gave out and the flames
leaped across lo the Anthouy House aDd all
efforts to save it were futile.
The entire block
from Pollock & Go's, adjoining the Stcddard
hank buildiug on Swain to the. intersection jof
Scott street oo Hie east, w tb the exception of a
small brick buildiug, is now a mass of ruins.
Jti.s impossible lo estimate the lots at this
time. There was no insurance on any of the

buildings.

Cincinnati.
Cincinnati, Sept. 19,—A destructive fire was
discovered this morning in the fifth story of
Barber & Stroul’s tobacco manufactory, which
was entirely destroyed.
Freidburg & YVorkum’s distillery adjoining on the scuth, was
partly damaged in the upper story. The stock
of whiskey on that floor was considerably damaged by water. The next north of Barber &
Stot’s was occupied by Gaiway, Semple & Co.,
Their stock was damaged
stoves and castings.
by water probably $5000. Insured. A portion
of the division wall of this building fell into the
rains of the tobacco factory building
Loss is
estimated at $10,000 or $12,000. Insuied. Barber & Stoat’s loss on building, stock and machinery is $77,000 to $80,000. Insurance $45,000.
In

_

inUTgOSOLOGICilL
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
September 20, (1 A. M.))
For New England.
and the northern portion of tho Middle states
light rain followed by partly cloudy aud slightly warmer, easterly te southerly winds and falling barometer during the day. For the southern aud western portion of the
Middle states
generally clear weather, slight rise of temperature, southerly to westerly winds and slowly
rising barometer.
Marine Disasters.
Key West, Sept. 18.—The steamship City
of Waco, from New York for Galveston, is
ashore on French Iieef.
She will lie torn
down.
Tho British brig Error is ashore on Marquesas.

The Norwegian hark Nord Kyn, with mahogany from a Mexican port tor Queecston,
was lost on a reef in a hurricane on the
14th.
The crew were saved.
The British brig Ohillian Wallah, from Matauzas for New York with sugar and molasses,
is discharging for repairs.
'I'fit1 Trial of Westeryelt.
Philadelphia. Sept. 18.—Mr. Ford, one of
the counsel for Westervelt, commenced an address to the jury this morning. He characterized the manner in which Westervelt’s presence in Philadelphia was secured last April as

kidnapping.
The jury in

the WcBterveit case went out at
5 p. m., aud returned to ask the Judge if they
were at
liberty to bring in a verdict of guilty
on one only or all five
counts of the iudiotmet.
The Judge responded that they might
convict on one count only or all, and they retired again.;

Delegate from New Mexico.
Sante Fe, New Mexico, Sept. 19.—Nearly
complete returns indicate Hon. S. B. Elkin’s
election as delegate by 1500 majority.
A Town Nearly Destroyed by a Water
8|iout.
Tremendous storms
have
prevailed all
through New Mexico for the past ten days,
and the town of Los Gruce w as nearly destroyed by the bursting of a water spout.
Much
damage is already done to wheat crops by continued wet weather.
iiuiiuimi
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Indianapolis, Sept. 18.—Tlio Grand Lodge
of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows of
the United States, convenes in its annual session in this city on Monday. About sixty representatives arrived today.
The Grand Lodge
and Grand Encampment will give a public reception Monday at which addresses of welcome
will be made by Gov. Hendricks, Mayor Graven, Senator Morion anu Schuyier Colfax.
deception

of Admiral

lYellcsIey.

Providence, Sept.

19 —Admiral Weilesley
of II. If. M. sleaui frigate, landed at
Newport
Saturday alteruuon and was received by the
.lanes
of
(lie
Capt.
British
Mayor,
legation,and
a committee ol the city council.
The Mayor
delivered an address ot welcome, to which the
Admiral felicitiously replied The programme
o‘ tile entertainment includes an old fashioned
lMiode Island clam-bake on Monday aud a hall
on Wednesday night at the Oceau House.
Sta.

Earthquake
Baltimore, Sept. 18.—Captain Doc, of the
hark St. Lawrence, who arrived here yesterday
fromJUemarara, reports Aug. 29th at 8.30 p. in.
in lat. 18 50 lou 01.30 the vessel encountered an
earthquake. The sho3k lasted thirty seconds,
but no damage was done. The bark was 110
at

miles from any land.

Uenvy

the Texas

Snow ISunu,

Liver Du Loup, Sept. 19.—DuriDg the
storm yesterday twelve inches of snow fell. End
much damage was done to fruit.

away and

Telcgiuph

30.<lo. 391
70.do. 39}

1 58 cash; 1 58$ @ 1 59$ seller September; t 515$ 1 53
seller October; No 3 do at 1 29 bid cash; 1 32$ for No
2. Corn dull and lower to sell; car lots No 2 Mixed
at 58c cash; 44$ @ 45c seller all the year. Oats dull
and lower to sell; No 2 at 37 @ 37$c cash; 37c seller
September. Barley firm. live steady.
Receipts—5.000 bbls flour,’ 41 bush wheat, 9,000
bush corn, 15,000 bush oats, 13,0C0 bush l arley, 2'JCiO
bush rye, 163 hogs, 263 cattle.
Indianapolis,September 18.—Flour at 6 25 @ 8 00.
Wheat—new at 90c @ 1 30; old 115 @ 1 40. CornEar at 60 @ 64c. Oats 30 @ 41c.

Sales at Auction.
25 Boston & Maine Railroad.
112?
$5000 Portland City 6s, 1907—R R L.!.. .100g
Franklin Company,Lewiston. 90
Bates Manufacturing Company.70
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.99}
Boston & Maine Railroad..
Eastern Railroad 7s, 1883—end,...
76}
Eastern Railroad 7’s. 1882.-l’@75}

Broken.

Bank Statement.
New York, Sep. 18.—The following is the weekly
statement.
Corsicama, Texas, Sept. 18.—A wind and Decrease in loans......
$1,371,400
rain stonn from the. north set in here at two | Decrease in Specie...
1,991,700
Decrease in legal tenders.1,247,200
o’clock Thursday night lasting until dark yesDecrease in deposits.2,723.800
terday. The mm extended from South Dallas Circulation
Decreased.
1,800
to the coast. Some little cotton was blown out,
Reserve decrease...2,557,950
but no great damage was done to the crops m
that section. Telegraphic communication with
IVcw York Slock aud Money Market
Houston, both hv the Central and Great NorthNew York, Sept. 18—P M.—Money is in ample
is
hut
Houston Friday evenern roads
broken,
supply at 2 pei cent. The bank statement is still uning papers received here this morning report favorable, mainly from shipments of legal tenders
that the storm is still raging there and at Galwest and ilie large payments of customs
Gold
At 10 o’clock Wednesday, when the
veston.
opened at 116}, but later in the day advanced to 117
loss by the
of
on
account
specie
large
on
broke
the
of
the wind
banks, and
last wire
the,
velocity
closed at 116}. The rates for loans ranged from 1-64
was
teparted there at 50 miles an hour, aud
cent,
at
annum.
per
to
closing
1}
per
1-32,
The Galveston and Santa Fe
was increasing.
Imports of specie for the week are $207,580, gold
bridge is washed away, and the Galveston and coin; specie shipments to-day $86,693; for the week
Houston bridge is broken, hut a part of it is
$343,500, mostly silver; since January 1, 1875, $62,still seen extending from the main land.
793,572; same time in 1874, $42,541,629; in 1873, $41,The water extends three miles inland, being
741,871; in 1872. $57,568,178; in 1871, $55,218,501.
Sterling Exchange fell to $479 for long bills within
higher than in 1807, and the latest from HighWe quote bankers’
the woek, hut advanced later.
land station, at 4 p. m. Thursday, reports the
60 days bills at 480} p1 £ (of $4,8665 par value), and
wind a hurricane at.d doiug a great deal of
on demand $484}, against $481 @ 485 one week ago.
damage in Houston, and in Harrisburg the wa- Commercial bills unchanged.
ter was within two inches of tho Navigation
The sub-treasurer paid out for interest to-day
Compauy’s wharf Thursday morning, at d was $35,000, and on called bonds $26,000. Total tor the
Interest, $ 191,000; bonds, $246,000.
rising an inch an hour. Gravo apprehensions week;
Internal revenue receipts, to-day. $396,411; for the
exist in Houston of a serious disaster in Galvesagainst $2,493,027 last
in
$2,200,107,
week,
ton.
Anight train broke through a bridge 30 September, $5,898,000; fiscal year to date, week;
$22,599,mile3 above Corsicauia last night, destroying
529; corresponding period last year, $24,799,541.
thirteen loaded cars and stopping traffic. The
Receipts tor customs at New York to-day. $295,000;
bridge and track will De repaired arid commu- for the week, $2,204,000; previous week, $2,712,000.
Impoats at New York, gold value, for the week,
nication willjbe opened to-morrow (Sunday)
$5,762,468, of which $2,233,077 were dry goods,against
evening.
$1,619,943 ast week, and a total of $4,380,192. Since
Great Damage la Property ia Galveston,
January 1. 1875, $250,620,377; same time last year,
18.—The
St. Louis, Sept.
following despatch $295,437,515.
Shipments of legal tenders for the week, including
in regard to tho condition of affairs at Galvesfractional currency, $2.821,o00; last week, $3,430,685;
ton,Texas. was forwarded thisevening:
National bank notes received for redemption to-day,
Anson Stagger, Western Union Telegraph
$555,000; ter the week, $2,623,915; last week, $2,960,Co.: Got to Houston about 5 p m. over the in000.
ternational road. At 7.30 p. m. got one wire
Bank circulation outstanding $347,578,000, of which
From all 1 can learn
$2,604,000 are gold notes; last Saturday, $347,000,working to Galveston.
Bonds held to secure circulation, $373,077,100;
000.
the two mile railroad bridge over tho hay is
held against public deposits, $18,792,000. Legal tenbadly brokeu in several places. One break is
ders
outstanding, $374,245.700—unchanged.
estimated at 150 feet wide, where two schoonTreasury balances at Washington: Currency,$2,A terrific storm preers had broken through
023,000; coin, $65,927,000, including $12,722,000 coin
vailed yesterday and for several days past. Fifcertificates, against $2,099,000, $66,500,000, and $16,
teen or sixteen men who were at work on the
250,000 last Monday, respectively. The coin certificates are being drawn down largely.
breakwater are reported lost; also, the health
At the opening of the stock rnatket this morning
officer of this city is reported missing.
No
the bears
a raid and depressed prices } to 1
particulars, but the damage is immense in prop- per cent. began
Later a turner tone prevailed,but the generty. We have engines aud men out in all dieral tone has been dullness through the day; a notarections repairing wires.
ble feature was the advance of Erie to 20; Western
R. C. C lowry,
(Signed,)
Assist. Gen. Superintendent.
52§; Union Pacific to 69}. Damaging rumors as to
Pacific Mail continue afloat. It is said that a further
Ike Gale at Brnihcar City—The County
sum ol $300,000 must be paid to Mr. Koach before
urec jrivi t. uiut n uitr.
possession of the steamer San Francisco can be obtained, and there are other financial troubles reportA special from New Orleans to the Bepublied. There is a lively contest for proxies on Western
can says: Nothing from Galveston yet, ami the
Union to eontrol the election, and Jay Gould is relines are dowu to
indicat-

European Ilarkeis.
London, September 18—12.30 P M—Consols 94$ for

bank

money and account.

London, September 17—12.30 P. M.—American neurties—United States 5-20 bonds, 18G5, old, 1G6§;
United States New 5s, ll>5. Erie Railway at 17g; do
do pref. 36$.
Liverpool, September 18—12.30 P. M.— Cotton
quiet and unchanged; Middling up’ands at 6 15-16d;
do Orleans at 7 5-16d ;?ales 8,000 bales, including 2000
for speculation and export.

..

telegraph
ing that the

Corsicania,
storm reached that city, The gale
at Brashear continued all night, and prevails
now, the wind having changed to northwest.

The water in the streets of that city rose a foot
during the night, and is now four feet deep.
The rise continues, the water level being higher
than was known for years. At Lyons, 18 miles
west, the county is flooded to the depth of
three feet, which is five feet higher than the
flood of 1867. Similar reports come from other
points along the western coast, which partially
confirms the rumor that Galveston is under
water.

LATER.
The Storm Over—Houses Demol-

ished, Vessels Driven Ashore,
and many Lives Lost.
St. Louts, Sept. 19.—A Galveston special to
the
at
a
late
hour
Globe-Democrat,
last night, says:—“The storm which commenced on Wednesday continued to rage with
great violence until Fiiday night. The water
from the Gulf of Mexico overflowed half of
Galveston Island, knocking down some one
hundred tenements, unroofing several churches
and residences. The water on the principal
streets, and in the market stands to the depth
of two feet. Three large schooners in the harbor were swamped, also one steamboat and two
togs, one being completely demolished. One
of Morgan’s steamships was driven against her
wharf, but only slightly damaged. A large
English bark was forced from her moorings
and driven ashore. One schooner is fo.ty feet
on laud.
Some ten men working on the breakwater at the bar were drowned. The health
officer. Dr. G. W. Fettle, and his grand son,
are drowned.
His house was carried off.
One
negro woman was killed by a falling house.
The railroad track is torn up in twenty places
on the island. The bridge is partially destroyed,
culverts on both roads are washed out, and the
damage is variously estimated from $100,000 to
to $200,000.
The storm was a regular cyclone, but the
wind was not very heavy, though the water
was higher than during the great
storms of
1867- and 1811. At 11 o’clock last night the
wind got around to northwest and the water
hptrnn

at

the Madison avenue Baptist church.
Mrs. Annie Moore of Pittsburg, Pa., committed suicide Friday evening by taking arsenic,
which she obtained from a druggist on the pretext of poisoning rats. No cause is given for
the act.
Her Britauic Majesty's ship Belleropbon,
Admiral Wellesley, arrived at Newport Satur-

j.uciD.naa

em-

ployed occasionally in the Maine Farmer establishment, stole S'100 from the safe in the
Farmer officer, Thursday, while the bookkeeper

The Red Cloud

newspaper.

About $1000 were
more

*

Young Thief.
Augusta, Sept. l'j.—A bo.v 14 years old,

on

Coast.

Suicide in Kocklund.
[Special to tlie Press.]
Dockland, Sept. 19.—Mrs. Priscillti Cunningham, aged about 38 years, committed suicide yesterday moruing by drowning herself in

Herald.
One hundred illicit stills have been destroyed
in northern Georgia.
The prisoners in the Nebraska slate prison

THE STORM ON THE GULF.

tr»

lpnrp flip

gf.fPnta

Tn.Hav

i<a nlnaaant

A committee has been organized for the relief
of the sufferers, who are principally residents
All the teleon the Gulf side and bay shore.
graph lines have been down uutil to-night.
The storm extended to Hempstead,on the Texas
Central, and Willis, on the Great Western
roads, doing damage along the entire route,
including the city of Houston. No mails
arrived for three days.
200 Houses Deslryed null .TO Lives Lost.
Cincinnati, Sept. 19.—The Enquirer's special from New Orleans says parties arrived
there report 209 houses destroyed at Galveston
and 30 lives during the storm.
No furthar

particulars.

F O REIQ N
Defeat of the

Herzegovinian Insurgent*.

Constantinople, Sept. 19.—The Minister of
War has received a despatch from Ah Pasha,
dated Mostar, Sept. 13, stating that the insurgents were attacked Sept. 8th, near Vishegrod,

defeated md put to flight. On the battle field
were found passports
and other documents,
which leave no longer any doubt that the
Servians intended to declare war against
The sublime Porte published the
Turkey.
foregoing and calls attention to the fact that
the insurgents who take refuge in Austria are
not disarmed, notwithstanding Turkey’s representations.
Insurrection in Tishorcc.
Vienna, Sept 19.—An insurrection has broken out at Tiskoree, near Gracbowa.
The insurgents burned a Turkish guardhouse, the garrison of which fled.
The insurrection is said to
be spreading in Western Bosnia, and it is rumored that preparations have been made for a
general rising in Bosnia.
The Papal Circular.
London, Sept. 19—A telegram from Rome
the
nuncio at Madrid has received instrucsays
tions to leave his post if the Spanish Cabinet’s
decision with regard to bis circular be of au
aggressive character, or such as to compromise
the dignity of the Holy See. Otherwise the
nuucio is to remain at Madrid till December,
when be w'll come to Rome to attend the
Tbe Spanish Cabinet met on
consistory.
Saturday, but postponed the disposition of the
nuncio’s circular.

Foreign Notes.
Sharkey, the escaped New York murderer,
sailed from Havaua Friday iu the Spanish
steamer Alicante for Kingston, Jamaica.

Tbe Times financial article says: Tbe harvest is nearly ended. Reports as to quality of
new wheat
are
generally good. The markets
in Mincing Lane are quiet. Au expert estimates the wheat required from abroad at 11,-

000,000 quarters.
Gcd. Lizarraga has arrived
will have

an

Madrid. He
interview with Jovellar on Monat

day.

A circular to the

prefects explaining

the
Spanish government’s policy will he read at the
Cabinet council to day. It is expected to contain important liberal declarations with regard
to elections for the Cortes.
A Berlin special says tbe trial of persons accused of participating in the revolutionary propaganda in Russia is postponed till 1876.
A Quebec despatch says that the gale which
began Thursday, lasted through Friday, involving considerable loss to shipping.
Emperor William leaves Germany Oct. 1st to
visit the KiDg of Italy. Bismarck will accompany him.
Nearly 600 cavalry left Santander, Spain, for
Cuba Saturday.
Sir George Essex Honymau, late Justice of
the English Court of Common Pleas, is dead.
The Times telegram from Cattaro states that
the insurrection is not declining ia Eastern
Herzegovina. There have been sharp encounters near Mitocho and Elcrie, iu which the
Turks were defeated.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Wholesale Markets.
Satcbday, September 18.—The flour market remains firm with hut little movement. Sugars are
steady with a fair demand; granulated is quoted at
111c and Coflee at 10|c. Pork and lard are firm with
ou', utue can.

Moiasses is aun ana

sens slow.

Po-

tatoes come in slow, as there is but little market for
them. They bring 40c.
Daily Domestic Receipt*.
The following were receipts by the Grand Trunk
Railroad—Norton «& Chapman 100 bbls flour, Josselyn & Co 100 do and 200 halt do, Messrs Dickey 200
Wo, Lewis O’Brion 100 do, Marshall & Ilsley 100 do.
Marr & True 100 do, D VV Coolidge 100 do, King &
Gilman 100 do, Shaw, H & Carney 100 do, James B
Fiske 100 do, E Sanderson 100 do, Harris & Littlefield 100 do, Greenough & Co 100 do, Hathaway &
Wood 25 cars corn, Waldron & True 7 do corn. S VV
Larminie 3 do corn, Webster & Co 3 do. J Knight 1
do bran, Carruthers & Co 1 do, KeDsell & Tabor 10
cars corn and 1 car oats, C Robinson & Son 5 cars do,
Breed & Co 2 do oats, S W Thaxter 12 cars and 1 do
oats.

By water conveyance—1000 bush cornxneal to G W
Tue & Co.
_

Foreign Exports.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Falmouth—1400 this
flour, 7500 lbs tea, 4000 do tobacco, 6200 cheese, 119
packages boots and shoes, 10 bbls currants, G packages nuts, 4 cases cigars, 25 packages prunes, 4000 gals
oil, 1 organ and one piano, 12,500 lbs sugar 200 bags
crushed, 1 boat, 200 lbs starch, 12G packages merchandise.
HAVANA.
Brig Mechanic—2973 shocks and
heads, 11,909 It lumber.
RonIou Stock l.i*t.
LSales at the Brokers’Board, Sept. 18.
80 Eastern Railroad.
10.do.

3gi

.do.,. 3>|
53.do..
10.

..

25.do. 372
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.9T J
Second Call.
80 Eastern Railroad.
39|
2 ..do.....99

ported

Many imagine that there is no euro lor Bright’s
disease of the kidneys, also bladder and glandular
complaints. They are in error. Hunt's Remedy
promptly removes such ailments as well as mental
and physical debility, diabetes, drepsy, gravel, maladies caused from imprudence, dissipation, errors ol
youth, female irregularities and complaint of the
urino-genital organs, all of which succumb to its
eod&wlw
genial influence.

In this
year.**.

AND

Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct
City of Merida..... New York. .Hav&VCruz..Oct

LADIES’

ARRIVED.

Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer New York, Winchester, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Nellie F Sawyer, Getebell, Port Johnson, (ar
17th. p m)—coal to Maiuo Central RR.
Sch Siak, Sherman, New York— coal to Rich &
Judkins.

53$

Railroad.34}
Wabash.
5§

Sfe.*Paul
St Paul preferred.61$

107$

Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.19}
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds int.,....104$
Union Pacific
Union Pacific land grants.101$

Sch P L

do.102$
Sinking Funds.9lf
Missouri

Smith, Upton,

Boston.

Sch Cadet, Stinson, Swan’s Island.
Sch George & Emily. Hill. Yarmouth.
CLEARED.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, N S, —John
Porteous.
Brig Mechanic, Gould, Havana—J D Lord.
Sch Lahaina, Houghton, Philadelphia or Georgetown—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Ida C Spoftord, Ingalls, Eastport and Calais—
Nathl Blake.
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland—C A B Morse
& Co.
SAILED—Barque Megunticook; schs C F Young,
Lizzie Dewev. L A Johnson, Grace Cushing, Elva E
Pettengill, Lahaina. C J Willard. Alaska, H J May,
Fawn, Isaac Rich, H J Holway, and others.
Nunday. Sent. 19.
ARRIVED
Sch A R McKenzie, (Br) Swin, Barrington, NS—

Pacific.
45$
Atlantic & Pacific, preferred. 10}
Fish Market.

Gloucester, Mass., September 18.

Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for tho week
ending Sept. 18th:
Arrivals have been reported, fifty-four; twentyei"ht from
Georges Bank aggregating 420,000 lbs codfish, 21,000 lbs or lialibnt ;9 from Grand Banks,7 with
540,000 lbs codfish and 248,0"0 Halibut; 17 from Eas-

mackerel; Mack-

erel scarce; few larger trips brought in to-day than
for some time; sales Shores at 16 25 ^ bbl for Is and
2s held at 12 50 $¥ bbl; No 4s or tinkers 7 25 p bbl;
no arrival of Bays exeept a few
reshipped from the
fleet at the Bay; sales of Bays made at 14 50 @ 11 50
for Is and 2s ; Codfish are firm; few in
shipping order owing to bad weather tor curing; Georges held at
5 00 per qtl; WesternBanks $4 25 p qtl ;Grand Bank
4 50 I)1 qtl; we quote Hake 2 25 p qtl; Pollock at
2 50 P qtl new; Cusk 3 00 p qtl; new Haddock 3 50
P qtl; Tongues and Sounds 8 00 p bbl; Halibut Fins
at 10 50 p bbl; Halut heads none; Smoked Halibut
9J @ 10c p !b, as to quality; Prepared Codfish 6Jc p
lb; Boueless Codfish^c p lb; Cod Oil 50c p gall.

1125

cases

canned lobster to Portland

Sch

FITZGERALD’S,

Cor. of Myrtle and Congress St.,

to

Taglioni, Gatnage, Bristol.

[from our correspondent.
KENNEBUNKPORT—Sld 18th. ship Defiant,
of
Boston.
1808 tons,) F N Thompson, for New
(new,
York. Towed to sea by tug C A Warren.
Also sld, schs Gertrude Plummer, Plummer, Kennebec; Stephen Waterman, Bootbby, Boston.

Providence Print Cloths Market.
Providence. September 18.—The printing cloths
market has been dull during the past week with fluctuating and rather declining prices,the quotations at
close being 5 @ 5\c for thirty days for standard and
extra 64 x 64 goods; the sales of the week foot up 41,-

DOMEPTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sld 15th. ship Bridgewater,
Spaulding, (trom Utsalady) tor Queenstown.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 17th, ship Marcia Greenleaf. Bunker, Keval via Delaware Breakwater.
SAVANNAH—Cld 16th, sch Saiah E Douglass,
for Nassau, NP.
Sld 16th, schs Aimeda, Smith, Baltimore; Carrie
Beyer, Poland, Providence
Sld tm Tybee 16th. brig Gambia, St John, NB.

Domestic Markets.
New York. September 18—5 P. M.—Ashes dull
and unsettled at 5 75 @ 6 00 for pots, job lots. Cotton
dull at *c decline; sales 574 bales; Middling uplands
133c; forward deliveries advanced 1-32 @ 1-16. Flour
—Receipts 15,622 bbls; the market is strongly in buyers favor with a limited exporr and home trade demand ;sal<»B 11,200 bbls; Superfine Western and State
at 4 80 @ 5 50; common to good extra Western and
State at 5 65 @ 5 90 ;good to choice do at 5 95 @ 6
30;
common to choice White Wheat Western extra at
6 35 @ 7 40; common to good extra Ohio at 5 60
@
7 10; common to choice extra St Louis at 5 80 @ 8
50;
including 4400 bbls shipping extra and mill flour at
prices within the range; the market closing quiet;
Southern flour is dull and declining; sales 580 bbls;
common *o fair extra at 5 70
@ 6 75; good to choice
at 6 80 @ 8 50; Rye flour quiet; sales 200 bbls at 4 40
@ 5 70. Cornmeal dull; sales of 450 bbls of Western
at 3 50 @ 4 25; Brandywine at 4 3§. W eak-receipts
177,006 bush ;the market is dull and heavy and 1 @ 2c
lower, closing better for export inquiry at decline;
sales 104,000 bush; 118 @ 1 24 for No 2 Chicago; 112
@117 for soft d *; l 25 for No 2 Northwestern; 1 26
@ 1 28 for No 2 Milwaukee in store and afloat; 1 32
@ 1 37J for No 1 Spring, including choice new No 1
Milwaukee; 1 37 for oio 1 Minnesota; fair No 1 Minnesota 1 37$; l 22 @ 1 41 for new and old Winter Red
Western; 98c @115 for soft Winter Red Western;
2 25 for new Winter Red Indiana ;l 24 @ 1 44 for new
and old Amber Western; 1 35 @ l 52 lor do White
Western; 1 20 @ 1 30 for new Amber Ohio Michigan.
Rye is dull and at 90 @ 98c for New Jersey Western

DARIEN—Ar

sch J

B

Marshall, Porter,

im

Boston.
Cld 10th. ship Virginia, Ward, Liverpool; 11th, sch
Dione, Mason, Yarmouth, Me.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Ar 17fli, Ech Zeta Pd, Jame-

Calais.^

0}d.
Chicago, September 18.—Flour active and lower;
No 1
at

Soring
1J5; No 2 Spring 1 09 on spot; 1 174
bid seller October; 1 07} @ 1 08 seller
November;No 3
do at 05c; rejected 80}c. Corn is in good demand and
lower; No 2 Mixed at 59c on spot; 67}c seller October; 57}c bid seller November; 50c for seller all the
Oats are in fair demand
year; rejected 57 @57}c.
and lower; No 2 at 37c on spot; 35}c seller for
September; 33}c seller lor October; 33c seller all the
year.
Barley is quiet and weak 112 on the spot;
1 05} seller October. Rye is firm and in fair
demand
at 70} ® 77c on spot; 70} seller September. Seeds—
Timothy at 2 19 @ 2 50; Clover 8 00. Pork is strong
and higher; 21 95 on spot; 21 65 seller for
September

tiers, clear

rib ami clear sides at UJ@ 12c. Wbiskev
in good demand at full prices at 1.15.
No afternoon crll.
Beceipts—5,000 bbls flour,115,000 bush wheat 160000 bush coin, 62,000 bush oats, 42,000 bush
31
2,000 bush of rve.
Shipments—3,000 bbls flour, 20,000 bush wheat 81
000 bush corn,41,000 bash oats,350 bush barley 15 OOO
*
bush rye.
^

b’arlev

Toledo, Sept. 18.—Flour is quiet. Wheat is dull
and drooping; No 2 White Wabash 133; No 3 do at
1 25; Amber Michigan 1 28; seller October 1 29
seller
November 1 31; old 1 38; No 2 Amber Michigan 1 06No 2 Bed Winter on spot and seller September 1 29‘
No 3 Bed at 111; rejected Bed at 90c.
Corn Is dull
and lower; high Mixed seller fer lOctober 651c- no
grade at 62c. Oats dull; No 2 at 12*c; seller Sentem.
1
ber 35fc; seller October 40c; White at 47c.
Freights to Butlalo dull at 2 for corn.
Beceipts for t wo days—498 bbls flour, 29.000 hnsli
Wheat, 13,000 bush Corn, 4,000 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, September 18.—Flour is neglected
Wheat is lower; No 1 Milwaukee at 1164; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 13J cash and seller
September; 1 181 for
seller October. Corn is lower; .No 2 at 59 ® 59jc
Oats are lower; No 2 cash and seller September at
37c. Bariev firmer aud held higher; No 2 Spring cash
aud seller September at 116 @ 1 16|; seller OoDibor
at 1 091; do November 1 08; No 3 do at82c.
Eve
Is
ye 18
firm; No 1 at 77c.
Lake Freights quiet but steady—Wheat to Butlalo
—

at 3c.

Beceipts—3,000 bbls flour. 111.000 bush wheat 0 000
bush corn, 00,000 hush oats, 0000 bush
barley (iooo
bush rye.
Shipments—3,000 bbls flour. 150,000 bush wheat 0
000 hush corn, OOtlU bush barley, 0000 bush oats.
Detboxt, September 18.—Flour is drooping; City
brands at 6 60 (gj 6 75. Wheat is active; extra at
1 36; No 1 White Michigan at 1 234: No 2 White Fall
at 1 15; Amber Michigan 1 24. Corn
neglected; No 1
Mixed nominally at 68c. Oats active aud
unchanged; White Western Michigan 46c. Barley quiet aud
unchanged—State at 2 00 (eg 2 30.
Freights nominally ;tu Buffalo L’j;to Oswego 4|.
St Louis, September 18.—Flour dull; Superfine
Fall 4 50 (m 4 60j extra do 4 65 ® 1 75; double extra
do at 185 US 5 25. Wheat lower; No 2 Bed Winter at

New Yora;

port lor Salem; Flora A
lor Somerset, (and sailed).

Wreatb, Foss, ElizabetliSawyer, Nutner, Hoboken

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 16tb, schs Ring Dove,
Swain, Elizabethport for Boston; J B Knowles,
Wass, Hoboken for do; Viola May, Owen, Elizabethport for Portland; Maggie J Lawrence, Haley, Portland for Phi.adelphia ; Addie Fuller, Henderson,
Woolwich fordo; lsola, Dunbar, Windsor, NS, tor
do; Winnie Laurie, Spear, do for Richmond; Spartel, Crossman, do tor New York; MarB Hill, Miller,
Bluekill lor do; Addie Sawyer, Cook, Calais for New
Haven.
Sid 16th, schs M J Lawrence, Abbie Pitman.
BOSTON—Ar 17tb, sch Nettie Laugdon, Collin1*,
Darien, Ga.
Cld 17th, brigs Melrose. Griggs, for Mayaguez; sch
Eben Fisher, Reynolds. Windsor, NS.
Sid, brigs Maurice, Mary Bartlett.
Ar 18th, brig R B Gove. Hougmau, In> Sagua; schs
Lillian, Ryan, Belfas; Orizon, Otis, Bath.
Cld 18th, barque Sarab, Smatt, for New York; brig
Cascatelle, Devereux, Musquash, NB; schs Charles
Sawyer, Mullen, Brunswick, Ga; Kate C Rankiu,
Hall, Rocklaud.
SALEM—Cld lGth, sch S J Bickmore, Thompsoi,
GLOUCESTER—Ar 17th, brig Wenonab, Simpson,
Charleston.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 17tb, schs B L Eaton, Grierson, Hoboken; Allston, Fitzgerald, New York.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 15th, sell James W Brown,
Kane, Philadelphia.
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Bangkok July 20, barque Wealthy Tendleton
Blanchard, lor Java.
Ar at Batavia July 18, barque Escort, Carver, from
New York, (and sailed 28th for Sourabaya); 25th,
Commerce, Elliott, do, (and sailed 27th lor do.)
in port 28th, ships Castine, Avery, from Boston, ar
20th; Richard McManus, Beals, une.
At Java July 28, barque H J Libby, Brooks, from
Newcastle, NSW.
Sill to Trapani ICtli inst, ship DaviU Brown, Colcoid, Gloucester.
Sid fm Cadiz —. sch R F Ilart, Coombs, Gloucester.
Sid im Havre 15tb, ship Scioto, Mitchell, for New

Orleans.
Sid im

Harve 15th inst, ship Cliandos, Ross, for
United States.
Sid tm Antwerp 16th Inst, ship S C Blanchard,
Meady,-.
Sid fm Bremen 16tli inst, ship Veutus, Theobald,
New York.
Ar at Stettiu 14th inst, brig J B Brown, Foster,

St John, NF, Sept 2, sch Mary B Reeves,
Bracy, New York.
Cld at Cow Bay CB, 14th iust, sch Lizzio Heyer,
Poland, New York.
Ar at Windser, NS, 14th inst, schs Harry & Fred,
from Machias, (and cld lor New York) ; Rosina,
Ar at

Dress

Goods
—

AT—

TURNER BROS’.
Tuesday, Sept. 14th.
We shall o;:en

as

above,

a

very extensive line ot

Fall and AVinter

DRESS

GOODS,

Embracing the

STYLES

desirable

most

AND

to be lound in the New York

SHADE

and Boston markets.

This will be the most attractive
stock we have ever displayed.
We shall open a full line ot goods
in other departments.

AslN

PRICES AS LOW

elegant liae of

an

ANY MARKET

Corner of Congress & Elin
Streets.

Black and Colored Silk

i\

i. o. o.

All members of Maine Lodge No. 1,1,0. 0. F.
requested to be present at the meeting MONDAY
EVENING, Sept. 20th, as business of importance
will come before them.
Per order,
A. S. WAY, Secretary.
se!8sn2t

j*d2w

GOOD

\EWS
Velvets,
Gros Grain, Diagonal
and Trimming Silks, COAL CONSUMERS.
public
Plain, Fancy and Gros
Cram’s
Grate
FOE

subscriber would call the attention of tne

The

to

READ, READ, READ.
In the past winter I had a very bad cold and one
bottle of WAV’S COMPOUND SIRUP OF
EitiNTOWORT cured me.
It works the quickest
and best of any Medicine I eyer tried.
WM. G. READ, 7 Chapel Street.

Portland, August 6,1875.

C. WAY &

Also

A CARD
To the public or those wanting a Refrigerator.
I
have not time myself and do not employ agents to
run round and diuin up Customers, but sells
my
Goods at Manufacturers prices, and will simply say
it they will call at Howell & Morse’s, 20 Market
Square, and see my Refrigerator in full opperation
before buying, it will be to their advantage, as the
proof of the merits I claim for it are all there and
speak for themselves.
mv1 Tenilff

■

0

Improved

Grain Sash and
Trimming Bibbons.

CO.,

Cerocr Myrtle nnd Cumberland Stw.
ma22sntf

large

a

assortment of

French Flowers,

Fancy Feathers,
Birds, Wings,
Ostrich Plumes,
Tips, &c., &c.

mvDDvr

now

CAPT.

GUNS
Breech and Muzzle

Pickerel,

and

Nmelt, Sporting

7 Shot Revolver and 100 Cartridges $5.
Repairing of all kinds.
T. II. DAVIS, Portland, Me.,
Cor. Federal and Temple Sts.
apr26sneod6m

Sclilotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.
A

safe and

Z.

I have just received

MEW FALL ANID WIXTEB

DRESS
and

am

GOODS,

offering decided bargains

Saxony

Apply immediately through

ALSO

—

oSered in this city.

ever

Flannels and Domestic Goods of
all kinds very cheap.
The best quality

dark Prints at the low prke of
8 cents per yard,

P.

new

HI.

FROST,

Under Falmouth note/.

sepl6-lw

REFRIGERATORS !
Inc

largest anil best assortment in the State,
the latest improvements, called

Dining all

com-

THE PE ERL. ESS.

Dr. E. B. JACK-

It la unsurpassed In Simplicity, Ease of tfnuB^ement, Durability, DryncMM anti Purity

Air and ECONOMY of IDK.
Wnolesabi and Ketail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. Can get a better article by
buying of manufacturer or agent. Uon’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buying.
Malmroom corner of Dross and Fore Mis.,
under Commercial House. .Manufactory Rear of
No, JO t’ross Street.

J. F.
my2C’74dtf

Chartered bv

an act

—

-IS

Fire-proof

at time of escape.

Tfco“n" McCarthy

age about 40, 5 feet 10
high, hair light brown, mixed with grey,
Hail on light pints dark frock
coat,

inches

^solt

black hat, at time ot
escape.
The above reward will be
paid for the arrest ol the

three, or *100 tor either.
eepl8dtf
WM. L. PENNELL, Sheriff.

GREAT BARGAINS IN

Burglar-proof

U. in. SWUAT, President
"*•
COOMBS*, -errelniv.
ESfFor circulars or information addre
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary,

Portland.

atr

MRS. ADA II.
Will receive

a

EMERSON^

FORTE.

RESIDENCE, 3G FREE ST.

GOVERNOR.

References.

MR. H. KOTZSCHMAR.
W. TUFTS, Boston.

anlo

—alJ___isdeodtt

Throughly tested for the last four years, and is
otlered with confidence, as a perfect remedy for the

and annoyances, arising
ordinaiily managed. It is
escape of gas or smoke through
as

tor the
the house. It saves coal. It proven s clinkers aud
sifting of ashes It insures danger against fire trom
an over heated Furnace.
It saves care and time in
the management of the Furnace, and gives uniformity of temperature with every change
of weather. In fact you have only to
supply the
coal ami leave the Furnace to the
care of the
‘•Governor.” Attached to Brick or Portable Furnaces old or new, aud warranted to give satis fact Inn.

Portland

from my Old Ntnad 101
Jiiddle VtretM, to

37 TEMPLE

&TKEET,

t0 my old
customers, that
Hf11 t0®ay
am 1>reparei 10 execute
all

despatcli
Moping

to nee
new ouea.

all

old

I

am now

orders with

eu«tomer«, and

C. I. JELLE1»AN.

seplS

aiw

Maine Central 7 per cent. Congo's.
PRICE 95 AND ACCRUED INT.
Statement of the Treasurer for the Tear
Ending Dec. 31, 1874.

Operating expenses.$1,281,681
Interest

25
589 138 47
86,881 50

account.

Leases, rents, etc.
Gross

$1,037,701 22
earnings. 2,094,060 55

Net earnings...

9136,379

43

s£& i%ssssss?tes ^csa."4

Jr

B. BROWN &

Portland Aid of iiuilroad C's.
And other Good Securities', by

SWAM A BARR HITT
Middl°

SONS,

BANKEHS, HOKTLAVD.

aPt3_dlwt2awtt
DON'T PAY

$3.00

BELT- We **n11 ki-suia
F° C 4c AS2SI0N
rIIE K I.l S E l> for #1 SO.
First
«

for

'AS cent,. Extra Lengths to order.

—MANUFACTURERS

MnulcipaTc’s.

J°°

S AN FORD.

removed

,.
(Quality Belts

BomlsforSalc,

inconveniences, dangers

ANI)

Applications for Bonds may be made ta the under-

limited number of pupils upon the

PIANO

J

Having

A. IV.

ST.

BOOTS

SHOES
be had by calling at
37 TEMPLE STREET,
For the next Thirty Day*.

I remain respectfully yours.

Readheld; Joseph Dane, Keunebuuk

AM XI

OF—

Ladies’ Bells,
Shawl Straps,

Sirups'io OrilT'

Worsted shawl
Fancy Leather Work of all
kind”.
Corner market A Pore
Street.
Over J.

B

TEWKSBURY’S,

BROAD & CO.
Jne25GReal Hair Switches _c<xl3m
BUCKNAM, ONLY TWO DOLLARS EACrfL Cheapest Book Store in th7 World
119

No. 190 Fore Street*

J. P. SMITH,

POKTLjINO, MAINE.
Mxl3m

_

PORTRAIT

Photographer,
244 Middle St.

Artistic Life Utiz -d Portraits a Specialty;
from Iiife or copied from all kinds of
Smaller Picture*, much as Old Dagu » ri eotpyes, Tin-types, Ac. Ac.
sel6dtf

*

and

the night

on

DESCRIPTION, Ac.
Wat*on’* a?e 54, 5 feet 10 inches high, blue eyes,
dark hair turning grey, full grey beard eo
mustache,
light complexion, ami corpulent.
Had on grey
pants, dark coat, checked vest, light checkered low
at
time of escape.
hat,
Orestes in Plummer age 25, 5 feet < inches
high, cross eyed dark hair, hght conplexion, slight
mustache. Had on light
panlB, dark coat and cap

•

iohn w?n?ey’ H-if- L,'bb&
Philip

AUTOMATIC FURNACE REGULATOR

?:

escaped from the Jail in Portland,
of September 18th.

many

DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS:
F- K- Swan, Jacob McT
LeUan, William L. Gould,
U. Brown. William
G. Davis, William Hammond, W. H. Anderson
Frank Noyes, L. I). M. Sweat, A. W.
Coombs, pVrtland; Abner Coburn, Skowbegan; Anson P. Morrill 1

p, o. DONNELL.

FREDERICK

the Rental

97 Exchange Street, Portland.

D'2i_eod6m

remedy

—

ITS-

Reward $300

Jonathan Watson, O. M. l’lninmer and Thomas
McCarthy,

*

VAULTS.

Remember llie No.,

a sure

FOB THK

of Safes,

business.

from Hot Air Furnaces

$300

Legislature

Safe*keeplngr of Valuables anil

ET-FLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE OUR
GOODS AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.

HEAT

of the

connected

VVMF3m

MERRILL,

Maine IM75,

of

Where they will keep constantly
hand Goods ot all kinds for
men’s and hoys’ wear, which will
be made up in first-class style at
very moderate prices.
We hope,
by strict attention to business, and
fair dealing, to receive a fair share

M. H. REDDY.

WARRANTED.
by our Patent Sleeve Couplings, preventing all leakage.
Specimens can be seen and obtained on aDplication.
are

can

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT TO.,

on

EXCHANGE

INDESTRUCTIBLE ENAMEL
Joints

PORTLAND, MAINE.

NEARLY OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE,

9G

and

COATED WITH AN

M

No. 96 Exchange Street,

PIPE,

8 PEMBERTON SQUARE, BOSTON, MASS.,
ncKeenportt Pean.

who

•f

ol

WATER

From Oae-balf Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter:
in lengths from 16 to 20 feet.
Capable of Suataining a Preaanure of
l,0t>0 Iba. to the Square Inch.
MANUFACTURED BY THE

offered for the arrest of

In nil Styles, Grades and Slavs.

The undersigned have lormed a
copartnership and leased the Store

dtf

National Tube Works Co.,

Bargains iu
Black Cashmere ami iUcrinocs

PERSONAL

rate.

ad Manufacturer.

Specialty.

in

and Wool Plaids.

the best

selt?isnjim

SON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New CharnSt.. New York.
oc29snly

a

fe24

Lap Welded. Wrought Iron

.>0.8 CASCO 8T.

bers

SARGENT,

Proprietor

fill m wim atm

GREENE,

NOTICE.—Notice is hereby
that
all officers, sailors
given
and soldiers,
wounded, ruptured or injured in the late Rebellion,
however slightly, are entitled to a pension, and
thousands of pensioners are entitled to an increased

doom.

Please call at the above named Office and
uee for j ourselves.

SPECT10N SOLICITED.

—

RESIDENCE,

clean your Area with*

opening the Furnace

SEAMLESS,

remedy

PRICE FIFTI CENTS A BOTTLE,

contrived to

ao

out

seplSdtf_

for removing Tan,Pimples,
Moth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and Iresh and imoarting to it
a MARBLE PURITY.
sure

Street.

Twenty-fire Per Cent of the Fuel,
and ia

So. 3 Free Street Block.

and

Blasting Powder at Wholesale
and Retail, and ammunition
of all kiuds.

SAWYERS

PIPE
H.S.KALER&CO., WATER
A

Loading, Rifle*, ReTackle for Trout,

volver*, Fishing

Barr,

at

seen

This Barr is so constructed that it will never warp,
and hence its durability is unquestionable, and
by
an
arrangement tor introducing the air through the
tire to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
producee perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

FALL SEASON.

AN EARLY

to be

Office 123 Commercial

In all the desirable Shades lor the

Inhalation.
great amount of suffering may be prevented
use of Dr. Morse’s Medicated
Inhalations.
In Throat Disease it will give
relief in a tew
minutes. It is a sure preventive of Diphtheritic, a
disease which has caused so much aDguish and bereavement. It renders breathing easy.
It arrests
the progress of disease in the lungs, removes tubercles by absorption, prolongs life and keeps the patient comfortable in hopeless cases, and effects cures
in curable cases.
C. MORSE, M. D..
au7snd&w3m73 Free St., Portland Me.

by the

Philadelphia.

Cld at London 16th inst, ship Caroudelet, Stetson,
United States.
Sid fin Newport, E, 2d lust, biig Clara rickens,
Coombs, Matanzas. or Martinique.
Oft Dartmouth 4th inst, ship .S S Thomas, Eastman, from Hull for Callao.
Ar at Port Spain 8tli inst, brig Elizabeth
Winslow,
Look, New York.
Sid Im Barbadoes Aug 18th, brig S P Smith, Warren, Martinique.
In port Aug 28, brig Frontier, Blaisdell, from Nor•
folk, ar lGtb. disg.
Ar at Havana 16th inst, brigs Thos Owen, Guptill,
from New York; Jose fa. True, Portland,—[tel tj Ex-

—

sepl3

Bath tor

change.]

opening

arc

sntf

versport;

john,

millinery

OF

—

TURNER BROS.,
Wc

—

a

op: king

BROS..

CHARLESTON—Sld 17tb, sch Annie Freeman,
Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK &
Harris, Baracoa.
Co., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street.
WILMINGTON, NC— Ar Nth, brig Neponset,
One door above Brown, Portland. Me.
ma27sndtf
Strout, Navassa.
Cld 13th, brig Julia F Carney, Weed, Cardenas.
DIS.
BICMNIELL’S
BALTIMOHE— Ar 16th, schs Mary E McHala,
SIRUP,
Hall, Portland; Ada J Simonton, Hall, Boston.
JiySold by all Druggists for the cure of Bowel or
Also ar lGth. brig J W Parker, Brackett, Boston;
seb L A Knowles, Chase, New York.
Summer Complaints, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera
Cld 16 h, barque Fannie H Loring. Loring, Boston;
Morbus, Colic, &c., is purely vegetable, without a
schs Carrie Bell, Seavtfy, Portland; Hattie Baker,
particle ot opiate, highly aromatic, a powerful tonic,
Pierce. Boston.
PHILADELPHIA
Ar 17th,
pleasant to the taste, and guaranteed to give immebarque Daring,
Branscomb, Matanzas.
diate relief. Prepared only by Edward Sutton, of
Below, sch Farragut, from Bath.
i
Providence. R. I,jy23sn3iu
Newcastle—Passed down 16th, schs Allegro, Sami
C Hart, and Pride of the East.
NEW YORK—Ar 16th, schs A Whiting, Hatch,
MRS. C. HOYT
--J
Fernandina; Lizzie Lane, West. Brunswick, Ga;
formerly M. Ella Bounty,
Anna. Ryder, Jonesport for Elizabethport; Charles
Dennis, Weeks, trom Bath tor Philadelphia; Seguin,
will receive a number of pupils on the Piano-Forte

ami State. Bariev is miier. n.nri nrw>iian<y».i
9i:nn h.ieh
UIU,UdUKCU,4UUU I3USU
■-,
slightly stained Canada West 1 25. Barley Malt is
quiet and without decided change in price. Corn—
receipts 139,302 bush; the market is heavy and 1 @ 2c
Whitmore, Boston.
lower with a very moderate export anu home trade
Ar 17th, barque W E Anderson, Brandt, Havana;
demand at decline; sales 133.000 bush; 70 @ 73c for
brig Susie J Strout, Higgins, trom Philadelphia; schs
steam Western Mixed: 74 @ 75c for sail do; 08 ® 70c
Grace
Davis, Hardenbrook, Sagua 15 days; Adeliza,
tor heated! 75 @ 70c for
high Mixed and Yellow
22 days; Ridgewood. Johnson, tm
Western; 77}c for old Western Mixed in store. Oats— Huntley, Jacmel,
Florence Mayo, Hall. Virginia; Kate
Georgetown;
receipts 92.025 bush; the market is heavy and 1 @ 2c
Walker, Hall, Norwich; H A DeWitt, Manson, Hallower; sales 43,000 bush at 40 @ 56c for new Mixed lowell;
Anna S Murch, from Boston.
and White, tuciuding new White State at 50 ®
56c;
Also ar 17th, brig Helen M Rowley, fm Mystic, Ct;
Mixed Chicago 52 ® 531c; White Western 48 ® 56; 54
Anson
Stimpson.
Gorban, Rockport; H E Wellman,
@ 56c for old Mixed Western; 56 @ 57c for old White
Verrill,
do. Hay steady at 75c for
shipping.
Hops
heavy
Cld
Chestiua
17th,
barque
Redman,Cadiz;
and irregular at 10 @ 15 for
yearlings 18 74; 12 @ 18c brig Raven, Nash, Corfu, forRedman,
orders; sebs A P Emernew crop 1875.
Coffee—Kio is quiet and very firm at
Vera
son,
Cruz; C P Gerrish, Armstrong,
Emerson,
18} @20|c gold for cargoes; 18}@21}c gold for job Savanna la Mar; B F
Farnliam, Green,Jacksonville;
lot. Sugar is quiet and without decided change at
Florida, Thompson, Dau7}@8}c for fair to good refining; e} @ 8 5-16 for Rio, Larrabee, Macliias;
Nuiato, Small, Salem.
prime; refined firm anu In lair demaud at logo lor
Sid
C
Marcia
tor Antwerp.
16th,
ship
Day,
standard A; lie for powdered;
U}c lor granulated;
Sid 17th, barque Martin W Brett, tor Montevideo;
lljc for crushed. Molasses dull and nominally un
sch Mary A Harmon, tor Kingston, Ja.
changed. Rice is quiet aud steady. Petroleum is
Passed through Hell Gate 16th, A Peters, fm Port
less active and firm; sales gOO bbls crude at
6} @ 6Jc; Johnson tor Portsmouth; Zeila, Hoboken for Boston;
refined held at 13c; cases lfi}®^^ for common;
Adam Bell, Cook, Rondout lor Portland; Chilion,
Naptha 11c. Tallow is firm; sales 65,000 lbs at 10 (SI Grant, from
r.vt Jefferson tor Ipswich.
10}c. Naval Stores—Kotin firmer at 1 70 @ 1 75 for
Passed throngh Hell Gate 17th, schs Gov Coney,
strained. Turpentine is quiet; Spirits at
31}c.
Eggs
from
Port
for Boston; Trade Wind, PhilaJohnson
firm at 23 ® 23}r lor State and
Pennsylvania. Coal delphia tor do; Oriole, trom Boston tor do.
firm at 5 26 50 for Anthracite
per cargo. LeathPROVIDENCE—Ar
16th, sch Mexican, Haskell,
er unchanged; hemlock sole, Buenos
Ayres and Rio
Grande light middle and heavy weights 26 @ 28} ;Cal- I Pawtucket, to load for New York.
Sid
schs
E
C
17th,
Oates,
Freeman, and Mexican,
foraia do 25 ® 27 jcoinmon do 25 ® 28c. Wool
steady; Haskell, New York.
Domestic fleece 43 @ 65c; Pulled 27 @ 47c; tubbed at
FALL
P Hazeitine, McDonsch
RIVER—Arl6lh,
35c; uuwashed 17 @ 32c; Texas 15 @ 33c. Pork firmald, Jacksonville.
er; sales 350 bbls new mess job lots at 21 00 @ 21124;
NEWPORT-Ar
schs
17th,
Maggie Ellen. Little1750 bbls bbls seller October at 20 9 @ 20 05. Beel is
Saco tor

DUNBAK “ANDERSON.

sel6d3w*

“OWE PRICE OWL Y.”

son, Salem.

auu

HILL.
Utf

Hew

COSTUMES.

534 CONGRESS STREET.

launched—At Thomaston 16th inst. by Samuel
Watts, a fine ship of 2100 tons, named H S Gregory.
She is owned by the builder and others, and i9 to be
commanded by (3apt R B Anderson of Thomaston.

000 pcs.

NEXT TO CITY

Copartnership.

solved on the lirtt day of September. G. W. Siraonton will continue the bn-iness at the old stand.
G. W. Simonton and Dunbar Henderson aro authorized to collect all bills duo to the old
tirm, and will
I>ay all demands against it.
G. W. SIMONTON,
J A M ES HEN D ERSON,
ART EMUS W. WATTS,

A

Gazelle, Gardiner, Pembroke—herring, &c,

Dana & Co.
Sch

Dissolution of

milE COPARTNERSHIP heretoloro existing beX tween G. W. Simonton, .J. Henderson, A W
Watts and L). Henderson, under the firm name ot
G. W. Simonton & Co., was by mutual consent dis-

Ladies’ Wool Mixed Vests,
from 45c upwards.
Ladies’ Wool Mixed Pants,
from 45c upwards.
Eoys’ Wool Mixed Vests,
from 38c upwards.
Boys’ Wool Mixed Pants,
from 38c upwards,
Misses’ Wool VJixedVest,
from 50c upwards.
Union Vest and Pants,
from $1.00 upwards.
Gents’ Me avy Vests Drawers,
from 50c upwards.
Bullion Fringes all Colors,

W1

Portland, Sept. 17,1875.

land far the moutv.

sei>18

se20

Packing Co.

Sch Clara, Maloney, St Andrews, NB.

LOWEST.

We quote the follow in'; Price* and clnina
they are ilic be*l (good* ever *o.d in Port-

tvn—

EASTMAN

NEWS,

Saturday, Sept. 18.

99

GOODS

WINTER

are

38$

sail at

FANCY

kind* of

well ail

to

LOWER TUAN THE

SHAWLS,

—

25
25
25
29
2
5

FORT OF PORTLAND.

ewer, claim*

•

E. H. CARNEY,

Peckham’s Celebrated
Woolen
Yarns, Kid Gloves, Hoop Skirts,
Corsets and Pauiers, and all kinds
of Yankee Notions.

Miniature Almanac.September 40.
Sunrises...5.44 I High water.. 2.45PM
Sun seta.6.02 | Moon rises.8.45 PM

MARINE

it.

now,

dcbu«eE£°‘
it0m.me.n
**
tbeflrm? paW’and

cial Sirect,
-hom all
settle all demands agaiust

Handkcrchicls, Cambric Edgings,

CIOODS,

SILKS.

York. .Glasgow.Sept 25
New York .Liverpool.Sept 25

52}

State. Cheese unchanged at 4 @ 10c Tor common to
prime. Seeds—Linseeu dull at 2 00 gold. Whiskey
quiet at 1 17}.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is quiet; Cotton
per steam } @ 5-16d; tlo sail 5-32 @ 5-16d; Corn per
steam|at 0}d; Wheat per steam at7d: Wheat per

FITZGERALD!

Accapulco.New York.. Aspinwall.. .Sept 25

42
57
70

unchanged; Beef Hams quiet jtierce Beef unchanged;
Cut meats are dull; middles quiet at 12Je for city
long clear. Lard is firmer; sales 175 tcs at 13}c for
prime steam; 3250 tcs seller seller Cctober at 13} ®
13 13-16c; 750 do seller for all the year at 12|c. Butter
unchanged at 15 ® 25c for Wcsaern; 22 @ 30c for

Us
unsurpassed
grounds
line
no
accommodation,
doubt
will attract
numberless
thousands.
Many among them,
combining Business with Pleaswill
be
ure,
anixous to purchase
goods at reasonable rates.
and

un-

e

choice line of

AUTUMN

Ethiopia.New

Erie.19$

with 1460 bbls

With

Disscluiloii.
existing
T1*d r’i heAffrheretofore
of Carney & Baker Is dlssolveii hv mutMin“me
wlU
"neybE“
at'tte'old^L £
to

T.iuen Collars ami Cuffs, Linen

..

Mimosa.New York. .Rio Janeiro. .Sept
City of Montreal.. .New York. .Liverpool.Sept
Batavia.Boston.Liverpool.... Sept
Etna.New York Port Prince. .Sept

fair

REMEMBER TOE PLACE,

...

Celtic.

the

_COPARTNERSHIP

CHEAP CHEAP CHEAP.

TUESDAY, September 21st,
a

_MISCELLANEOUS.

BROS.

WILL OPliN

DRESS

Western Unir 'i Telegraph Co—ex div.r.77}
Pacific Mail.36$
N Y Central and Hudson R.consolidated, ex-dv. .102}

trips

EASTMAN

STEAMSHIPS.
Name.
From
For
Date.
Columbus.New York. .Havana.
Sept 21
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool.Sept 22
Leo.New York. .Nassau. &c. .Sept 23
Pommerania.New York. .Hamburg.. ..Sept 23
Ontario.New York. .Rio Janeiro. .Sept 23
City ot New York. .New York .Liverpool
.Sept 23
Pommerania.New York. .Hamburg—Sept 23
Carondelet.New York.. Hayti, &c... .Sept 23
Polynesian ..Quebec.Liverpool... .Sept 25
Henry Ohauncy... New York. .Jamaica, &c.Sept 25
Atlas.New York. .Jamaica, &c..Sept 25

Stocks:

tern mackerel

C. Moody, aged 22

Enoch

DEPARTURE OF

closmg quotations of Govsecurities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, coup.123$
United States 5-20’s 1864, coup.1184
United States 5*20’s, 1865, old.119$
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new ex-coup.-.118}
United States 5-20's, 1867 do.
120}
United States 5-20’s, 1868 do.
121
United States new 5’s.
118$
United States 10-40 coupon.
117}
Currency 6’s ex.‘.123}
The lollowwg are the closing quotations ol

CnlouccMter

city, Sept. 10th,

Funeral services Tuesday at 11 o’clock a. m., at 19
monument street.
In Little Cranberry Isles, Sept. 15, suddenly, Capt.
Ed win Hadlock, late of Bucksport.
In Skowbegan, Aug. 10, Mrs. Sallie Durgln, aged
79 years 10 months.
In Porter, Aug. 29, Mrs. Phebe, wile of Leanard
Walker, aged 20 years.
In York, Aug. 25, Mr. Eb(ta Chapman, aged 80
years 6 months.
In Freeman, Aug. 28, Capt. Ja9. W. Burbank, aged
69 years 10 months.
In Peoria, 111., Aug. 19, Charles C. Jordan, formerly of Gorham, aged 42 years.
In New Orleans, Sept. 15, of yellow fever, Mr. Cbas
B. Bray, formerly of Turner, aged 24 years.

hares.
The following were the

Chicago & Rock Island.

Please tell the people that you baw their
advertisement iu the PKESS, the circulation of which, per mouth, exceeds 109,000.

DIED.

ernment

......

A Health VIeldiug Stimulant.
is suicidal for a man to drink ordinary liquor
when he feels weak, to enable him to perform werk
in hand. The fatigue which labor produces is increased ten fold by the debilitating re-action of the
stimulants of commerce, so that the temporary iuvigoration is purchased at a fearful cost to health.
A stimulant, in order to impart healthful energy,
should be medicated. The reason that Hostetter’s
Stomach Bitters are so wonderfully efficacious as a
restorative and preventive is that their alcoholic basis of Pure Old Rye is mingled with vegetable tonics
and alteratives which are the most potent known to
medical botanists. Their immediate or stimulative
effect is to rouse the dormant energies, and their subsequent operation is to permanently invigorate,
through the medium of restored digestion and secretion, the various orgaus of the body,
It

SPECIAL NOTICES.

In Wiscasset, Sept. 7, Atherton C. Greenleaf and
Miss Susan P. Chase, both ol Kdgecomb.
In Paris, Sept. 7, Clinton Howe of Sumner and
Mrs. Sarah C. Barrows of Rockland.
In vvoodstock, Sept. 1, A. J. Curtis ot West Paris
and Miss Eva L. Andrews of Woodstock.
In East Rumford, Aug. 19, Lewis A. Thomas of
E. R„ and Miss Mariana Rea of Mexico.
In Plymouth. Wis„ Sept. 9. by Rev. Dr. Woltson.
Miss Alice J. Bagleyot Plymouth ana Mr. William
H. Brazier ol Milwaukee, iormerly of Portland.

paying for them freely
The
to-day were:—Western Union, 58,000
shares; Pacific Mail, 47,800 shares; New York Cen103
shires; Erie, 32,400 shares; Lake Shore, 52,tral,
700 shares, Union Pacific. 1400 shares; Northwestern,
11,800 shares; do preferred, 500 shares; Rock Island
700 shares; St Paul, 1200 shares; do preferred, 16,000
shares; Ohio & Mississippi, 2100 shares; Wabash 500

......

SPOKEN.
Sept 6, lat 26, Ion 64, brig Jennie Morton, lioin New
York for Ponce.
Sept 9, lat 23 20, Ion 69, brig Elizabeth Winslow,
from Port Spain for New York.
Sept 14, lat 37 20, Ion 72 40. barque Isaac Hall, lrom
Philadelphia for Queenstown.

MARRIED.

to be
sales

Erie preferred.
Michigan Central.... ..
Union Pacific Stock.
Lake Shore.
Illinois Central, cx-div.
Chicago <& Northwestern.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.

Beal, Jonesport, (and sld 15th for New York); VenHatfield, Portland, (and sailed for East port.)
at St John, NB, 16th
insf, seb John S Moulton,
Crowley, Portsmouth via Two Rivers, NS.

ture,
Ar

I
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Congress Street.
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Publisher, nnd Hookaeller,.

A Full Assorimeiit ol

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS

BARROWS

OF

Exchange Place, Boston.

To

street.

ALBERT COLBV’S sons,
»H3tl

Kale*,

I ►—-----is!
7

exchange

100,000 Books without regard to co•«.
Kood Clock,, Watch”, and Jewelry chrop.
Repairing and-ClrnniuR well done nnd
Warranted.

Crawford
I

along

the line

Let,

.of

Wfl.
sol5

THE

—

Bridges

nnd Wcenery
Portland & Ogdensburg R. ,R.
tor sale by
9ENTKR A C O.,
the

M Exchange Si reel.

eodlw
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ENTERTAINMENT

COLUMN.

Kenison—Chiropodist.

Newell Chamberlain et al. now pending
in the Massachusetts district.
Suit against the occupants of slaughter house at
the Brighton Abattoir, for infringement of re-issued
letters patent to Stephen Cutter, assignee of Azel S.
Lyman, dated March 10, 1874, for improved methods
of cooling and ventilating rooms. On trial.
Brown & Holmes.
Dickerson & Beaman.
F. H. Betts.
W. W. Warren.
E. J. Cramer.
vs

U. V. District Court, Bangor.
FOX.

Friday—C. P. Mattocks, assignee in bankruptcy
of H. A. VcKenny & Co., vs Brown Thurston &
Co Petition to invalidate mortgage—given by bankrupt to defendants—on personal property to secure
a debt of $1700. Petition of involuntary
bankruptcy
filed July 30th, 1873, more than two months aP.er
date of the mortgage.
Thurston’B counsel claim that the amendment of
of invalidating a conveyance to secure an old debt to
months applied to this case. The assignee
claimed that inasmuch as the mortgage and adjudication of bankruptcy were both prior to the act of
Congress in question, the two months clause could
not apply and that the case must be decided under
the laws as they stood before the amendment. The
Judge’s decree was in the foil owing language:
That Brown Thurston did not acquire a valid title
to the property covered by said mortgage, but that
the same was taken and received by them in fraud
of the act, and the property passed to the assignee
free and clear of any valid incumbrance, in favor of
said Brown Thurston by virtue of said mortgage. It
is therefore ordered that said assignee distribute said
proceeds among the creditors of said estate as a part
of the assets of the bankrupts.
Mattocks & Fox.
Drummond.
two

Superior Court.
SYMONDS, J.,

Saturday—State vs Henry B. Millett. Indicted
for an assault and battery upon the perof Frank 0. Bolton ot Gorham. The defendant
claimed that what violence he usod was in self-defence. Verdict guilty.
at this term

son

Libby, County Attorney.
Nathan Webb ior defendant.

JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

Saturday—John Monahan. Intoxication; second
offence. Thirty days.
Jottings.

The Wood hotel property on Middle street
has been bought at auction by Lewis Pierce for

$21,100.
Some oue poisoned a valuable dog bolouging
to Frank H. Jordan, Esq on Friday night.
The Casco St. St. L. W. B. social circle and
friends will remember the meeting to-night at
T. C. Lewis’ Little Hog Island. Steamer will
leave Central wharf at 5 o’clock p. m.
Elder Hiram Munger of Chicopee Falls,
Mass., one of the “old pioneer Advent preachers,” will preach this Monday evening at halfSecond Advent Hall,
All are cordially in-

vited.
Mrs. Wm. E. Small of Deeriug, sent to the
Allen Mission yesterday a beautiful bouquet of
flowers.
A hired team driven by two young man collided with a horse car at the head of Green

street, last evening, and

the young men
think it will cost about ten dollars to repair the
said carriage.
Our hotels have been well filled ail the past
now

they be jammed this week.
had 80 arrivals Saturday.

Won’t

Hotel
mnat

asrAallant

formerly

a

mnnnnt

nf

thn

The

Rnniicf

Social Union excursion which is published
this morning was furnished by a lady who was

ating

for cre-

disturbance.

a

Launching.—The fine

Cooper which

new

ship

Alice D.

built at Knightsville by
Messrs. J. F. Randall & Co. of this city, was
partially launched Saturday noon. She started on the ways and went nearly her length,
when the ways split and she stuck in tie in d
was

very solid. It is said that it will cost a large
sum to get the ship from her present condition.
We gave a fall description of the ship at an
early stage in the building, but we will repeat.
She is 200 feet on deck, 38 feet wide, and 24
feet deep. Her registered tonnage is 1400 tons
with a carrying capacity of 2000 tons. The

ship’s frame is of hardwood, oak and hacma.
tack, covered inside and out with southern

pine. The ship’s pumps are from
manufactory, Newburyport, Mass.,

Russell’s

and the
immense iron water tank is from Quinn &
Co’s ol this city. Between decks, forward, an

placed

the hooks after
the bitts, kneed and bolted in the strongest
possible manner, gives to the bow the power to
withstand the strain of the heaviest sea and is
a new feature for vessels built in this vicin ly.
The gallery is fitted up in fine style. The two
enormous

beam

across

are very neatly finished, one on
each side of the deck. The cabin is elegantly
fitted up. The vessel is owned by Capts. Harding and Humphreys of Yarmouth, and J. F.
Randall of this city, and will be commanded

forecastles

by Capt. Humphreys.
The ship Tara O'Shanter,

UOO tons

burden,

built by E. C.

Sewall & Co., was launched
most successfully at South Freeport, at 12J o’clock Saturday. She is built of the very best
material, fitted up in splendid style, and will
be commanded by Capt. Horace Soule.

Accidents.—Saturday afternoon as Capt.
Grant of Spurwink and Dr. Hughes were riding in tbe carriage of the former, the wbiffietree broke, letting the bar down on the horse’s
feet, frightening tne norse wmcu ran away.
Capt Grant was thrown out. and as the reins
were out of the reich of Dr. Hughes, he jumpBoth were somewhat
ed from the carriage.
injured and the carriage was stove up by col-

liding

with another team in front of the

office.
John

post-

living on Oxford
stoeet, received a paralytic stroke Saturday
morning, and, in falling, struck his face on the

Batsen,

a

laborer

laying one cheek open.
Saturday afternoon a small boy named Dennis Conley, was attempting to steal apples from
a countryman’s cart in Market Square, when a
watch dog in the cart bit him on the arm seblade of

an axe

verely.

_

Fearful Brutality.—About eleven o’clock
Saturday evening Officer Miles was called to a
house

of a
Greenleaf street by the cries
woman. On entering, he found Mrs. Thomas
Herbert lying on the floor in a bad condition.
Her rum crazed husband had beaten her in a
most shocking manner, and then escaped,
leaving her where the officer found her. There
on

wound on her forehead, which
was bleeding profusely, and a had bruise on her
side. One hand was almost shapeless, and

was a severe

her sufferings were very severe. She was taken
to the station and medical attendance calied.
Herbert has not been found as yet.
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at the West diethe!

chapel, Bangor.

Black Crook.—The

sey, Massachusetts and Vermont. The colonial
societies of Canada, the Itoyal Agricultural Society of New Brunswick, all those o." the New
England states, and several in Ohio and West
Virginia will be represented this year.

follows:
Factory goods, mechanics’ products, domestic
fabrics, boots, shoes and harnesses and miscelThe exhibition of articles will

laneous

scenery for the Black

Crook has arrive! an! is in place. They comselected with
pany is a large one and has been
gnat care. The seats have already sold well
(tnd the house will doubtless be crowded.

goods

be

In the

be exhibited

will

as

Main

Hall.
Fruits and flowers will be
Reception Hall.

Pictures, paintings,

displayed

in

the

drawings, photographs

will be shown in Rossini Hall.
in the hall
The ladies’ department will be
up the .‘econd fligt, rooms Nos. five, six and
seveu.

Dairy, farm and garden products will be exhibited on the first floor iu the Common Council room.
The entry departmenls are in charge of
gentlemen, with assistants:
Mechanics’

products, fancy goods,

the

needle-

work, musical instruments, factory goods, etc.,
Geo. E. Brackett of Ba'fast, in No. 4 or City

Messenger’s

room.

Fruit aud flowers. Geo. B. Sawyer of
ca3set, at door No. 5, Aldermen’s room.
uauy

|

uuu

laim

i»iuuuoia,

Wispiu*

iiupicuicuia,

lures, household articles, etc., J. W. Ling of
Brooks, in room No. 9 Common Couucil anteroom.

EU1M4VL.

way along between the hay ani straw to the
edge of the mow. In this way he eluded the
officers, and jumping to the barn floor, ran for
the team of the officers, which was standing a
short distance from the barn, but fortunately
the horse was hitched, and as he did not dare
to stop to unfasten him, he made for the woods
minus his hat and coat.
When Plummer came from his hidiBg place
he showed fight, but seeing a number of revol-

awaiting him he gave up and was securely
tied with a rope. In the hay the officers found
a liberal supply of food and also liquor, which
had been provided lor the men by some one,
and that some one may be called upon yet to
tell why he harbored escaped prisoners. The

brought Plummer to this city,
placed in a cell in the dungeon. He
was partially intoxicated and made a great deal
of noise, declaring his intentions to try another tramp when opportunity offers.
He told
several different stories in regard to how they
reached Freeport. They left Watson at Fal-

officers at once

mouth and he and McCarty arrived at the barn
late Friday night. He refuses to tell where

they spent Thursday night.

searching Watson’s cell, the turnkey,Pennell, found the saw used by them in
removing the bars. It was wrapped up in a
In
Will.

paper and hid away. It is one of the finest instruments of the kind in use and will saw off
the hardest bar of iron in a short time. The
saw was handed into the window by some one,
and when the lime comes it will all be made
clear.
In Plummer’s cell a letter wa3 found, and
we give it here verbatum:
if you get their before i do tell them i am
coming to. i have gone to get some Breckfast
and may Stay to diner, but I will come back
wen the wood bine twineth.
tell the boys I
have gon camping out with Jug Simone.
O. M. Plummer.
Elias Cockey-cock no man.
i went on the Egg train.
The letter was written on the back of a tract
leaf in a very good hand, but the spelling
could have been better, as will be seen. Yesteiday morning the turnkey read him the letter, but he was not in a good mood to enjoy it.
It seems hardly possible for McCarty and
Watson to keep out the way much longer, and
their arrest may be expected at any time. How
could live out of doors such a night as
Saturday nicht was. without a coat and hat.

a man

He must at least have beeu

wonder.

a

thoroughly chilled through.
Steps will he taken

put in order to prevent
fair of Thursday night,

a

by

in

County
the jail

repetition

of the af-

at once

the

Base Ball.—Probably the worst game of
base ball of the season was played at Presumpscot Park, Saturday afternoon, between the
King Philips of Rockland, Mass., and the
Resolutes of this

city.

Dry Goods Nine.
Mr.

Day of Deering
append the score:

F.

J.

We

RESOLUTES.

I
O.

Leighton,
Knight,

1
5
2
1
4
2
2
4
3

p,

ss

Evans, 2b
Wilson, If,
Barnes, 3b,
St. John, cf,
Ayres, lb,
Cri.-hane, rf
Kimball, c,

R.
1
1
3
3
0
2
0
0
0

27 10

Total,

El SO

chosen

was

PHILLIPS.
O. R. B

B.

IP Thompson,
0 J Madigan, rf,
2 R Thompson,ss,
2 Tirrell. lb
1 R Madigan, cf,
2 Tillson, p,
2 Moore, c,
1 Stetson, 2b,
1 Loud, If,

12j

Total,

4 2 2
3 2 0
3 3 0
4 2 3
3 4 1
2 3 2
4 2 1
14 3
3 2 1
27 24 13

SUMMARY.

Inn'ngs.1

234567

89

Resolutes.0 0 0 1 0 3 3 0 3—10
King Phillips.1 0 0 2 1 5 6 3 5—21
The Heroes and Red Oaks played a game of
base ball, Saturday, which resulted in favor of
the Heroo3 by a score of 37 to 21.

Locomotive
Engineers.—Yesterday the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Division 40, with their ladies, to the number of 150,
their first annual excursion to Crawford’s Notch, arriving there about 12 o’clock.
They were met at North Conway by the Boston
division, No. 01, numbering 325, and at Glen
Station by a number of engineers from Gorham
and Island Falls, and proceeded to the Crawford House, where dinner was served for

went

ou

about 175.

The rest went to the Fabyao.
Supt. Hamilton furnished the train free and
also exerted himself a great deal to have aa engine in readiness for the Boston division.
Supt. Hatch of the Eastern furnished the Boston train

Central
"uc

and Supt. Tucker of the Maine
furnished free passes to all those on

free,

uuiiiijcdu

giueers

were

ou mubu

ruumbtiu

xv.

xv.

xxu-

present from every road in Maine

and about every road in Boston.
Some very fine pictures were taken of the
train by Moulton of Salem.
The committee of arrangements from this division were K. G. Hilborn, L. W. Walker, C.
A. luring, A. S. Dodge and Aaron Haskell,
and the good time generally was largely due to
this most efficient committee.
The officials of
,he several roads have been very kind in allow
ing so large a number of the engineers to use
their trains, as many of them caunot return in
season lo begiu work this morning.
Thirty of
ihe party were at the City Hotel Saturday

night, and they enjoyed themselves right well,
spinning long yarns about hair breadth escapes,

'&c.

The men are all warm in their praises for
Supt. Hamilton for the many favors he showed
them yesterday. A special train rau to Bangor last night to accommodate the men living
in tnat

section.__

Keal Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this

county Saturday.

Staudish—Lot of land containing fifty-five
from John M. Patterson to John M.
Hutchinson. Considoration $1)00.
Deeriug—Lot of land from Francis O. J
Smith to Owen Durgin. Consideration $150.
Gorham—Ixit of land from Albert A. Johnson to Fannie A. Johnson. Consideration $150.

Sudden Death.—Mr. Enoch C. Moody died
of heart disease at his residence on Monument

Saturday. He retired in his usual health,
and some time in the night the family heard •
noise in his roam, and on entering found him
expiring. He was in the employ of Woodman,
street

True & Co.

are

arranged, numbered and

Notwithstanding it is an “off year” in fruit
culture and production, the indications are
that the exhibition in Reception Hall will be a
Our local fruit raisers are especially
success.
invited to contribute.
The following are the entries for

tle, sheep, &c:

horses,

HORSES.

J. B. Watts, Thomaston, Seneca Pet.
C. E. Howard, East Monmouth, Modoc Jr.
N. S. & W, L. Shurtieff, New Gloucester,

Mare.

Alonzo

cat-

.Drew

Libby, Saccarappa, Fanny.

Whitman Leslie, Gorham Corner,Neil Patchen and
Jennie Knox.
Joshua Blenn, Dresden Mills, Blenn Morrill.
Charles Shaw & Son, Detroit, Royal Tanner,
Telegraph and Lively Times.
W. S. Tilton, Togus. Sultan. Vistula, Maine
Slasher, Albion Mambrino, Constellation, fcMary,

Queen Amy.

Jessie

Wright & Norcross, Manchester, Manchester,
Trymeon and Resolute.
J. A. Cilley & Co., Fairfield, Lady Gilbreth and a

Brood Mare and Foal.
F. G. Rich. Portland, Sappho.
Amasa S. Garland, Carmel, Jack Kentucky Boy,
two mules.
D. F. Files, West Gorham, Ben Bolt.
John H. Hussey, Augusta, Gentle Lucy, Socrates.

French and Fernald, Livermore Falls, Young Hec-

tor.
R. O.
C. H.

Conant, Portland, Reliance.

Skinner, S$. Albans, Emperor Wi’liam—Gray

Mare.
Warren Clark, Fairfield, Mare.

Edwin Hunnewell, South Windham,
foal and French Packing.
Jason Philbrook, Carmel, two mules.
C. E. Perkins, New Castle, Othello and

ing.

mare

Jd.

g.

and

geld-

J. S. J. Skilling, Portland, gelding 2 y. o., stallion,
do., 1 yr filly.
John M. White, North Gorham, Major Knox &

gelding.
F. A.

Skillins, Portland, Tom P. Smith.
Benj. D. Wood, Haliowell, Ethan Allen,

naught.

Fear-

Isaac Wilson, Bowdoinham, Nencs Knox.
A. E. Skillin, Poitland, Mag P. Smith.
W. B. Nutter, Cape Elizabeth Depot, Lon Morris.
Ned Morris, Kitty Morris and Jack Honest Abe.
C. N. Pierce, Portland, Lady McLean, Grey Eagle,

Jr.
John Dunsmore, Temple, Martha Temple.
I. Y. McKenney, Auburn, Jim Fisk.
P. M. Thurlow, Lewiston, Phil Sheridan, Drew
Knox, Independent Boy and Quimby.

E. H. McKennev. Biddefnrd Knmr fdiief.
D. T. Hobart, Temple, E(ld Stokes.
A S Richmond, Monmouth, John Saxe, Sycorax.
Samuel Eastman, Cornish, pr. matched horses.
J. A. Thompson, Portland, Victor Hollis.
F. C. Nutter, Cape Elizobeth Depot, gelding.
Cbas. Robinson, Scarboro, stallion.
Frank Nutting, Dexter, Parkman Boy.
B. F. Otis, West Waterville. Bay Mare.

Dean & Scribner. Skowhegan, Wonder.

J. W. Thompson. Gardiner. Bille.
Madison Bean, Hallowell, Jerry Lightfoot.
Rufus Bean, Hallowell. Hero.
H. H. Dresser, Portland, Ruby Ned.
J. F. Young, Winthrop, stallion.
Isaac A. Carr, East Winthrop, Kentucky Prince.
Libby & Hersom. West Waterville, Sunrise.
R. G. Sampson, Temple, Garibaldi.
Warren H. Pease, North Anson, Norman Messen-

ger.
S. A. Davis, Oldtown, stallion.

Winthrop, George.

Samuel Jackson. Winthrop,
W. H.

Shot.

mare.

Fairbanks, Winthrop. Benn Morrill—Gen,

Fairbanks, Winthrop, Whalebone Knox,
Bell Wooil, L idy T.
Chas. Fairbanks, Winthrop, Honest Ben.
Oscar
Frost, Monmouth Centre. Monmouth
B.

F.

H. S. Doyen, New Sharon, Fred Morgan.
C. E. Moulton, Greene, Gypsy Maid.
C. P. Mattocks, Portland, stallion, three fillies.
C. W. Folsom, West Waterville, Peerless.
E. J. & J. W. Lawrence, Doctor Franklin.
D. W. True, Portland. Old Lady, stallion.
Amos Mann, North Windham, gelding,
A. B. Conger, New York, Sovereign Eclipse.
E. -Dana, Portland, Dragoon.
L. H Trask, Chelsea, Bertram, mare Flora, filly.
G. & L. P.
Saccarappa, Messenger Knox,

Warren,

Messenger, Jr.
L. J. Brackett, Saccarappa, Telegraph Knox.
A. M. Quimby, Saccarappa, mare.
Tristram Jordan, Cape Elizabeth Depot, Horace.
Eben N. Perry, Portland, Gen. Lightfoot.
J. W. McDuffie, Lewiston, King William, black

stallion, Prince William, bay filly, colt, cb. filly,
George Frazier, Lewiston, Jupiter.
E. N. Greely, Portland, Whalebone Knox.
L. D. King. We§t Gray, King’s Patchen, Dolly
and foal.
A. W. Hewes, Saco, stallion.
E. R. Fogg, Saco, Nellie Knox.
Samuel Rideout, Calais, Lady Hammond.
Gilbert Fowler, Portland, Tom Patchen.

Chas. Mitchell, Yarmouth, Tom Knox.
S. D. Cushman & Chas. Shaw, Dexter, Hiram
Woodruff.
G. R. Norton, East Baldwin. Dick.
W. H. Haynes, Smitlifield, Uncle Sam.
Rodney Jones, Fairfield, Juniper, Lady Jones.
Chas. A. Fuller, Regal Knox.
S. A. Nye, Royal Knox, Lookout, Black Crook.
Jas. Powers. Jefferson, Jefferson Belle.
D. W. Allen, Fairfield, Troub.
S. R. Bridgham, West Minot, Mare.
A. F. Gerald, Fairfield, Mare.
F. L. & J. O. Turner, St. Albans, Nimble Dan,
G. F.
Shepley, Portland, Patti.
Essec Fuller, North Turner, two geldings.
S. T. Holbrook, Oxford, Highland Patchcn.
CATTLE, SHEEP, &C.
Y. H. Greenwood, Farmington Falls, 7 cotswolds.
C. D. Tuck. Farmington, 30 imp. South Downs.
D. P. Young, So Noriidgewocfc, 5, ayrshires—
“Brewster,” “Bracelet,” “Queen Mary,” “Neckrace/

urypsv.

Alonzo Libby, Saccarappa, Ayrshires—“Harvey,”
“Westbrook,” “Queen of Ayr,” “Twainy,” “Tons
Daisy,” “Snow Bird,” “2d Daisy,” “2d Queen of
Ayr,’’ “Lady Warren,” “Isa,” “Lady Dane.”
J. A. Grant, Whitefield, Ayrshire Bull, “Hero.”
Edward Hunnewell, Windham, pair 5 year old

working

oxen.

Coffin & White, Thorndike, pair steers.
John P. Putnam, Wiuihrop, Shorthorns, Lady
Emma, Lady Alice, Morning Star, Lady Emma 2d,
Koyal George, Highland Chief, Red Lady, Roan
Rose, Morning Star 2d, Highland Chief 2d.
Alonzo Libby, Saco aappa, Milch Cow Herd, Leghorn chick* ns.
T. J. McDaniel,

chicken

Alonzo Libby, Saccarappa. Steller (2685) vol. 2, A.
J. C. C. Steller 3d, by King William, out of Steller.
J. A. Cilley, Fairfield, Pat. 151 by Nonesuch, 57
dam Fairfield Lady 130, A. J. H. B.
Samuel Look. North Jay, trained yearling steers.
Edwin Hunnewell, South Windham, 1 pr. oxen.
N. R. BoutelL Waterville, Jersey heiler 1 yr.
Dan Fulton, Bowdoinham, 2 g. d. bucks, 12 ewes,
3 lambs.
J. Marshall Brown, Falmouth, Jersey .bull, cow
and call.
O. L. Tapley. W. Brooksvllle. Holstein bull.
Artemas Rigby, Upper Stillwater, pulv. subsoil
plow.
D. M. Dunkam, Bangor, 30 entries ag. implements.

C. H. Berry, No. Monmouth, pr. oxen, pr. steer
calves.
A. F. Johnson, Gorhaih, 2 pr. oxen, 1 pr. steers 3
yr.
S. W. Tinkham, Anson, 4 merino bucks, 12 m.
ewes. 2 flocks lambs, one flock ewes.
C. B. Larkin, Augusta, 2 pr. oxen, 1 Jersey bull,
1 Jtrsey cow, Ayrshire bull, cow and heifer, white
Chester Boar, Yorkshire boar and sow, little imp.

Chester pigs.

E. C. O’Brion, Deering, grade cow and heifer.
R. W. Wilson, South Levant, 1 pr. oxen.
W. P. Merrill, Portland, Gvade cow, Jersey cow.
Melvin S. Winter, South Carthage, 1 pr. oxen.
E. W. Anderson, Warren, short horn bnll, Cotswold buck. 5 Cotswold ewes, 1 trio Leghorns.
Howard & Ellis, Fairfield Corner, herd.
E. H. Pettengill, Livermore Falls, best cow 4 yrs.
old, best cow 3 yrs. old, best cow 1 year old, 1 y k.
Sweepstakes for both specials.
John M. Hilton, Anson, 1 yk; 6 yrs, 1 ykj draft
merino 13,1 yk. plowing.
George
Starks, 1 pr. oxen.
Eben S Ladd, Starks, 11 Spabish, 6 grades.
G. B. Reynolds, Centre Sidney, cow and calf (Jer-

Ladd,

sey.)

Otis M. Hilton, Anson, 1 yk. 4 yrs, (Harttord).
Wm. D. Adams, East Dixfleld, 1 yk. 2 yr. (Short

Horns.)

Crowell Bickford, Waterville, spau lor plowing,
span for draft.
John Mayo, Livermore Falls, 1 yk. 1 yr. 1 yk. 17
yr. trained.
J. R. Gilman, Farmington Falls, 4 fine wooled.
A. E. Shurtleft', South Paris, display of poultry.
Samuel Look, North Jay, 1 pair 1 year.
W W Waugh, Starks, herd of short horn, 10.
Solomon Nash & Son', Livermore Falls,3 yoke oxen,
single ox and Frye’s special.
John P Penley, South Paris, plowing specials,draft
and sweepstakes.
George M. Stevens, Stevens* Plain, Deering, 5

grade Hereford.
W W Pease, North Anson,herd of 5;32 fine wooled.
A G Ricker, West Watereiile, 16 fina wooled.
J W Thompson, Gardiner, road scraper and
smoother, hod scraper for snow breaking, sub-soil
plows, improvement on mower to hold cutter bar in
place.
Cyrus S Robbins,Winthrop,2 short bom and Jersey
lienl.

Dr. Quimbv et als, Augusta, Society Pioneer, 67
Me. J S A H B imported
A C Jones, Stevens’ Plains, Westbrook, 1 Jersey
cow.
Pjifpr W A

Hollis Center, Brown Leghorn

Vflr

Vronilnn.

C nlin.t Im.nnl liniiJ

Davis, Farmington, 1 Jersey bull.
Kendall & Whitney, Portland, 79 entries of farm
implements.
Charles P Mattocks, Portland, l Jersey bull, 5
T L

grade cows, 10 Cotswolds, Berkshire boar and litter
of grade Berkshire pigs; trio light brahmas,1 imported Coltswold, 2 grade ewes, 1 grade Berkshire.
Eli Stone, Windham, sweepstakes.
James W Wing, Wayne, 1 yk 6 yr,Frye’s Special.
Bonden Caswell. New Portland, sweepstakes.
Arthur J Flagg. Buxton Centre, sweepstakes.
Geo B Weaver, Newport, R. I., one 2 horse eagle
mower, one 1 horse do do, 1 Nye Bay State horse
rake.
W H Harris, Cumberland, 2 Ayrshires.
C H Berry. North Monmouth, 2 grade cows.
Chas W Hall, Windham Center, 5 yoke oxen and 1
yk for Frye’s special.
Isaac Clark. Windham, 1 yk oxen.
C F Berry, Albion, 1 bull.
Geo W Carter, West Scarboro, 1 pr oxen.
George W Quimby, Augusta, 3 Jersey cows.
C Horace Beedle, Richmond, 2 pr oxen
Arthur J Fogg, Scarboro,1 yk sweepstakes.
F O Bailey, Portland, 5 coops light brahmas and 5

bun cochins.
G W Weaver, Newport,R. I., 2 horse mower
Eagle,
1 do do; horse rake, Nye Bav State.
J B Martin. Auburn, 1 bull calf.
N R Boutelle, Waterville, 1 Yorkshire
sow, small
breed; 1 large do.
1 B Keniston, Bangor, exhibition of poultry—9 va-

rieties.

Akeley & Son, Portland, 5 phaetons, different
styles.
A M & J F (jobb, East Deering, 1 skeleton
wagon.
Jj. L. Abbott, Portland, 2 unfinished sleighs.
Lewis Pray, Portland, 2 unfinished
sleighs.
Town of Deering 1 short horn bull.
J B Greaton, Starks, 1 yk draft, 1 yk 5 year.
D H Smith, Dix Island, 1 yk
draft, 1 yk gweenT J

stakes.
Ira Clay, Portland, 2 pr horses.
H S Cousins, Portland, 2 pr horses.
W H Haynes, Smithtield, 1 bull, 6 cows.
A A Mitchell, Canton, 1 horse rake.

fifty or more, left on their excursion
over the Ogdensburg road last Thursday morning. Arriving at North Conway about quarterdred and

and had also

opportunity

hour there for lunch
for a short ramble.

The party reached the Crawford House about
four o’clock. At five a sumptuous banquet
was served in the spacious dining hall, which

handsomely

decorated with evergreens and
rich hued autumn leaves. Vases of ferns,
mosses, wild berries and bright leaves ornamented the tables, adding greatly to their
beauty, and almost rendering the viands more
was

tempting,

and the company were not slow to
the cordial invitation of the presi-'
dent to partake of the bounties spread before
them.
After the dinner, which was a most palatable

respond

to

one, the Union assembled in the parlor, aroUDd
the cheerful open fire, and, after an hour of
informal conversation and music, were called
order by the President, Mr. Geo. P. Emery,
who introdnced, as the first speaker, Deacon
Lovace #f Connecticut, one of the prime
movers in forming the first Baptist Social
Union. Mr. Lovace made 3ome timely remarks, and was listened to with interest, at
the close of which Rev. Mr. Cushing, a gentleman of much experience in
missionary labor in
to

Persia, made a few remarks. Hon. S.P. Benson being present, was then
called, and in his
inimitable manner made a speech, which was
highly enjoyed by all present. He was followed by Rev. Dr. Chatnplin, Rev. Mr. Crane
and Dr. Lambert.
Mrs. Burnham then ren-'
dered

a

beautiful song.

Rev. Mr. McWhinnie

wa3

wheels.

and

when the

friends

assembled

the

next

morning they seemed cheerful, despite the
unpropitious weather. But the morning hours
slipped rapidly by, and when the hour of departure drew near, all were unanimous in their
expressions of gratification and seemed well

pleased with their excursion. About twenty
remained at the Crawford, sixteen of whom
took the stage for Mt. Washington.
Too much praise cannot be awarded to the
executive committee for their good management iu making the excursion so successful an
one.

The

Museum.—Judging from the popular
favor which “Under the Gaslight” has called
forth, the second week of that play will draw
out as large houses as those which have already
witnessed it.
The professional merit of the
company and the care and study which they
have lavished upon ,the play render it attracIn their capable
tive beyond its real merits.
hands it is presented in a manner which makes

5

sets carriage

Edward Cobb, South Grey, one sleigli, loaf of
bread.
Fred Atwood, Winterport, 2 meadow King mowers, 4 sulky horse rakes, corn planter, corn shcller,
2 swivel plows, 2 carriage jacks, 2 silver eagle
plows, 2 ciner mills, subsoil plan Shane’s barrow,
regulator seed drill; hand cultivator, potato digger,
apple purer, lawn mower, 2 horse hay forks, combination wrench.
Hanson G. Barrows, Fairfield, potato digger.
P. U Dcderick & Co Albany, N. Y., perpetual
bay baling press.
G. <& G. Underwood, Fayette, herd of Hereford,
18 held, 1 beef cow.

Sept. 18,
All which is

respectfully submitted for public
consideration by
The Petitioners.
Worcester Thanks Portland.
following is a copy of a letter received
Saturday by Mayor Richardson from the Worcester Board of Trade:
Worcester Board of Trade, I
Worcester, Sept. 17,1875. j
Hon. if. M. Richardson, Mayor of Portland,
Me,
Dear Sir—The following vote was unanimously passed at a meeting of the Directors of
the Board this evening, on the motion of Col.
John D. Washburn:
Voted, That we, the Directors of the Worcester Board of
Trade, desire to express our
appreciation of the courtesies extended to us
the
by
City Government of Portland and the
Portland Board of Trade, on the occasion of the
recent excursion to that city.
The completeness of the preparation for our
entertainment could only be equalled by the
The

cordiality

of the welcome to it.
For all that was so agreeably said and so
admirably done in our behalf, on that occasion,
we now return our
hearty thanks.
Voted, That the Secietary transmit a copy of
the above to the Mayor of Portland aLd a copy
to the President of the Portland Board of

Trade.

Yours respectfully,
J. Brainerd Hall,

Secretary.
IReported for the Press.]
Y. M. C. A. Convention.
Bath, Sept. 18,1875.
The Second District Convention of
the
Young Men’s Christian Association of Maine
assembled in this city this morning, opening
with a prayer meeting conducted by Rev. M. H.

Tarbox,

the

missionary

of the Lewiston Association. As only a few of the delegates arrived
in the first train, the attendance was small, but
the spirit and interest excellent.
At ten o’clook the work of the Associations

considered, reports being listened to and
plans discussed. Remarks were made by Judge
Tallman and Messrs. Asa Palmer, Richardson,
Gannett, and Huntington of Batb, Tarbox and
was

TiPftrnfld nf Anhnrn anrl TTnhha nf Pnrflanr!

The Batb Association reported meetings on
Monday evening and Sunday morning of a very

Judge Tallman thought
the associations had an important duty toward
the reform men, and the Lewiston and Auburn
young men reported as fullfilling their obligations in this respect.
The afternoon session was begun by a prayer
profitable character.

meeting at two o’clock.
delegates had arrived by

Several additional
the noon train and
attendance at the meeting

there was
good
and tbe time well occupied.
At three o’clock the topic, “Christian activity, its importance, how promoted,’’ was discussed, the President occupying the chair. The
a

discussion was participated in by Messrs. Tarbox, C. W. Hill of Auburn, Preble of Bath,

Auburn, Rev. Messrs. Ladd and
Porter of Bath, Thwing of Portland, Palmer
and C. H. Tain tor, ex-President of the Reform

Jordan of

Club, Auburn. The President referred to the
reformation of Mr. Leighton of Portland, with
whom he had been intimate for months, after
which was sung “The Morning Light is Breaking.” Closing prayer by Rev. Mr. Ladd.
wa3

topic

discussed by

a

“How shall we save
number of gentle

Clairvoyants

by

Douglass

of

Toledo,

on

Others-.

Keazer, Fred For and

Geutlemen—Agreeably to your own request
I have examined the condition of State street,
between York and Commercial streets. The
existing grade is about 16 feet per 100, but with
easy modifications at both York and Commercial streets can be reduced to 14£ feet to 100 or
less. There could be no more trouble than at
present on account of surface water, with side
culverts to conduct it to the sewer. In regard
to bridging the Boston & Maine railroad cut,
there is no difficulty.
Wood can be used but
iron would be better and cheaper in the end,
With pobblt g, a gravel or paved surface can be
secured. The cost at the outside need not be
but small. I am very confident that the street
CRD be made even more convenient and safe

Several

stores

on

Hammond street, Bangor,

We have

BLMK

TO

the pants tucked in between the bed and
feather bed with the money all safe.

the

Business Changes —The following are the
recent business changes in this State:
Portland—G. W. Simonton & Co., w. spices,
&c., dis.: now G. W. Simonton.
Hunt & Osgood, carpenters and builders, dis;
now E. VV. Hunt.
Andover—A. P. Pearson, market, sold to
R. E. Martin & Co.
Augusta—A. H. Chamberlain, dentist, sold
to J. L. Williams.
Bath—Dunton & Greenleaf, gro dis.
Skowhegan—W. Doran, stoves, &c., sold to
W. H. Wiggin.
Waterville—Arnold & Meader, hardware,
sold to G. A. Phillips.
Colby Universsty.—About 50 students reported for military dill, and they are to be fur-

immediately. This matvoluntary and can be
abandoned by anyone at any time. A room In
the South College will be used as an armory
President Robbins is to g!ve a course of lectures on Evidences of Christianity, and Prof.
Elder a course upon Physiology and Hygiene
soon.
_

Murder.—Friday afternoon Charles
Thomas, a riverman, found floating in the
Kennebec near Augusta, the body of an infant,
quite well developed. It had evidently been
strangled by its inhuman mother or father, put
into a meal bag, and tied up, a brick being
Child

used as a weight to send it to the bottom of the
river; but the weight was not sufficient to keep
the body down. The body had evidently been
in the water three or four days.
by directed that it be buried.

STATE

Coroner Lib-

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Ira E. Towle, formerly of Lewiston, 21 years
of age, was found dead in bis bed at his father’s
house in Watertown, on Wednesday morning,
having shot himself through the heart with a
small single-barrelled pistol. He bad been employed as a clerk in Worcester, and disappointment in love was supposed to be the cause of
the act.
Tbe increase in the business of the Lewiston
Machine Company is such as to demand increased sbop room for the setting up of ma
chinery. This want is to be met by the erection at once of a substantial building on West
Bates street. The building is to be 50x60 on
tbe ground and two stories in height.
AROOSTOOK

COUNTY.

The Caribou people have completed a contract with the River DuLoup Railroad Company for the building of a railroad from Patten to
Caribou. The agreement is that the town is to
give the right of way, graJe, bridge and sleeper
the road, and the Company will then put on
the rails, furnish the ro'liDg stock, and run it
HANCOCK COUNTY.

Our

The Soldiers’ Monument Association of Sherhave between $800 and $900 in funds and
intends to erect a monument and dedicate it
July i, 1876.
Mr. Nathaniel Varney of Dexter died last
we^k, aged 98 years. He had been a resident

of Si. Albans for many years and was one of
the first settlers ot Pittsfield. He was able to
be up and about the house until within a few
days of his decease. The latter part of his life
w*s spent in Dexter.

stock of all kinds of

now

GREAT BARGAINS
is

—

—

Parlor Suits,

1

Partita intending to purchase
advantage by calling at

diw

THE HEEDS HOUSE
Corner Main and Alfred Streets,
BIDDEVORD, MAINE.
throughout; specially adapted and designed to meet
the want of the traveling public;
centrally and conveniently losated. On our tables the best that can
be supplied. Board on American or
European Plan.
resonable.

F.

MEEDS. Proprietor.

sep20__

find It to their

will

DEANE BROS’.,
Exchange St.

51

Anew House; newly fitted and
furnished; just
opened; modern improvements and conveniences

Terms

and all kinds of

offered

CHAN A CO.

TW1TCHELL,

iv9Q

fl9m

Troy Laundry !

dlw*

Business Chance Cheap COLLARS & CUFFS
The Marble Manufacturing Establish*
meat, So. 3 Preble Street.
Must be sold to pay bills,

healthy action of the stomach, creating an appetite, forming chyle and curing
the most obstinate cases of Indigestion.
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills, for the cure of
Liver Complaint, &c.
These pills are alterative, and produce a healthy
action of the liver without the least danger, as they
are free from calomel, and yet more efficacious in
restoring a healthy action of the liver.
These remedies are a certain cure for Consumption, as the Pulmonic Syrup ripens the matter and
purifies the blood. The Mandrake Pills act upon the
liver, create a healthy bile, and remove all diseases
of the liver, often a cause of Consumption. The
Sea Weed Tonic gives tone and strength to the
stomach, makes a good digestion, and enables the
organs to form good blood; and thus creates a healthy
circulation of healthy blood. The combined action
of these medicines, as thus explained, will cure
every case of Consumption, if taken in time, and
the use of the medicines persevered in.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office
comer Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every
Monday, where all letters for advice must be addressed. Schenck’s medicines for sale by all Drnggists.
jv14seleod3dp£wlmns

sell at auction

or

The Stock is

soon.

Mantle Frames, Monuments, Tablets,
Please call and examine as 1
Gravestones, <&c.
otter them less than cost.
sep20dlw
T. F. FLANNERY.

FOSTER’S

Forest

%

City Dye
34

House

NO.
UNION STREET,
Office. SIS Congress Street, Portland, Me.
Gentlemen’s Garments Cleansed or Dyed Brown,
Black, Blue* Black and Blue, and pressed ready lor
wear.
Shawls, Dresses, Sacques, &c.
Dved or
Cleansed. No Ripping required. An Agent Wanted
in every Town In the State.
sep6McSF2mna

Chiropodist,

LAWYERS and others who have
CLERGYMEN,
something to say should also be able to say it in
attractive effective

an

manner

without apparent

effort. Hr. WALTER R FOBE8, graduate
of the Boston University School of Oratory, will receive a limited number of pupils to instruct in the
right use of voice. In Portland every Saturday.
Address P. O, Box 830.sel4deod2w

HATS,

PEACHES!
Shall receive this A. M. 100 BASKETS,'lOO
CRATES PEACHES suitable lor preserving
aDd eating. Those wishing to purchase will please
call early in the day.

PHILADELPHIA AND NEW YORK

We give you the

Genuine

111.AU

CEHTKAL

Charles Custis&Co.,
493

Congress St.

CUT GLASS
DOORS, WINDOWS,
CABINS. Ac., &c.

SHIP’S

undersigned
prepared
THE
glass, either white enameled in
and at the shortest notice.
is

furnish cut

to

now
or

The workmen employed are

men

of

any

skilful as any in New Engladn, and all work is
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and table ware cut and engraved to any

design of letter, name or wieath in the best manner.
A variety of new and original designs lor Door,
Ship and Gar lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had on application bv mail.
My terms are
in the country.

low

as

C. II. FAKLEY
Exchange Street, Portland

4

dtf

ap29

STATE. FAIR
ENTRIES.
HALL

In all' its

Departments,

Pocket Book Lost,
and also for
Implement Department
SOFT AND STIFF
the road from the
afternoon,
will
received
SATURDAYoffice
Spring
stable,
Deeriug. Whoever
Horse Railroad
T S
Tuesday, Sept. 21, 4
LEACH, Sup’t.
the

on

AT

Bird Lost from No.
Green Street.

1 WILT,

pay a liberal reward to any one who may
find ani safely return him.
C. PRiNCE.

d3t*

sep20

OPPO. POST OFFICE.

Lost.

dtt

aep!8

Gold Neck Chain. The finder will
A BABY’S
suitably lewarded by leaving it at
NO.

LET—A Pleasant front Room with bay
on second floor, No. 6 Wilmot Street.

TO
window,
»e20

SWEETSIR& MERRILL’S

Ammunition and Sporting Goods,
Wholesale and Retail.
O. L. BAILEY,
48 Exchange Afreet, Agent for Du Pont’s PowderMills. Revolvers at Reduced Price*
SEyPlease tell us where you saw this Advertiseau3Uiseodti
ment._

169 middle Street.
«3m

REMOVAL,
NEW JEWELRY STORE.

PORTLANDJRAILROAD.
Change

LAMSON,

ol Time on Deering Line
during
Four Day* of Fair.

IVatch-Tlaker and Jeweller,
has removed to his new and commodious storo

MIDDLE
NO. 201
STREET,
Nearly opposite toe ‘‘Falmouth.”

Horse Cars will leave Head of Pretile Street for
Fair Grounds
every fifteen minutes after s o’clock

tine stcck of

a.

Watches, Jewelry, Silver Ware, Opera

m.

se!8dlw

lasses, docks, Arc.

ALMON LEACH,

INTEREST IN MERCANTILE and Light
Manufacturing Business guaranteeing $3000
profits yearly. References given and required.
Address
COUNTING BOO.nl),
ITS Wn.hiiiBlon su.. Bo.ion,
sel6d6t
Boom IO.

AN

open

SAMUEL WASSON, Sec’y. State Fair.
Portland, Sept. 19, 1875,eepndtf

HaU.TUBSDAY EVENING.Sept. 2l,|nt| 7, o’clock.
Fer order,
JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec’y.

KENDALL &

FOR

Fellows’

|

TILE

SALK BV

WHITNEY.
lmifl

OBITS.

OATEN

Superior to Oat Meal; entirely

LUNT

all bitter
its own

free from

taste. Give it one trial and let it stand
merits.
For sale by grocers generally.

on

BROTHERS,

98 SOUTH

STREET,

New York City.
aepl

dim

ICE.
CARGOES OF

PURE

ICB,
Shipped

Furnished

an

at

DRAIN

<Ut

—OR—

office of the Secretary ot the State Fair la at

Room 9 City Building; he will also
THE
the Park, Monday, Sept. 20th.
office

I. O. O. F.
monthly meeting of the O ld Fellows* Mutual

seU

Specialty,

and Fowl

AVBlsTA.,-

Superintendent.

Exhibitors take Notice

For Sale—$5,000.

THERelief Association will be held at Odd

a

of the best Breeds on
hand in their sea&on; also,
Eggs for Setting.
Ju2
dti

Especial attention is called to the New
Illustrated mottoes.

a

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Hat Bird, and Feather,

{3f“Fancy Pigeons

and all kinds ot

Where he will open for sale

TAXIDER1HIS1S,
16 Temple Street Portland, Maine.

dlw

STAPLE FANCY GOODS.

O. H.

TYLER,

ARTIFICIAL EVES, LEAVES, &c,

se20_

All the

iai2eodlv

WILLEY &

LET—Furnished room, convenient
TOhousekeeping,
at 376 Cumberland street.
dtf

CUMBERLAND STREET.
for

Trimmings, Worsteds, Hosiery, Gloves,

m.

p.

WASSON, Secretary.
Halls.
aepildtd

Bird., Animal., Deer Bend., Fi.hr., A-c,
prepared, Stuffed and Haunted to order.

sep20

GOODS

Embracing

be

Z. A. GILBERT, Sup’t.

S.
of

dlw

207

stock
MEW

16

the Park

at

until

d3t

mocking

Cos\,

be

street
or on
will return the same
Office will be suitably reA.

sep20

—

Maher &

to

car

obtained

be

ns can

Entries for the Fair at
<]2t

Horse
the road to
to the
warded.

quantity

experience and

are as

CITY

nUAKF.

ee20

—

Article.
_

G. G. HACKETT & CO.,

STYLES

EACH.

CEXTS

FOR

Cultivation of Voice.

winter

3

KENISON,
Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each
next visit Oct. 12ih.
month;
1
Room
in
Boston, 37 Tremont
;_
emple Place. Located in Boston since
sep2Cdif

■

Laaudried lor

Jug19»t

DR.

BROADWAY STYLE

—

by

Chamber Sets!

Sterling Soap.

sep20

a

-OF—

man

New

Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic, for the Cube of
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, &c.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

our

any Honse in the State.

Just Received One Hundred and Fifty
Roses Colgate Sc Co.’s,

Consumption, Coughs and Colds.
The great virtue of this medicine is that it ripens
the matter and throws it out of the system, purifies
the blood, and thus effects a cure.

The town hall in Waterville will be finished

KNOX COUNTY.

sell

We won’t be Undersold

lEyArgus Copy.

Schencr’s Pulmonic Syrup, for the Cure of

illness.

Mr. G. B. Ingraham of West CamJen, some
eight months siuce, purchased six thousand
trout’s eggs which in due time were hatched.
They seemed to be doing nicely, many of them
were four inches in length, and were so tame
that they would eat from the hands of those
who were accustomed to feed them. A few
evenings since they gave them their supper as
usual (of boiled eggs), but on going to them
the following morning, they were all found to
be dead.

NEXT SIXTY DAYS

GREAT SACRIFICE

Corner Cross and Free Streets.
All kinds .of house finish on band or made to order.
sep20
deoulm
PORTLAND, ME.

The best Soap for the Price
in this Market.

We invite all oar Friends and the public
generally to call and examine onr

in about a month. It will seat 1500 persons.
A reform club was organized in Waterville
last Monday evening. Bev. W. S. Jones is
President; Bev. C. D. Crane Secretary, and F.
P. Hanland Treasurer. It has over a hundred
members.
Bev. J. W. Perry has become pastor of the
Methedist church in North Augusta.
The Winthrop Dairy Association have had a
very prosperous season this year, although
they have been compelled to purchase a new
vat, so that the expenses have been large, but
the receipts of milk have really exceeded the
expectations. For some time the receipts were
nearly 5000 lbs. per day of milk, now down to
about 2000 lbs. It is understood that Winthrop
is to turn out some in the Jersey line to the
Kennebec county show that is to be held at
Beadfleld, Oct. 5tb, Gth and 7th.

BROS’.,
51 Exchange St

BUBROWES BROS,

Harbor

their departure. Their number has been
larger than at any preceding season, probably
exceeding zouu, Among tnem an it is said
tbat there has not been a single case of serious
en

DEANE

FURNITURE

BUBROWES BROS.

H. VV. HEKSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.

OF

AT

Dont keep every body waiting for windows when
you can get them in twenty-four hours notice at

Discount of Five Per Cent,
wfll be allowed on all taxes paid within sixty days
from the date of the commitment thereof.

—

FURNITURE

We will for tho

WIINDOW^ FRA NIKS.

NOTICE

SILK

Me.,

32 Exchange Street.

Treasurer’s Office, I
September 1, 1875. )
is hereby given that the Tax bills for the
have
been
committed
to me with a
year 1875,
warrant for the collection of the same. In accordance with an ordinance of the City, a

and

Bargains

IN'

my27eodtf

CITY OF PORTLAND,

rail

Great

BANK STOCK, Ac.,

dtd

Vw

d6t

State and City Securities,

ComMARWICK, J
) missionerg.

^1

septl6

Government Bonds,

TAXES FOR 1875.

■■ ■*

ON

DEALERS IN

~

The Tonic produces

WEDNESDAY. Sept. 22d, at 12M.,on the
premises, we shall self the House aud Lot. No.
99 Danforth Street. The house Is one
story with ell;
lot 52 feet tront and 112 feet deep.
This property
isi’i agood neighborhood, aiul the sale otters a
good
chance for investment.
E, O. BAILEV Sc CO., Aaclisasm.

#lAt

H. M. Payson & CO.,

ON

sep2dtd

run

se20_(!iw

Portland, Sept. 15, 1875.
THE foregoing petition it is ordered that a
hearing be had at Long Island, on Friday,
Sept. 24, 1875, and that a notice of' the above
petition together with this our order thereon be
given by publication in two daily papers printed
in Portland, for seven days preceding the hearing.

nished with muskets
ter of drill is wholly

C. W. ALLBIT.

HOUSE AND LOT AT AUCTION;

until Saturthe regular
all stations

Falmouth Hotel, Portland,

Portland, Sept. 15, 1875.
I hereby ask permission to build a Wharf at Long
Island, about one hundred ieet long and thirty feet
wide.
E. PONCE.
Very Respectfully,

septl6

Fair.

for one week.

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall,and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner of Oak street.

ALBERT

;e

“NI. D.

Irish moss, whica w 11 make 50 kinds of dishes
such as cakes,pies, puddings, etc., or 10 quarts
of custar s, jellies, creams, Charlotte Uusse.
blanc mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists and
Grocers.
aprlGeod dawly

C. H. FARLEY,

(Ollier 13 Exchange Nlreet.)
O. BAILEY.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street,
commencing at 9 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtf

towns.
A permanent position is offered
to the right man. Address

Economical New Food.—25 cents will buy
package of rte: Moss Farine,made from pure

re-

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission .Merchants
Salesroom 176 Fore Street,

dtf

A good, square man to represent a first-class Life Insurance
Co. in Portland and adjacent

Flower Pots for sale by Kendall & Whitney at manufacturers’ prices.
septl8 dGt

th<ac k'otnh will be -ol«l without

Between Oak and Casco Streets.

WANTED !

Heavy Merino Vests, all sizes, at
Anderson’s, below TJ. S. Hotel.
•saplGdlw

Ac

serve.

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Sup’t.
S. H. STEVESS, Gen. Agtnt, Portland.

Ladies’

Chains,

MORGAN A DOW, Auctioneer*,
*ep11dtf

ser>20

septl8 U4t.

line Invoice ol

All the goods sold at this sale will be fully warranted as represented and if not so the sioney will
be refunded in every case daring the sale.
These goods are from one of the most reliable
Houses iu New York, and
all

m.

Kendall & Whitney have received their
annual importation of Dutch bulbous roots.

JACOB McLELLAN. )

& Co.,

between Portland and Biddeford as follows:
Leave Portland for Biddeford at 9.15
aim. Biddeford for Portland at 11.3© a.

We must accommodate our customers, and
keep a full supply of Elmwood collars.

extra

an

537 CONGRESS ST.,

will

inst.

started at once to consult a clairvoyant, one
Mrs. Rindall, and she told him all about it. She
said that the money was near some water, and
descubed the one -that took it. After having
his fortune told he started for Conway after
About an hour or two afthe housebreakers.
ter he left his wife on making up the bed found

GOOD H.

Commencing Tuesday, Sept. 21st, and
day, Sept. 23th inclusive, in addition to
trains, SPECIAL TRAINS, stopping at

store.

Gentlemen of the Harbor Commissioners ol Portland :

DKEKH

SPECIAL TRAINS.

Dr. O. Fitzgerald will return to Portland
Thursday, Sept. 23d, p. m. and remain until
Saturday at one o’clock p. m., and examine all
who may call on him free of charge at the U.
S. Hotel. Come in the forenoon.
septl8-dlw

a

.VI A T C II

Maine

to

sold,

are

lO

Lockets, Rings, Sets Diamonds,

FRINGES

X.

sep20-lw

all

at

and :i p. hi.,

m.

Fine Gold

prices.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Nice new style dress goods just received.
Come and see them.'
Rines Bros.

a.

we

fine assortment of

a

se20__

lady readers.

o'clock
until

—

Tukesbury

Tewksbuby & Co. are opening a fine line of
fall and winter dress goods at their store, No.
537 Congress street. This is a fine stock and

50 cts. at

IN

WORSTED

Nelson & Co. have received a new and
fresh stock of goods, which our readers should
inspect before purchasing. Their advertisement will appear to-morrow.

oar

TUESDAY. Sept. 14, 1*73,

on

S1LKS_&_ CASHMERE!

Also

this paper.

draw trade

Wo shall sell at Public Auction
commencing

OEEEK SPEC! LI,

low

position
importance demands, and among the graduates
of this institution will be found the best and
most successful penmen in the country. The
advertisement of the College may bo found in

M. G. DOW.

—

Our stock is complete in
every department, and
still continue te sell at

dation for future success.
This department of
instruction in the National College of Business
at New Haven, Conn., is given the
its

to

A. M. MORGAN.

auction sale,

—

_

DOW,

NnleMioom No, 18 Exchange #!.

full line

BARGAINS

Business Penmanship.—A ready and accomplished penman always carries with him
one of the strongest recommendations to a
good
position in business, and the young man who
early in life acquires the art of rapid and elegant business writing has laid the surest foun-

keep

OF

a

&

MORGAN

Auctioneers anil Commission .Merchants,

DRESS GOODS.
WE

propose to have a delegation of members from
all lodges in York County at Limerick on the
30th for the purpose of forming a York County
club.

we

open

_

AUCTION SALES-

PALL AND WINTER

A correspondent writes that at a temperance
meeting in Newlield, Thursday evening, very
able lectures were delivered by Rev. Mr. Blanchard and Owen Chadbourne, both of Saco, who

Elmwood collar

1100,000,

SALES

_AUCTION

**e2lllar Sales of Furniture. Groceries and Genera
Merchandise every SAT UKDAY, at Salesroom No.
is Exchange street,
commencing at 10A o’clock a. m,
Consignments solicited and prompt returns made.
Portland. May 15th.
my!5dtf

YORK COUNTY.

well worth the attention of our

now
—

SOMEBSET COUNTY.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

quite

month,

The defalcation of Mr. Steward, late county
treasurer, has been settled by his bondsmen,
the amount paid over being $2893.

Mr. S. P. Fox missed his pants in which
was his wallet containing $100 in money, when
he wanted them in the morning.
Mr. Fox

was

Please tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per
exceed

entered Thursday night and small sums
of money taken. Several boys havo been arrested, charged with the theft.
William Kane, a laborer, while
working on a
water pipe trench in Bangor,
Saturday, was
buried by the caving in of au embaukment and
severely bruised.
were

Oxford County.—There
an excitement in Hiram on the Gth
in

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

The committee of the creditors and stockholders of the E. & N. A. Railway will meet in
Bangor about the middle of this week.

of Mr. Howe.

Thomas Holt,
Civ. Engineer.

Cranberry Isle correspondent writes:
“Herring have come again very abundantly in
places The schooner Union, Hadlock, is reported to have taken eleven barrels in three
nights recently, between Cranberry and Duck
it a pleasure to witness several times. The wit
,Islands. Between thirty and forty bushels
of Mr. Curtis, the archness and naturalness of
weie taken by one boat here a morning recentMiss Ulmer, aud the fire and force of Miss
ly. A herring catcher lately found the perfectly dessicated skeleton of a herring in a net,
Waldron have here opportunity to display to
which had probably been thus cleanly picked
the best advantage—opportunity which is imby some kind of fishes. It is quite a curiosity
proved to it3 utmost. Those visitors to the fair and looks as if prepared by human artThe whole number of votes cast Monday at
who may chance to drop in to the Museum this
Cranberry Isles was 52,—31 for Roberts and 18
week will be rewarded by seeing some excellent
for Connor. The Democrats brought out tbe
last man, in the forlorn
acting.
hope of electing their
representative. Tbe Republicans here are few,
Allen Mission.—The Allen Mission was
but the most of them are smart. Some were
Orowded last evening by an intelligent and
unavoidably absent, but the opposition was in
full force.”
deeply interested audience to listen to the lecMost of the visitors to Bar Harbor have takture
Mr. Chas.
the

Walker,

F. C. Merrill, South Faris, 3 sizes of Pettingill’s
sw ivel plow; Pettingill’s horse shoe, coulter hanow,
barrel header lor packing apples.

coocur|in tlielabove] opinion

but

Wm. S. Tilton, Togus, Herd of Jerseys,JNaharaJewish Tabernacle in the Wilderness. The
jan. Rainbow, Arno, Viking, Vassal, Sunshine,
whole lecture was full of interest and new and
Honey, Viva, Belle, Meta, Evela, Plapmate
Wm. S. Tilton, Togus, Herd of Holsteins, Plorn,
beautiful ideas wero truthfully suggested, and
Bismark, King William, Itsepoe, Altona, Priucess,
so impressive that they will not be
forgotten.
Alexandra, Phyra, Dagmar.
Cotswold sheep flock of 15.
To night at the temperance reform meeting,
Warren Percival, Cross Hill. Herd Shorthorns,
Rev. Mr. Bradlee of Congress street church,
Rusticus, Chieftan, Duke ot Cross Hills, Red Rose,
Chas.Choate and others will address the public.
Roan Queen, Brouty, Pocahontas, ltoau Rose, Fancy 5tb, Roan Queen 2d, Nellie, tBeauty, Cora 8th, !
Roan Queen 3d, Red Rose 4th, 5 calves.
Marine Accident.—A private
despatch
18 Cotswold sheep and lambs.
was received in this city
J. & N. Dane jr., Eennebuuk, Ayrshires, Stanyesterday, stating
dard. Corona, Elsie Baker, Betsy $Baker, Flora
that the brig George Burnham had been disSwan, Maggie Morton, Corona 2d, Natalie,
masted in a gale.
N. R. Boutelle, Waterville, Jerseys, Euclid, Cavilier, Wild oats, Fancy Vigot, Belleflower, Celeste,
Fantabid, Viola, South Down Buck aud G lambs, alState Mircet Repairs.
so 27 South Down bucks, Essex swine, boar, swine,
So much has been said in certain quarters
litter of pies.
George E. Shores, Waterville, Herefords. Duko about the difficulties of repairing State street
of Somerset. Hebe, Gentle 5th, Necklace 5th, Emas to give considerable
currency to the motion
press, Stately 2d. Also 5 grades cows.
Hall C. Burleigh, Center Fairfield,
Herefords, that it caunot be done satifactorily. The opinCompton Lid, Horace, Rosy Duke, Gen. Grant, Orion of experts sat forth below, shows how the
phan Boy, 3d Duke, Patron, Kennebec, Venus ,Verfacts stand.
It may be well to say that the
bena 5th, Verbena 2 I, Hebe 8th, Necklace 9th, Hebe
loth,Verbena 6th, Mystic Maid, Verbena 7th.
views of Mr. Holt were first sought by the city
Willie and Johnnie Burleigh, Fairfield Centre,
authorities themselves and were by him given
herd Herefords.
C. H. Pettinglll,' Livermore Falls, grades 1 yoke
fully, touching all the poiuts of bridge concattle, 2 yearling heiiersn3 year old bull, 5 cows.
struction, water disposal, sidewalks, etc. The
Howard & Ellis, Fairfield, shorthorns, Duke of
Fairfield, 2d Duke of Fairfield, Marigold, Lady Fair- engineer of the Bolton & Maine will of course
field, Rose, Miss Marigold, Marigold 5tli, Marigold
be consulted at every stage of the repair, at
7tb, Marigold 9th, Lady Fairfield, Marigold lOfch,
lltb, Lauy Fairfield 3d.
least so far as relates to the bridge.
Marigold
C. H. Pettengill herd of 59 grade cows, draft oxen,
Messrs.
David

plowing match.
Pingree & Hall, South Waterford,

I

then introduced’

owing to the lateness of the hour he spoke
briefly. The Union then joined in singing the
doxology. Thus passed a pleasant evening,

The Directors of the Eastern Hank held a
meeting in Bangor on Thursday and voted to
accept the extension of their charter.

_

men.

ISaptiat Social Union Excursion.
The members of the Baptist Social Union
and their friends, forming a party of one hun-

an

before it was cut through by the
Yours respectfully,
Chas. H. Howe,
Civ. Engineer.
Portland, Sept. 17, 1875.
was

railroad.

men”

1 grade
bull.
B W Thorn. Lewiston, Jersey cow and heifer.
R W Sanborn, Sabattus, 1 Chester boar: 1 Cotswold buck.
John Mayo, Livermore, 1 pr calves.
G & G Underwood, Fayette, 1 pr
working bulls.
W Sturtivant, Hammontod, N. J., stump puller
and rock lifter.
AI Sawyer, Lewiston, 1 pr oxen.
A L Dennison, Portland, 1 W A Woods
reaper; 1
do 2 horse mower, 1 do 1 horse do; 1 Taylor sulky
rake; 1 cultivator; 1 doz Warren hoes.
Dcmond & Son, Portland, new Pallas ran<m—2
styles; parlor stove—2 sizes.

past twelve, they spent

than it

In the evening the

Townsend, Livermore, 2 pr oxen.
Williamson, Jay, 1 pr steers.
Mitchell, Sabattus, lpr steers.
EPettengill, Livermore Falls, lpr oxen,
JD
E E
C F

Ridgley.

Charles E. Jose, Portland, Bay Gelding, Young

Dexter.

Rocket.

To give an extended account of the gam#
would be but to chronicle errors, but suffice it
to say the batting on both sides was heavy and
the fielding very poor. In the sixlh inning
Kimball made a splendid three-base hit, and
Wilson a flue two-base hit.
The Resolutes Niue was not as stroig as
usual. Payson and Lynch being absent, their
places were filled by Evans and Kimball of the

umpire.

different orders
classified.

Adoniram Jackson.

acres

Personal.
Maj. W. M, Dunn and family of the U. S.
Army are at the Falmouth.
Mr. Wm. E. Gould of Portland preached at
the First Parish yesterday, and in .the evening

departments|from

in several agriculNew York, New Jer-

Carriages and large agricultural tools go to
returned to the house of Plummer’s brother,
the building at the park, where ample and
pretending to be waiting for eleven o’clock to good rooms are provided for them.
come, when he was to leave with the me* for
City exhibitors at the halls are requested to
Canada. Soon alter nine o’clock the officers I make thei: entries to-day so far as possible, so
went lo Holmes’ barn and began the search,
as to avoid tlio inevitable crowd to-morrow.
but the straw was so deep that they could not
The clerks in the different departments will be
find them for some time. They sent for the
found in the rooms on the right of the main
detective, who by thrusting a pitchfork into the entrance.
straw brought a response from them. After
Among the entries at the fair is a collection
striking Plummer several times with the fork of insects illustrating the entomology of Maine,
exhibited by George E. Brackett of Belfast,
In the mean time McCarty was digging his
comprising two small cabinets in which the

Commissioners to have the alarm

Washington street,

tural

for fear of exciting suspicion
The detective was informed of this and made
arrangements for some one else to effect the
arrest. Accordingly after having an interview
with the men he informed Deputy Sheriff Par-

more comfortable last evening, and hopes are
entertained that he will recover.
Officers Rich and Gribben arrested a young
man yesterday for overdriving a horse.
John Malloy was arrested yesterday by
on

New Hampshire.
Entries have been made

Deputy started for Freeport on the noon
train, hut happened to see a brother of Plummer on board, and so did not dare to stop for

seems

Stevens,

All other entries have

A very large working herd of bulls, cows,
and heifers will be exhibited by a party from

the

ker where the men were.
Sheriff Parker and a Mr, Mitchell and County Commissioner Townsend then made arrangements to make a raid on them. The detective

Tuesday.

m.

closed.

Canada at eleveu o’clock at night.
The detective had iu the mean time informed
Deputy Bridges of the condition of affairs and

of the party.
Mr. Parker, who was injured by falling down
the elevator way in the Printers’ Exchange,wa»

one

officer

up to 4 p.

chum

and he was

.tluncipal Court.

Tho

was

vers

SEPTEMBER CRIMINAL TERM, 1875,
PRESIDING.

City

Saturday night

them.

rewarded by finding the two
latter men hid in a hay mow in Freeport, but
in their haste to secure them McCarty eluded
them and escaped.
Sheriff Pennell secured the services of a man
was

pressed down heavily upou them and the position was anything but an easy one. The detective had a long talk with them Saturday noon
and arrangements were made to leave there for

Saturday.—Lyman Ventilating and Refrigerator

week.

diligence

mow, hid beneath an immense pile of straw.
A small window on one side of the baru provided them with light and air. The straw

BEFORE JUDGE SHEPLEY.

past seven o’clock, at
567J Congress street.

their

trail of

some

then visited the younger Plummer, and togethOrestes and
er they went to the barn to find
McCarty. They were both found upon the hay

United States Circuit Court.

Brief

to find

drawing classes G. and H. will not close until
9 o’clock to-night. All entries for farm implements, and those for the halls will be received

assist Orestes to escape. Iu this way he gained their confidence and (hey told him where
Plummer and McCarty were secreted, in a barn
The baru is owned by
some distance away.
Mr. Holmes, and a younger brother was at
work for a brother of Holmes. The detective

Just Received—Twitchell, Champlin & Co.
Business Chance Cheap—T. F. Flannery.
The Meeds House—F. Meeds.
Window Frames—Burrows Bros.
Mocking Bird Lost—C. Prince.
Pocket Book Lost—A. Leach.
We have—Tukesbury & Co.
Peaches—G. G. Wackett & Co.
Wanted—A Good Man.
To Let—Furnished Room.
To Let—Pleasant Room.

JUDGE

the races for three year olds has been changed
from mile heats to half mile heats.
The entries for trotting and sweepstakes

of Plummer, and
who bad information tfat he was in Freeport.
This man went to the house of Plummer’s
brother iu Freepoit and told him that he would

•
City Hall—Belshazzar.
& Maine Railicarl—Maine State Fair.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Eastman Bros—Dresa Eoods.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Nice—RInes Bros.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,
Lost—A Baby’s Gold Neck Chain.

BEFORE

Plummer—On

Ever since Watson, Plummer and McCaity
broke from the County Jail in this city, Thursday night, Sheriff Pennell and a large force of
officers of different rank have been busy trying

who

Boston

Company

Stale Fair.

The trotting liorses aro fast arriving and the
prospect is that the races will be an interesting
feature of tbo fair. Ten fino animals arrived
The time in
Saturday night from the east.

the Trail of
larl'ariy and Wateon-Sharp Work of
Officer*—A
ifac
Remarkable Lelier.

M0RM>G. SEPT. 20. 1875

CITY

of

Capture

THE PRESS
FesMay be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of
senden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddelord, of Phiilshury.
At Saeo, of L. Hodgdon,
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of »J. O. Shaw.
«r
At Lewiston, of French Bros., ami Stcveu&iV co.

Dr.

THE JAIL. BREIKEK8.

PRESS.

THE

nnd

isdtl

Housekeepers
and
HAVE
MRS. J.

by

N. O- CRAM.

dec3’73

take Notice.

your furniture upholstered at your homes,
mattras'es

made

over

in

good style by

Wallace, 62* York street.
X wi1! make Couskons and Draperies at my rooms.

AUtftfdiiU

ill Its.

J.WALLAtK,

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

INSURANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS

Marine Insurance I

WATERS’ CONCERTO PARLOR ORGANS

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL

STEAMERS

RAILROADS.

For the Islands.

Boston & Maine
railroad.

__

Useful Receipts.
Fried Turnover*.
First prepare the filling, which may be of
aDy kind of apple sauce that is agreeably
sweetened; then make a common biscuit dough
just thick enough to roll out; mould a small
lump of it and roll into oblong shape, put a
spoonful of sauce upon one end turn the other
over over it; cut out with one half of an inverted saucer, which makes them look neatly
and presses the edges so firmly together they
require no pinching; cook like doughnuts.
Notwithstanding food cooked in grease is
very unhealtliy, I think pies made in this way
(if tiro crust isn’t shortened to make them soak
fat) are less injurious than common pies that
arc shortened and
spiced freely, and they make
it very agreeable change at seasons when there
is little variety of pie materials,

WhenllPlour Blancmange.
Heat one quart of milk, and when scalding
hot, stir in six tablespooniuls of Hour dissolved
in a little cold miik, some salt, and flavoring if

desired;

boil ten minutes and.serve when cold
with milk and sugar. The safest way is to
make it'in a tin pail set in a kettle of water,
as there is danger of its
burning when directly
over tho fire.
Baked £((«
are liked by some
peoplo better thau boiled
ones, and are much more healthy than when
break
fried;
carefully on to a buttered plate,
sprinkle salt over them, and bake in the oven
until they are the desired degree of hardness;
unless watched closely they are liable to cook
too hard.—-V. E. Farmer.

ESTATE.

REAL

Patterson’s

G,

F.

Estate

Beal

BULLETIN.

lilual Insurance Company

TO

INSURE AGAINST

—

PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estato. Office 379J
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.^au28tf

G.

For Kent.
ROOM in the new part of the United States
Hotel, recently occupied by M. Hogan, will be
let in its present condition; or will be divided to
This room being thirty-five feet square;
suit.
will make two excellent stores lronting on Congress
Street. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, Williams* Block, second east of City
Hall.
sepHdtt

THE

lailin

111UU

UUIDUVU

HORACE

au25d4wf

Policy holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costiug less than to insure in any other ComI-OSSE8

PAID
IN THIRTY
AFTER PROOF.

DATS

J. D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary,

JOHN

Office 106 Fore Street,

l»UU

Farm for Sale or Exchange !!
Situated in Bartlett, N. H., on the

line, of the P. & < >. R. R., consisting
of 300 acres—100 acres intervale,
balance in p'asture and timber
Hands. The buildings consist of a
one stt rv homo ana barn 40x00. There are about
3000 cords of hard and soft wood. Will exchange
for property in Portland—personal property or good
negotiable paper. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, Second Block
sc-7dtf
East of City Hall.
_

Real F&tate for Sale.
1£ story house, No. 16 Hanover street, eight
rooms, all in perfect order, Sebago. bouse
warmed by furnace. Price 83000. Apply to F. G.

THE

PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate, Williams*
au28dtf
Block, stecond building east of City Hall.

BUSINESS DIRECTOR Y,

Real Estate

Agent.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, & FO«(; No.OI Middle Street.
McMOWA.V,354 Cougre*. Nt.

T. t*.

Book Binders.
ttUlIVCY, Room 11, Printer'.
No.
1C I Exchange Kt.
Exchange*
SMALL & SIIAURFORD, No. 35 Ptflm
« S. A.

oircvit

Carpenters and Builders*
WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, oppoNiie Park.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WAITER COREY & CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Streets
GEORGS A. WH9TKEV, No, 50 Ex*
chnugf St. UpholNterinft; of all kinds

to remove from Portland, will sell on
very easy terms. The house will be to let, if not
sold bv October 1st. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
Real fistate Agent.sep!3d3w*

being about

IN

Pattern and Model Maker.

Vann for Sale.
FALMOUTH, 6 miles from Portland, lying on
the Presumpscot, at the mouth of the Piscatariver, containing 83 acres of loamy soil, cuts from

qua
30 to 50 tons of hay, pasturiug for 15 cows every season. wood and timber for all puaposes, good two
storied house, with beautiful shade trees, bams and
other outbuildings, good neighborhood,' churches,
schools, station in 5 minutes’ walk. For further particulars address or apply to P. E. MERRILL,
On the Premises.
June 22, 1875.

Photographers,

Plumbers.
Roofers.

Valuable Ileal Estate for
Sale in fleering.

McCOY & CO., 3S Spring street.

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange
Stair Builder.

113 iVaiJ*
^-fr^ggr;

Deeriog, Sept. 11,

For

particulars inquire
DAVID

1875.

DR.

IMPROVED

IRON

of

11

ESTATE

FOR SALE
brick dwelling house, with the large lot of
land connected therewith, situated at the corner of Free and South streets, and now numbered 27
South street.
Also the three storied brick store. No. 183 Fore

THE

draft.

lot of land

the northwest side of Fore
street, being he lot between land owned by the
heirs of Isaac lllsey and brick store o^ned and occupied by Jerome B. Fickett.
A Is the large lot of land in the rear of the last
mentioned lot, ami also in rear of the brick stores
Nos. 187,185 and 183 Fore street.
Also the wooden store wirh the lot on passage way
leading from Central wharf to Moulton street, being
the store and lot now occupied by Bryant & Burns,
Pump and Bl< ck Makers,
Also stores and lot on the southeast side of Fore
street, occupied by A. Huntington and by J. H.
Bond & Co.
Also the three-story brick dwelling house, occupied
by the subscriber. No. 77 State street, with laud and
The lot is say SI) feet on State street,
stable,
and extends back say 150 feet.
Also four house lots on Anderson street, and two
house lots on Oxford street.
All the above will be sold on favorable terms.
Two-thirds of purchase money can remain on mort*
gage at 7 per cent interest per annum.
Address the subscriber through Post-office BOX
083 for information.

Quaiu’s

VTtt

ciofnr

Inc

Inflammation of the Bowels, and Constipa-

and wishes to

try

your medicines.

1 intend

still to take them, and would not be without them
if money would buy them. I think they must prove
a blessing to thousands who will be induced to
try
them. Enclosed you will find §1.00; please send
two packages.
Yours respectfully,

Iron.

Reference

All who require furnaces
and vic nily
WILL

FIND

this

season

THIS FOB

in

to my

responsibility

Nervous Prostration.
It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should be able to judge for themselves by their
own
if and to what extent they are attacked
by this insidious enemy to ill-bealtb, comfort, and
even life itselt if left to run its course unchecked, by
the early and prompt application of curative remedies.

feelings,

Nervous

wrapper.
50 cts.

time

There is

creat sensitiveness to

impressions,

though retained but a short time, with a flickering
and fluttering condition of the mental faculties, ren-

what is commonly called a wbifdering an individual
or fickle-minded man.
There

of
necessity be it* each individual different symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all sei ve to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous disfle-minder,

must

turbances.
their physical

as marked
constituting a difference
dissimilar and

as are

peculiar to
peculiarities
themselves. These differences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only iu degree of quantity and duration in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
regarded as such, is as protean typed in its peculiarities as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
tor a momeut’s sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
his nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which lie may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease mere are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditioned hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local manifestation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
of the body, such as the thorax abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and if the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary

cause

being

all of those already

some one or

men-

tioned, In causation, however, there are a great
others on the list, such as scrofula, mafitfia,
many
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual

and the many forms ot pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing the
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition oi the individual, distressing as it is,
may, with certainty, be cured by
excesses

SETA W.
Mass. Sold

ja<$

THE

every

EIFE;

From
*

THE

ENGLISH REMEDY

II.

WING, Proprietor

marl3-dtf

Lothrop’s

Iron
FURNACE.

Wrought

D.

THE MOST DURABLE.
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Medicine

Brick House for Sale.
ieuuciiue,

it) wrater street.

Mi -I stories, contains 12

Mouse or brick,
finished rooms wth open

summer kitchen, woislhouse,
etc., attached, good
cellar, Sebago water, large brick cistern, luruacc. gas
throughout, healthy location, good sewerage, wide
lot ami pleasantly situated with
plenty ol sunshine,

will he sold at

a

another city.

bargain

I

about to remove to
CHARLES M. HAVYKES.
as

am

Enquire of JOHN C. PROCTOR.
Angnst 11th, 1875._
For Sale

Jtf

to Let.
in “Hull Block,” Carroll st., two houses
in “Hull Block,” Pine st., Ncs. 138 and 142.
These houses have recently been painted inside, keys
at office.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
aulidtf
183 Middle Street.
or

HOUSE

JUST

©

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,
and adopted by the
TATES GOVERNMENT.
—

ALSO

Every placed befor the people, and
o be the

LNITED

man.

Strength to the Body

Street Boston.

FAIRBANKS. BROWN A CO.

PATENT INTERLOCKING

311 Broadway, New Fork.
FAIRBANKS & CO

e24

BY THE
SALAMANDER ORATE BAR COUI’Y.
These Bars have been used and approved in upwards
of 5.000 different Furnaces, in Factories, Steamers
and Locomotives, and are superior to all others in
Durability and Economy iu the u*e of fuel.
Satisfaction guaranteed.References!!! all parts of U.S.
4w Office 192 BROADWAY. N. Y. P. O. Box 1809.

GAS" CONSUMER^
/
Ill Li

I'AUSAI
A

PCBUKHED.

By II. S. & W. O. IPerkins.

Price 35 Cents.
$30 per Hundred.
JnThrr, “What Jesus may say,” “WanderChild,” “What are these.” Watchman awake 1”
are specimens of the titles of the beautiful new
hymns,
to, sweet new melodies.
ing

!! THE HIGH MOL CHOIR !!
L. O. Emerson and

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

Agents Wanted turGrS'w“’s

N1G1IT SCENES L'7% THE BIBLE,
nd a magnificent NEW BOOK just from Press.
Address J. C. AIcCUKWY A CO
Pliiladclau31d4wf
piiia, Pa.

By

S. Tilden.
$9.00 Per Dozen.
W.

$1.00.
The HIGH SCHOOL CHOIIt is similar in general design to the very popular “Hour of Singing,”
which has been alinrst universally used in High
Schools. The present work is in no way inferior to
its predecessor, and is entirely fresh and new.
Price

The

Sons

Monarch.

Price 75 Cents. $7.50 Per Dozen
R. Palmer, assisted by L. O. Eme rson.
Do not tbink of teaching a Singing School witbou t
using this attractive, popular ana useful book.
Specimen copies sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHaS. II. DiTSON & CO., 711 Broadway. N. T.
dtSw2w
aug25

By H.

BRICKS FOIfc
400,000

sale".

Bricks

Delivered in any part of the
city in quantities lo
guit purchasers by

F. W. CLARK
1028 Congress Street.

PcU_^
STATE

dtf

PARTIES
hibition.

W.

P. WINGATE.

selltUtl

PBINTMO of every description neatly
executed at tbla Office.

Pleasant and Profitable Employment.
“Beautiful!” “Charming!**
“Ob, bow lovely!**
“What are they worth.” etc. Such are the exclamations of those who see the large, elegant new Chromos
produced by the European and American Cbromo
Publishing Co. Everyone will want them. It requires no talking to sell the pictures, they speak for
themselves. Canvassers, agents, and ladies and gentlemen out of employment, will find this the best
opening evei offered to make money. For full particulars send stamp for confidential circular. Address F. GLEASON & CO., 738 Washington Street,
au31dlwf
Boston, Mass.

MAR8TON,

PROPRIETOR FOR MAUVE,
U8 Excbnngc Hlteel.
AGENT WANTED.

augSldlm

flEWOpM
JL ItViVX

A. IlEi
great sufferer from
EATARRII lor many years. 1 have tried all
and
have
been treated by several of the
remedies,
best physicians of New York and also at the hospitals, but all of no avail; tfley said l coull not be
cured and must, die. My bead ached continually,
and the discharge from my head was
very profuse
and offensive, the bones were corroded and rotting
away, my senses of smell and taste were entirely
gone, my bearing badly affected, and my eyesight so
much impaired as to require the use of
glasses; I
was unable to do
anything, and was confined to my
bed a large port ion of the time; when 1 commenced
using DK. LANE>S T ATA It It II CURE,
and am to-day a well woman.
The discharge has
entirely ceased, have no headache, the senses of
taste and smell and hearing entirely restored, have
discarded the use of glasses, and I feel that 1 cannot
iepay you for what yon have doue for me
Mrs. Kate Hughs, 427 W. 32d Street, N. Y.
Tlie above t;an be verified by apTDrr WDI A
plication to Mrs Hughs.
1
HENRY REED & CO
BflPFT V
043 Broadway, New York.

T
llljij iniilL
DUl ILDi
BCplS

I

JURUBEBA

®

w

in

“How ;tis done,’* sent free.
Co., Bankers, 17 Wall St.,
sel5d4wt

Tor Sale.
Brig Torrent, 336 tons, coppered. Well
found in sails, ringing, chains, anchors &c. Could be sefit to sea immediately, For further information apply
to J. s. WINSLOVV & Co.
au!8tf

Vigor to the Mind
Korncving Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,
Dementia and Melancholia

Price S2.50. Large size, $5.00.

KECEAT

TSHTIiTlONIAIiB.

Fbewsbdbgh, Not. 12, 1874.
I have used the Cordial Balm and Svricum and Loiurui> s route rniBas a preventive ami cure for tue
use of ardent spirits and habitual
intoxication, and
find them actually specific, in such cattes. I regard
them as most invaluable medicines, and nothing
could induce me to be without them.

Steamers,

VEGETABLE TONIC
which assists digestion, and thus stimulates the appetite tor food necessary to invigorate the weakened
or inactive organs, and gives strength to all the vital
forces.
OWN KECOHIII
CARRIE* IT*
ItlENRATION, as the large and rapidly increasing sales testify. Price One Dollar a bottle. Ask
your druggist for it. GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
se3d4wt
Boston, Mass., Wholesale Agents.

A NEW BOOK BY

MARK TWAIN
Just ready for Canvassers. Now then is the lime to
Territory. Don’t stop to experiment on other
books. Take one you know will sell. Prompt action
will give you choice ot field, and Golden Returns.
Get on the course at once and you will win. Outfit
costs nothing, everything furnished. Send iu your
names, and towns you want, or for circulars at once.
Address, AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO.. Hartse!5d4wt
FQZD, CT.

ju!9

Digby

same

SPECIAL
__

o

Ph

This fnrnaee is without evnasrerntion.
the most powerful heating furnace ever
made. I has the best Urate and Sifter
ever pnt in a furnace. The radiators are
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.

Warranted

Perfectly Gas Tight.

ECONOMY

AND

DURABILITY

Will be taken

—OF

MAIL LINK TO

DIRECT1

SUM ME It ARRANGEMENT.

connection* to Prince Edward I*Breton and Mt. John*. N. E.

land, Cape

The favorite Steamship “FALMOUTH” (built expressly fo it he
A. Colby Commander
route)
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State St., every SATURDAY at

oct28dtl_JOHN

On and after Monday, Aug. 9,1875,

ami until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
Eastern and Maiue Central Railroad Station, Portland, foot of State Street, as follows:

For Sebngo Lnke. Fryebnrg, No. Conway
Crawford’s, Fabynu’i* and nil i uterine

diatc Stations at 7.10 a. m. and 2.10 p ui.
Betnrning Trains will leave Fnbynn’s at
7.30 a. m. and 2.00 p. in.; No. Conway at 9.10 a.
m. and 3 45 p. m.; Fry* burg at 9.35 a. ra. and
4.15 p. m,; Baldwin at 10.20 a. m. and 4.56 p.
m.; ^ebngo Lnkc at 10.55 a. in. and 5.30 p.
m.. arriving in Portland at 11.40 a. m. and
6.15 p. m.

POHTEOUS, Agent.

STONINGTON

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock daily for North Windhaiu.
At Sebago Lake daily for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin daily for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls
andFieedom.
At Brownfield daily for Denmark and Brhlgton.
At Kryehurg daily for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

LINE

FOR NEW YORK,

AHEAD

OF ALL

O T II E R N.

This Is

the Ouly Inside Route
Avoiding: Foiut Judith.

STEAMBOAT CONNECTION
with 7.10 a. m. and 2.10 p. m. from Portland at SeLake
for Naples, Bridgton, No. Bridgion, Harbago
rison, Wateiford and Mount Pleasant.
Trains arrive in Portland in season for trains to
Boston leaving Portland at 2.35 and 6.00 p. m. and
tor Steamers leaving at 7 p.
Freight trains will run

EASTERN RAILROAD.

HARPSWELL,

29 MARKET

SQUARE,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

dcodGrn

DOVER EGG BEATER.

On and after Monday, Juuc 21st, 1875
Trains will leave Station, Commercial,foot

Paseenger

of State Street,
Portland for Portsmouth and Boston at
*2.00 A. M.,6.15, *9.00 A. M., and *2.35 P. M, Returning leave
Boston for Portsmouth nod Portland at
t8.30 A. M., 112.30 P. M., *6.00 and *8.00 P. M.
Crave Portland for Cape Elizabeth. Wearborough, West Mcarborough,Maco, Mid

dtf

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

CO.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

YEW

YORK.

Steamers Fleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New York, every MON DA Y and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations lor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
Tlic*e
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to amt from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to s; ml their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the
they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also bo obtained at 22
ocldtf
Exchange Street.

days

Tlie

STEAMERS.

Superior Sea Going Steamers

deford, KennebuiiIt,

Wells. North Berwick. Month Berwick Junction, ConEliot and Bitcery at
way Junction.
16.15, 10.00 A. M.. 2.35 P. M.
For Mnco. Biddeforri, Bcnncbunk, %%rells,
North Berwick, Mouth Berwick Junction. Conway Junction, Eliot nnd Bitter y at 16 15, tO.OO A. M. and *2.35 P. M.
For Naco. Biddcford
Kennehunk, Con*
wny Junction, Bittery uud Port-mouth
at *2.00 16.15,19.00 A. M., and *2.35 *\ m.
For Cape Elizabeth. Ncurbovongla. West
It Ltd.-ford at
Nrnrboioiivh. Saco, nn
5.20 P. M Rot inning at 8 00 A. M.
The 9.00 A. M Train from Portland connects at
Conway Junction with th< 8.00 A. 51. train from
Mostou tor North Conwuy.
Trains leave Portsmouth for Dover at 715,
9.00,10.20 A. M., 3.00. 5.40, 7.00 P M. Returning
at6.40, 7.50, 10.15. 10.55 A. M., 4.10. 6 20 P. M
The 2.00, 6.15 A. M., 9.00 A. M. and 2.35 P. M. Trains
front Port laud make clo<e connections for New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through.
The 8.30 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of
the Portland & Ogdensbutg Railroad, the Grand
Trunk Railway for Montreal,
Quebec, and
all parts of Canada ftnsi; and tho Maine
Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for Augu-tu, Bnugor, Dockland Belfast and
other points on these roads.
Tho 8.00 P. M. Train from Boston oiMimvid ipio,
Maine Central anil European Sc North American
and Intercolonial Railways for ESaugor. H
John, Halifax and other points on these*

5"1*? ?*»d

Sunday

FALL RIVER
CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:
FORENT

Notice.

Leaving

fllHE undersigned respectfully informs the Public
A that he has opened an otlice for the sale or t rausfer ot Real Estate, and all kinds of merchandise. I

Roily,

have on har d now several lots and houses for sale in
I have also the lincst
the most desirable location.
and for building or
astering purposes. Parties in
need ot the same will please call on
E. PONCE.
Boyd Block, Cor. Middle and Exchange.
dtimlr**
anrlS

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

MASS.

PERSONS

T o’clock P. Nl., mid

FARE

pl

Police
requiring work dor please apply to
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-mak'og, copying, embroidoc2$tf
ing anc" lancy-work a wooIb, Ac., &c.

at

WHARF, RONTON, daily

al

5

INDIA
P. Nl

(Sundays excepted).

$1.00.

Passengers by this Line are reminded
cure a

that

they

e-

con)foi table night’s rest and avoid the exincouveuience of arriving in Boston late

cuse and
at night

Tic-kids and State Kooms for sale by D H. Young'
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Ticke.w to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
JT. B. COYEJE, JB.i General Agent.

octl874

A.

w

iv_i.__■

BT^Tickets

can

...

Exchange Street,

28

BARNES BROS.,
xwni/epot.
j. M. LLNT, Supt.

__

&u<i at

my3dtf

Portland & Worcester
A Steamboat Express Train with Drawing Room
Car attached leaves Portland at 2.30 p. m. daily,
Sundays excepted, for New London, connecting with
the Steamers of the Norwich Line same evening for

YORK,

arriving there early the next morning in amide time
morning trains South and West.
t^“No change of cars between Portland and New
London.

Fare from Portland or Westbrook Junction to
York and Return, If Dollar*
Seats in Drawing Room Cars and Slate Rooms on
the elegant Steamers City ol Boston and
City of
New York, can be secured in advance, at BARNES
28
9
from
a.
to
1 p.
BROS'.,
Exchange street,
m.,
id., and at the Depot, from 2 p. m
until train time,
and of the Conductor on the train.
Steamers leave New York from Pier 40, North
River, foot of Canal St., at 5 p. m., counectlngai New
London with Steamboat train leaving at 5 a. m., and
arriving in Portland at 1.18 p. m.
Close connections made at Westbrook Jnnctlon
New

iiaiusui tuc lUdiiic

V*nu

LCUUUI

IkUUU

lo ana

iroili

the East.
JSTickets can be procured of BARNES BROS.
28 Exchange Street, and at the Depot.
mvltt
,J. M. LUNT. Supt. P. & It. R, R.

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.
ALTERATION IN TRAIN!.
SUnVIMKIi

ARRAN GKMKN'II

ami after Monday, June 21st, 1875,
..^fa&ggHP
WHTTittBiftraing will run as follows:
train
6.30
a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Express
Express traiu tor Island Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 7 a. m.
Express train at 1.10 p. in for Auburn and Lewston
Mail train for Island Pond,
stopping at
all stations to island Pond,)* connecting with
mail train for Quebec, Moutreai and ihe West at
l. 30 p. m.
#
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10

p.

m.

Accommodation for South Paris at 6 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.30.

a. in.

Express from Lewiston and
Mail from Quebec, Montreal

Auburn at 8.45 a
ana the West at

m.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn

5.40 p.

at 2.20

m.

2 p.
and

in.

Accommodation from South Paris at 6.45.

Passenger

Offices

74 EXCHANGE
—

AXD

ST.,

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
To Canada, Driroli, Chicago, Jlilwaakee, Cincinnati Ml. Lanin, Omaha,
Maginaw, Ml. Fnul, Mall Lake City,
Denver, Man Fran i*eo,
and V.l

LINE,

VIA FA EL RIVEBAND NEWPORT)
To New York and all points South and West. BagThe world-renowned
gage checked to destination.
Steamers, Bristol and I’rovidruct.
Trains leave Old Colony Depot, corner Kneeland
and South streets daily at 4 30 and 5.30 P. M. (Sundays, June 27tli to August 29th, inclusive, at 6.30 p.
M.), connecting at Fall River with one of the above
Steamers. Haifa Celebrated Handa engaged
for the season.
Only Forty-nine i?Iile» by

Rail.
Tickets. State-rooms and Berths secured at the
office of the line. No. 3 Old State House,
corner of
Washington and State streets, and at Old Colonv
Depot, Boston, and in Portland at depots of Bo.ton
Sc Maine and Eastern railroads, and at ltollir«

J.
T

K.

KENDRICK. Supt. O. C. R. R.

w

G- P- Ac- S. B. Co.
Old Statu House

L.H.PALMEB, Ticket Ajt., 3
•
Button.

Iu30d3a»

points In the

Northwest, West anil
J C.

Southwe*;.
FURNTVAL, Agt

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is In
splendid
is well equipped with tirst-class
rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick,
est time of any route from Portland to toe West.
»HT'SJr™i‘JKAN PA,ACK DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage te
any amount exceeding 850 In valno (and hat personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate oi
one passenger tor every 8500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
Portland, June 21.1875
Jne17dtf

condition,

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

Newspaper
Advertising.
ninety-ninth edition.

Containing
comr.lpts. Hut nf Un t»,.. iaa.ua
United States, the Territories and the Dominion of
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the last census, together with the names of
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of news
papers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspai*ers in the United States and Canada printiug over 5.000copies each issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,
...

Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance. Rea! Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in the lTnited States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising' in vaiious
newspapers, and everything which a begihuer in advertising would like to know.
Address «El». P. KOH KIJ, A C'O
41 Path Bow, New Y ork.
dn jin

_*eJ___

FOR THEISLANDS.
THE

roads.

The 12.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects at Portland with the Maine Central Railroad for An*'«*wi»i©n 5 and on MON"!"*
DAYS. WEDNESDAYS and FRIDAYS with
the steamer for Fntupnrt nml »«. John. A
Fulluinii K*nrl»r l‘«r is rim witu the train
leaving Boston 8.30 A.M., Portland 1.10 1*. M.
through to Bangor; also with t aiu leaving Boston 12.30 P. M. and Portland 5.20 P. M. through
to Augusta. Returning, leave Augusta6.00 A.
M., Portland 9.00 A. M.. Bangor 8.00 A. M. aud
and Portland 2.35 P. M. for Boston.
•Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train. X. /?.—
This train runs
but not on Monday.

tAccommodation Tram.
tFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH, Gcti’l Man.
GEORGE BACHELDER. Sup’t.
June 21.1875.
jMBjf

For Sale by Druggists generally

1875.

Worcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on E.tstern and Boston <& Maine, Roads
at Nawhuu with ExpreM Train tor Lowell
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.;
connecting at Ayer Junction with ICxpreno
I >*<110 for
Fitchburg and flloonac Tun
ncl lone, ami arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P,
conneettog with trains South and West.
4.JO P. ill, (Steamboat
Exorexa) Train with
Drawing Room Car attached, connects at
H ealbrook Junction with trains of Maine
Central Road trom Bangor, Rockland,
Lewiston,
&e.; at Kochcsicr with down trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads; at
tapping
for Manchester and Concord; at ftunhua for
Lowell and Boston: at WnrccMter with Nigh
train for Springfield, New haven and New York
and goes through to New London withou
change of earn, connecting with Ntcaiucrw
of the Norwich Line for New York, arriving there early the next morning in time for
the morning trains South and West.
‘1.00 P. ?■ for liochenter and Way NiaiIoun connects at ICorbenter with trains for
Alton Bay and Woliboro.
0.40 P. I?I. for Gorham.
ft tea in boat Lxprc** Train lea re* New Loudon trom Norwich Line Steamer ats J A. in.,
and from Wore enter at ft A. HI., connecting
at
IWenlbrook Junction with afternoon
trains going East over the Maine Central Road,
and arriving in Portland at 1.18 P. M.
Expresi* Train 'raven Woieemer at 4.35 P.
ITL, connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M., an 1 New York at 10.00
A M. arriving iu Portland at 10.45 P. M.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nasbua,MuPchester C. neord,
Lowell, Worcester. New York by Norwich line,
and Springfield Kouto, ar. I to all important
points south ',,v1 w

m.

between Portland and
Fabyau’s daily, leaving Portland at 8.30 a. m. Returning, leave Favban's at 7.50a. m.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Aug 9, 1875.
Jy3dtf

dly

may8

Trains, commencing

At Glen Station for Glen House.

iiirmiui,

—-<v,

of

nTght

5 30 p.m. for HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to* Windsor,
Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers
or Prince Edward Island;
also at New Glasgow,
N. S.. with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Bre.on, and
at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns. N. F.
(^“RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
Excursion tickets to Halifax and return good until
October 1st. §10.00.
No freight received atter 10 a. m. on day cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. &. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
P. S.—The steamship “Chase” will leave Portland
on WEDNESDAY, 22a inst., at 4 I*. Bt.

TALOOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Cono

BOSTON
■aril

RAILROAD.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

GEORGE L. CLAFLIN & CO., Providence, R. I.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.

113 Court Street,

all

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR

With

an5_dtf

Portland & Rochester R. R.

CHAKLES F. HATCH. Gen. Manager.
v22tl
July 21.1871.

MAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS A HAWLEY, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.

G- EDGAR LOTHROP, M. D„

RAILROAD.
on

THE—

EASTERN

dtf

mar24

BOSTON

get

—

THROUGH TRAINS

GEORGE C. GOODWIN A CO., RUST BROTHERS
& BIRD. SMITH. DOOLITTLE A SMITH, GIL-

professionally

OF TitF

Aiulierst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. JE. I.
B3F*Freight received on days of sailing untU 4
o’clock, p.m.
A. B. STUBBS, Agent.

Nutter Bros. & Co.,

AGENTS

be consulted
Address

the

Red and tlie Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

Please call and examine it before parchasing.

for uear.y three y tars past without any apparent benefit therefrom, but your medicines have produced a
most wonderlul change for the oetter, and the patient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURGISS.
P. S.- We tell ail with whom we are aceuainted
who are similarly afflicted to try your medicine*.

Dr. Lothron may
mail free of charge,

an

BOSTON & MAINE

UNEQUALLED.

Tipton, Dec. 3,1874.
\v e take great pleasure n informing you of the
surprisingly beneficial results from the use ot yonr
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lothrop’s Tonic Piliswn a ease of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of onr ftunily
who nad been under treatment by ditterent doctors

Everywhere.

.July 2,1871.

ami

Connections made at Eastport for Rohbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap-

|

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and
Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert. Maehias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk
Station, and Maine Central
traius at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for
refreshments at tirsc-elasB dining rooms.
Parlor I'nw on all
trains between
through
Portland and Boston.
J. T. FURBER, Gen’l Supt.
S. II. STEVENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Portland.

NEW

NOTICE.

On anC aiier

Noflcc,

the

days.

m.
m.

for

THRIT TRIPS PER WEEK !
On and alter MONDAY, June
14, the Steamer New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester, City of Portlaud, Capt. S. H. Pike, and New
Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall,
will leave Railroad Wliarl foot ol State St., every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 6.00 p. m. for
on

_dtf

Eastern Railroad.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport

Trains.

John, Bangor, At.,at

on

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
A’alni* nnd St. John,
lYiuthornud Halifax.

St.

1.45 a. m.
Through Freight Train* daily to all points
Maine Central, Knox & Lincoln, aud Euroj>ean
& North American railroads.
PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent.

Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Geu’l Managers,
12 Sc. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.

Easlport)

m.

fright Train from

LOWELL, will leave Hnrpnwcll at 8 a. m. touching at CheEiftle
Cliebeague and Longlalaud.
| bensne,
Returning will leave Portland Pier, at 3 p. m. touchI ing at the above landings. On
Monday, Wednesday
and Saturday will touch at Cousens* Island each
way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain bn board or
STEPHEN KICKER* Agent, 131 Commercial St.

JACOB MESERVE.

WHOLESALE

ton. at 6.1G p.

SEPT. 16, 1876,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.

oc
©

ang2

From Augusta, Rockland, Bath, and Lewis-

On and after

,,

.

established itself as a perfect regulator and
sure remedy for disorders of the system arising
from improper action of the Liver and Bowels.
■ T 18 NOT A PHY 81 CL but by stimulating
tlie secretive organs, gently and gradually removes
all impurities, and regulates the entire system.
I ■ 18 NOT A DOCTOKE11 BITTERS,

Each packafe

the Cordial Balm contains one box ol the TonicPills,
wnich may also be bad separately at 50 cents per box.

gan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor. A Pullman
Parlor Car is run with this train to Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.15 p.m. for Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
Leave Portland 5.20 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
In—.eager Trains will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 8.45 and 8.50 a. m.
From Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, Skowhegan,
Farmington. Lewiston, Rockland, Ac., at 2.20 and
2.25 p. m. A Pul limit] Parlor Cor is run with
this train from Bangor.

janll Jy

FOR

has

d4wf

•

in
and Circulars telling,
Address Baxter &
Now York.

WHEBEVEB IT HAS BEEN TRIED.

*

PROFIT ON $100
FAIR—1875. $1,200
Wall St. Books
Invested
Stock Privileges

desiring to rent and locale spaces for
Tents, Side Shows, Refreshment Stauds&c
&c., will apply to
GEWBtiB WATEBIIOUNB,
at tbe Preble llou.t, nntil the time of Ex-

AGENTS 1G OIL CHROMOS, mounted, size
9x11 for 8fl. 109 for 83. Largest variety iu
NATIONAL CHROltlO CO.,
tlie world.
Pfailndcipliin', Pa.
aug31d4wt

is (lechitid to be ilie best Gas Light ever produced—
quite as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressure varies, and needs to he constantly watched,
as all know', besides the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the style of the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so constructed-as to allow the heat to pass upward?, after
being properly adjusted is always regulated, with an
actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in the consumption ol gas over any other burner.

C.L.

FORTTIIVV! BfVFTP. V.vorv family hiivs it.
Sold by Agents.
Address, G. S. WALKER,
se3t4w

Erie, Pa.

Combined
A New Sabbath School Song Book

AND

BARS
GRATE
MANUFACTURED

d9m

20,1874.

They impart.

Bangor &c.
Leave Portland 1.10 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath. Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowbe-

and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full information given by V. D. C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J JB. COYLE, Jr.,

__

o

Miles Patent Alarm Safety Money
Drawer.

\ral. May

warranted
most Powerful Alterative ever originated by

Commencing Jane SI, 1875.

Running between Providence

"“*■

--

are

—

WAREHOUSES—a Milk

of

TIME.

OF

Night Pullman Traiu from BomIau leaves
Portland 12.35 a. m. for Bangor. Cilais, St. John,
Moulton, St Stephens and Halifax.
Passenger Train icnvcs Portlnud G.15 a.
m for Brunswick, Lisbon, Batb, Rockland and Augusta.
Pa**<-nger Train leave* Portlaud 7.00 a.
m. for Lewiston via Danville Junction.
Leave Portland 1.05 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville,

—

Clyde;s Iron Line

Central

CHANGE

SAMPSON, Agent,

©

respect worthy of the most implicit confidence
ALSO
for

Sunday

Leave Portland for Bonton at 3.00 p.
Leave BoMou for Portland at 8.00 a.

May 3,

RAILROAD.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
alwny* iii advance of all other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depot* of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,

0(2

-a

Maine

—

AND

©
In

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous
Complaints,
lbeir efficacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers,
Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers* Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
Blaek Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the
very best

AND

PIfBILAS>£XPI3IA.

WITTlSorSBi,

‘I^L'g
{KrajiJBof

Tonic Pills,

Philadelphia, 1874.
TOE MOST ACCURATE.

Designed

ra.

Train* will leave Old Orchard for Portland at 7.52, a. in., 12.12, 4.28, 7.32, 9 30
p. m.

y.5A

p7)“rtland

—

lot and buildings formerly* occupied by Stewart & Melcher, on West Commercial St.
An
excellent chance to start a manufactory.
The mam
building is three stories high, 60x75, with counting
room and room for engine and boiler.
A spacious
shod and good dry houses attached. The lot is nearMATTOCKS & FOX,
ly 300 feet square.
183 Middle St.
my8dtf

threat

■«r

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. R.

no2drt

Experience proves it to be a radical cure for the
lollowing diseases:
Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Humors, Eruptious, Pimples, Salt Rheum, Scrofula,
Liver Complaints, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Dropsy,

^ first-class Hotel in every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
the commercial and pleasure seeking

j

isn,

*T0ncor<*

RAILROADS.

BLACKSTONE.
KENNEDY.
and aIcCLELLAN.
Providence every WEDNESDAY

E.

MATED OXYGEN TREATMENT!

^

111,

MONDAY,

13,

Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 2.35, 6.00 p. m.,
arriving at Ho«iou at 10.50 a. m., 1.15, 7.00,
•'.00 p. m. Item ruin*;, leave Kosion at 8.30
a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.00 u. m., arriving at PortIn ud at 12.45, 5.00, 8
00,10.00 p. m.
Fowe 11 at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 2.35, 6 00 p. m.
n,,‘* Manchenier (via New Marki-t c unction) at 6.15 a.
Lawm., 2.35 p’
p, mi; (via
K
rence) at 9.00 a. m.
For
Full* at 6.15. 9.00 a. ra., 2.35, 6.00 p.m.
Foe Pori *111011 Hi (via
Dover) at 6.15 a. m.
Fnrniinaiou mid Alton
■fay (via Dover) at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 2.35 p. m.
t®r
arbor#iijjb B«neb. Blue Point. Old
Orchurd Bearl». Karo, Biddeford and
Keuiicbunk at 6.15, 9.00, a. in., 2.35, 5.00. 6.00 p.

Arrangement

week.

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. C‘ark, Agent, 240 Washington St..
Boston.
To all points of North and South Cardin a, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore <Jfe Ohio
R. R., C. A. Cbipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Bost on.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage 3? 15 00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to

of the

LEWISTON, 1S1K..
Comer Tiue and Park Streets,

a

nnd NATI KDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

Astonishing Developments.

SUMMER RESORTS.

IVI.UJI

—

Address the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE.
No. 4 Bulfiucb St., Boston, Mass,, opp. Revere
House.
N. B.—The author can be consulted on the abovenamed diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
secrecy and experience." Offlce hours, 9 A. M. to 3
P. M.
nov2deod!y.

dtt

PASSAGE TEX DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. KA19PNON. A cent,
70 Long Wharf, Bouton.
n23-iy

GEORGE A PPOLD.
RoNton direct every
Tl'EMDAY
nud HATUKtDAY.

WM.

stamp.

augll

__

WM. LAWRENCE.
Frcm

of habits
wreck of

Female Complaints, Dyspepsia, &c., &c.
Persons convalescing from Fevers, Diphtheria, &c.f
will find this a powerful auxiliary.
Persons suffering troai the above complaints will
please call at the office, 3 f'nlioon IIlock, where
they can obtain a copy of the treatise on ••ITS
ACTIO* A*D IS'K!«C«.T».>- free.
Where
also may be seen a large number of testimonials from
residents of this city.
Office hours from 9 to 12 a. m., 2 lo 5 p. m

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

I,INK

First Class Hteamship
“VI

aside and be rendered comparatively harmless.”—
Chicago Times.
The above book contains 300 pages. 12mo., bouud
in beautiful French cloth; illustrated, Price only
$1.00. Sent by mail, to all parts ot the world, closely
sealed, postage paid, on receipt of price.
GSf^Catalogue sent on receipt of 3 cent postage

f-1

Cum and

1

human nature.”—Maine Standard Jan. 9, 1874.
“It oilers alleviation to the afflicted, it shows how
misfortune may best be borne, how its physical and
moral consequences may have their forces turned

success

STEAMSHIP
Four times

business, may be restored aud manhood regained. The Institute also publishes The PhysioPrice $2.00.
logy of Woman and her Diseases.,
The best book of the kind extant.
Also another
valuable medical work treating exclusively on Men*
tal and Nervous Diseases', more than two hundred
royal octavo pages, 20 elegant engravings, bourn! in
substantial muslin.
Price only $2.00.
Barely
enough to pay tor printing ”— London Lancet.
“The Book tor young and middle aged men to read
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bultlnch
Street, Boston. Mass.—Republican Journal.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing of
these valuable works, published by the Peabody
Medical institute, which.are teaching thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel ot lile.”
—Phila. Enq.
B“It should be read by the young, the middle aged
and even the old.” New York Tribune.
“Let all get this great work on disease^ of the nervous system, just published by Peabody Medical Institute. It is as readable as a romance.”—Bangor
Daily Commercial, Jan. 12 1874.
“Inis book will put hosts of people on their

Continued

Whariagv.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

Baltimore & Washington

on

guard against the terrible consequences
which are directly calculated to make a

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every Wed’s’y &,Sat’d’y |
I
j

gor with E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
Fare to Rockland §1.00, Camden.$1.50
2.00
Bellas), Searsport and Sandy Point
u
Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden and
2.50
Bangor.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St., Portland.
Portland, April 17th. 1875
dtf

siology ot Woman and her Diseases, a Treatise on
Nervous and Mental Diseases, late Surgeon U. S. A.,
etc., etc. It treats upon MANHOOD, how lost, how
regained and bow perpetuated, cause and cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Impoteucy. Premature
Decline in Man, Spermatorihoea, or Seminal Losses
(nocturnal and diurnal). Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Gloomy Forebodings, Mental
Depression, Los9 of Energy, Haggard Countenance,
Confusion of Mind and Loss of Memory, Impure
State ot the Blood, and all diseases arising from the
Krrortt of Youlli, or the indiscretions or excesses
of mature years.
“The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life, may be alleviated and cuied.
Those
whn dnnht. this nssorfinn ulimiLi TAtir/Uincm fhn now
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medi-

H

THE MOST CONVENIENT.
n

bottle: large bottles much the

a

GREAT

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

Highest Frizes at Paris in 18G7.
VicDtra, Montreal, 1873

FBED’K. FOX.

a

Arrangement.

AND AFTER

ani» r.vrii, further
notice,
PaM*cugcr Train* will leave Portlaud for

ST O

PM8 IN.ADEEPMM

at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer
of Richmond” connects with stages
at Rockland, ami oilier
landings, for neighboring
towns. Connects at Rockland with the Knox <&
Lincoln R. R., at Belfast with B. & M. R. R., Ban-

FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
by dealers generally.
codeow& weow4

Richardson & Boynton’s

Fairbanks Scales,

«\

Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
>Y ednesday and Friday
mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Portland

by the Chief Consulting Physician of
WRITTEN
the Peabody Medical Institute, author of
Norfolk,
Treatise
Diseases ot the Throat aud Lungs, Phy-

i>E

3m

fA

BANGOR.

ON

s°r

FOUR TRH'M PER DAY.

B

cation to

of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, oi
to fix the mind upon any one thing
any length of

Please Call and examine.

THE WOK

and Si

cheater.

with each Furnace sold.

THE STA.MDABD OF

ISLANDS!

STEAM YACHT TOW.

and

Institute, Boston, entitled ‘The Science of
Life, or Self Preservation* Price $1.00. Vitality
impaired by the errors of youth or a too close appli-

cretious; constipation, scanty and high-colored
urine, with an excess of earthly or limey sediment,
indicative of waste

to

sell

parties
se4dt*'

THE NEW

marL’Ott

Summer
SEPT.

The new and commodious menu* A nr hi Tours'**, t’npi. 4!. H. Kiiovriton. leaves Burnham’s
Wharf, every day at 5.45 and 10.15 A. M., and 2 and
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
6.10 P. M. Returning leaves Evergreen at 6 30 and
11 15 A. M., and 5 and 7 P. M„ touching each trip at
Trefetlien’s and Jones* landings. Fare down and
FAKE REDUCED.
back 25 cents. Private parties accommodated beThe last Steamer, CITE OF RICHMOND.
tween the hours of 7 and 10 A. M.. and 3 and 5 P.
Cnpt. C. Kilby, leaves Railroad Wharf every I M., and duriug the evening
augl2dtf
lUoudny, lVe<lne*<lny null Friday Fve[ unit's, in lo o’clock.
O
For Bangor, touching at
!
Rockland, Camden, BelAND
fast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport

cal

Debility

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the se-

give
GUARANTEES

COMPLETE

1875.

PORTLAND-^

Or SELF PRESERVATION.

97 Federal St,
us

FOR THE

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.

Portland, March 5,

a

SCIENCE ©F

AT

0. W. FULL AM’S,
Who is authorized by

5.30 p. m.
Fare down and back 25 cents.
Ten single passage tickets $1.00.
Arrangements for excursions or private
can be made at, the office on the wharf.

Portland.

timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimonials it has received.
None genuine unless signed “I. BUTTS on tlie

by

day

can' be made to

the Governor of New Hampshire, o: the cashiers of
any of the banks of Manchester.
P. S. These Pills are not for sale at any
drug
store. One oerson will be appointed as exclusive
agent in each town in the United States with less
than 10,000 inhabitants. The first person
applying,
male or female, recommended by the postmaster of
the town as respectable and trustworthy, will receive
the appointment.
au31d4wf

Portland

SALE

as

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED

However obscure the causes may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
affecting, as it does, nearly one half of our adult popbv day, and
ulation, it is a melancholy tact that
year by year, we witness a most frigbtml increase ot
nervous affections from the slightest neuralgia to the
more grave and extreme forms of

THOMAS W. LANE,
Manchester. N. H.

sold at
moderate

It is

WOLLASTON
HEATING AND
VENTILATING
Co., Manufacturers, Proprietors and Wholesale and
Retail Dealers, 59 Blackstune street, Boston, MasB.
Send for Circular.

on

ang!2_dti
For Sale or to Let.

tion,

a very
rate price, and will
last a life time

street, now occupied by Joseph Coolidge.
Also the

Dr.

It is the ONLY
Mrs. B. T. LANE.
Furnace
without
The same lady wrilcs again July 30, 1875:—“Your
dangerous joints. Pills are
doing wonders here, I am taking the second
It is made of FOUR
package. My son wishes von to send him a package.
NUMBERS heavEnclosed find fifty cents,” etc
ier Plate Iron than
ES***A package sent by mail, postage paid, to any
any other Furnace, j
If watch PS i»H tin’ll I address, on receipt of 50 cents. Address.

Deering Street, Portland, belonging to the
estate of the late Capt. William Ross,
NATHAN CLEAVES, Executor.
Sept. 1, 1875.sc2dtf

REAL

Wrought

anil thinlr if will nnf loaf

from

This is the ONLY
Furnace that is
made ENTIRELY

THE

Brick House No.

mp.

FURNACE.

commodious house and lot No. 68 Brackett
street. The lot contains 7475 square feet—the
house has fifteen rooms. The owner ot this property having no use for it will sell on very favorable
terms. Apply to WM. H. JERKIS, Real Estate
selld3w*
Agent, Cahoon Block.
8 ALE-The

e

PIERCE’S

WROUGHT

hy

"twenty-live

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

House and Lot lor Sale.

BFUK

Condition Pills.

A. KEITH.

J.W. A H. II. MCUCFFEK, Cor. Midd
A I'nion Sts.

years cured

Danvers, Mass., July 19, 1875.
Mr. Lane,—Dear Sir: For the last
years I have suffered teVribly with Keuralgia and
Rheumatism, also Liver and Kidney Complaints,
causing severe i ain in the back and hips, often unable for months to stoop to pick up any small article
from the floor. 1 have had several doctors, spent a
great deal for medicine, which did no good, and finally concluded j must suffer the rest ot my life, I
happened one day to see your advertisement in the
Congregationalism E thought the medicine was just
what 1 needed, and I sent to you last April for a
package of Pills. Before I had taken eight I felt
like a new person. Can-sleep well nights, eat well,
and have no Keuralgia pain, can stoop as well as
ever.
My friends are astonished at tbe change in

3. A. MEKRllili & CO., 139 Middle St.

of

TOKBBY
selldif.

ty-five

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

A two 2tory double house and one
a halt story store with about
35>000 feet of lau,t at Morrill’s Cor-

S. J. Wheeler.

Neuralgia and Rheumatism, Liver
and Kidney Complaint for twen-

B. F. I'.JBUY, SiO. 353 Fere Street, cer.
Cross Nt., in Delcno’s Mill.
ti. E. HOOPER, Cor. Verb iV Maple
Streets.

and

ner.

world.

Street.

MERRILL.

•Nervous Debility.

«...

Tiiomas W. Lane.—Dear Sir: For nino
have been troubled with Keuralgia and Jndi
gestion, and have taken every remedy that I could
hear of for the relief of my complaints, to no permanent relief, until L received a package of your
Condition Pills, for which I thank God and "you,
for I feel as. well as I ever did in my life, and have
I could not even bear
only taken eight of the Pill
the smell of any kind of food, it would turn my
stomach; but now 1 can eat anything 1 bar any one
can eat. and it relishes,
God bless the inventor of
the Condition Pills and tlicir agents all over the

TARES ifiiMiER.No.Sl Federal Street

J.

...an

Mr.
years I

A. 8. BAITS * CO., No. SO Meddle Street.
J.H. 1.AMSON, 153Middle Mt.. cor. Cr.su.

J. N.

entirely

Neuralgia and Indigestion for nine
years cmcd
by eight ol Dr.
Quain’s Condition Pills. Dyspepsia so bad that be could not bear
the smell of foot?, changed to a
relish.
Montpelier. Vt., July 2(5, 1874.

J. I. HARBOUR, £50 Fore Street, Cor. ©#
Crown. Portland.

seplSdtw*

Real Fatale for Male.
THE Centrally located three story
brick house, No. 24 Brown street, 13
rooms.
Also a fine double lot of
land on Congress street, between
and
Carlton streer, 60 by 122
__INeal
feei. Also a good double lot. corner Congress and
Ellsworth street. The owners of the above property

and

and Tonic Pills.

■ loai-HCiie**. li i v v
Complaint, Fains or
More ness in the CIicnI
or Hide, Blcuiling at
the liiingK, and every
aflectionoi the throat,
lunns and
chest, are
siieedily and permanently
cured by the use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam op
wild Cherry, wuicli does not dry up a cough and
leave the cause behind, as in the case with most remiredies, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs and
ritaticn, thus removing the cause of the complaint,

kTON,

—

throat every time I took the least cold; besides I was
very bilious (had one Bilious Fever); I also had inflammation in my back and kidneys a good deal
ot the time, besides habitual Costiveness, &c. 1
have taken over flftv boxes ot various kinds of Pills,
besides several bottles of medical bitters and syrups
for tbe blood. But 1 am happy to state that the
Pills 1 purchased of you have done wonders. 1 am
now 47 years of age, and teel as young as I did at
20. My 'hroat has not troubled me in the least since
I commenced taking Dr. Quain’s Condition Pills;
neither am I trouble-1 with Biliousness; the pain
and inflammation in my Kidneys have left; and my
bowels are very regular. Indeed. I must give all the
praise to Dr. Quain’s Condition Pills, for they have
done more for me than all the medicine I ever used.
Therefore, I take pleasure in recommending Dr.
Quain’s Condition Pills to all who may need them;
also I thank yon, Mr. Lane, for their introduction.
I do not intend to be without them if money will
purchase them. Please seDd me another package.
MRS. THOMAS H. JOKES.
P. S. Please direct to Amoskeag, K. H.

done to order.

HOUSE FOB BAIjR.—Two story,
new; nine rooms; plenty closets;
^girr^nearly
well
drained, gas and brick cistern of 35
itipNfif
"■ESHfchfcds. Good neighborhood; located near
WM. H.
foot of Wilmot street; must be sola.

JERRIS,

.oil

r.,.....

U1I

modern

purely vegetable

Syri-

4'oiishH.Colds.Bronchili*. More Thront,
Influenza,
t'ronp,
Hhoopiii"
tough,

allays

three mouths ago, and 1 concluded not to give my
testimony until I lmd given them a fair trial. Over
twenty-live years ago I had an attack of Scrofulous
Humor on the glands of my neck; also an ulcer on
my nose, which discharged daily lor over a year.
Since that time I have taken a great deal of medi-

dlmeodllm&w6w

Operations performed by MUS.

English Remedy !
cum

Costive at the same time. One
package of Dr. quain’s Condition Pills makes her tcel as well
atforty-sevcvi as when only twenty
Goifstown, N. H Doc. 24, 1874.
Hr. Thomas W. I.ane :—1 purchased a package
or De. Quain’s Condition Pills of you about

CORRESPONDENT,

ATTENTION TO LADIES.
DR. WELCH.
Don’t fail to get a box of Dr. Welch’s Bunion
residence per
their
at
Ointment. Parties treated
seHJdtf
order.
SPECIAL

Peaks* Island Steamboat

fcgwirTiMkilff&rtui
^dny.Sfpt, 4»,will run as follows:
Leaving the end of Custom House Wharf dally,
(Sundays excepted) Steamer Gazelle will leave for
Evergreen and Jones's Landing and Cushing’s
Island at 9.00 and 10.30 a. m., 2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
Returning leave Evergreen Landing at 11.30 a.m..
and 5.00 p. m.; Jones’s Landing at 11.45 a. in., and
5.15 p. m., and Cushing’s Island at 12 in., and

WEEK.

will leave Railroa<1 Wharf, toot ol Slate St.,
’iT'lfe’ggfr every T U EH DAY
und F K I 1> A V E V E N I IV R (t, AT IO
O’C! L(K!K, For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, So. W. and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,)
Millbridge, Jonesport and Macliiasport.
Returning will leave Macliiasport every ’Vfoixkiy
mid Thursdny .Vloi-uing* nt 4.210* touching as
above, arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with Pullman Train, and early morning
Trains lor Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,

Have taken Roods at

THE GREAT

PER

The

J* Com pany *s S t earner Gazelle.Capt#
JxrMzSSfjrSL A. S. OLIVER,on and after ’Ion

F^^t^s,JS/IDferingi

No. 41V Congress Street, Portland.

The Cordial Balm of

Throat, Back and Iiidueys, and

WJttUNGER,

feb4

The medicine is

iiww!*
ik

The Steamer IjEWIH(api. Charles

"':1m

|f\'

Surgeon Chiropodists,

P. O. Box 3561.

harmless, but its magical power over all diseases to
which flesh is heir is truly wouderful, if they result
from bad blood. Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism. Nervousness, Headache, Heaviness,
Heartburn, all flee before it. Talk is cheap. Facts
are stubborn things,.and every day we are receiving
voluntary testimonials, complimenting in the highest terms these Pills, and giving accounts of the
most astonishing cures.
Following are samples:
Scrofulous Humors stud Ulcers for
twenty-five years. Bilious, Sore

PORTLAND.

IWIU.’I

Dr. WELCH and WIFE, of BOSTON,

4S1 Rroadwny. New York.

little more than a year ago Dr. QUAIN’S
MAGIC CONDITION PILLS were brought before
the Americau public for the first time by an advertisement in a single newspaper published in this

city.

ARRAAOE31EKT.

TWO TRIPS

Treated without Pain.

A

-3=Q percent

SlJIJIEll

FARES AM) FREIGHT REDUCED.

$16,003,581.74 Condition Pills.
Dividend (o Policy Holders on
Premiums terminating in 1871,

SPECIALTY S

Bunions,Bad Nails ami Chilblains

MAGIC

Thomas street,
for sale. It con-

improvements for comfort, elegance and
health. The lot consists of 5000 square feet of nicely
graded and cultivated land. Inquire of HENRY T.
CARTEK, 188 Fore street,
_sep!4tf

WATERS A SONS,

DR. QUAIN’S

ASSETS

on

UUINIUUIIJI

—

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
by the year or passage.

Cottage for Sale.
desirable

near

ON

Only

A.

SCALE PIANOS

hare great powc r and a fine hinging tone with
all modern improvement*, and are the BEST
PIANOS MAOE. TIicmc Organ* and PiPKICES
ano* arc warranted for *ix year*.
EXTREMELY 1.0W for €:a*li or part
en*b and balaace in moathly payment*.
Seeontl-IIaud iiiMlruuieuf* at great bargain*. Piano* and Organ* to rent until
pnid for a* per contract. AGENTS WANTED. Special indueeni ntN to tlie trade.
to
A liberal di*eount
Teachers, Ministers
Churches, Schools, Lodges, etc. ILLUSTRATED,
MAILED.
CATALOGUES

OF NEW YORK,

ON

is offered
THE verySpring street, Cottage

WATERS’ MEW

pany.

LOAN.
first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
MONEY

ATLANTIC

Marine Risks

DISEASES OF THE FEET MT. DESERT k MACHIAS.

nre the mo*t beautiful in *lylc and perfect
in toue ever
Tl»e CONCERTO
made.
STOP is the bent ever placed in any Organ. It In produced In/ an extra *ct of reed*,
peculiarly voiced, the EFFECT of which is
MOST Cil ARMING and NOI L STIRRING.
while i3m IMITATION of the
HUM AN VOICE 6N SCPEHK.
WATERS 9 ftEWOKCElESTKAL.VESPER.
GRAND and VBALENTE €>RGANN. in
Caique French Caw*, combine PURITY
of VOICING with great volume of (ouc;
*uitable./'or FAItLOK or CIICRCII.

YACHT
is

A

ItIVAI.

ready

to take private parties to
Hiniiiond or Plrnnnul I'orm, «|««-p
/«
or to auv of th»- Pleasure
/IV
Resorts in Casco Bav. \\ ill accommodate
sixteen people comfortably.
Has Croquet
and other amusements aboard. Is also fitted with
Dishes for Chowder or Cunuer Fry.
A thoroughly competent man
provided to take
charge ot the Yacht. Apply tor terms to
now

CSEO. W. KIC1I & CO.'S
I,

173

FOKK

STOKE,

STBEET.

_il______dtf

Vermont

< opiicrso,

V KIN|;
T“n»
Fl* TANt known.
/Jr, !

Lino.

Lime, cheaper and odorless

HOWE

&

<** well a* test
Bene than
Use In solution.

GOODWIN,

general agents,
Nos. It, 12,13 India, and 52 Central Sis., Bo tton.
Dl’EWOODS, l\niOO. COCHINEAL, ANILINES.
oc25
dly
_

is herebv given that the subscriber ha
been duly appointed Executor of the will of
ALMA LOUISA WATERHOUSE, late of Portland
la the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the law
directs. All persons having demands upon the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same;
anti all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
1IORATIO F. LIUBT, Executor.
Portland, Sept. 7, 1875.
«k:pl3ilaw3wM*

NOTICE

*

